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OLYMPDA SPORT CENTER 
WALK ON AIR . 
. . .;.;..; ...... 
NIKE-AIR® cushioning - outstanding 
comfort for your feet. The NIKE Air Walker 
Leather has a patented Air-Wedge® that 
absorbs shock and makes walking more com-
fortable. Plus a Dynamic Fit footsleeve and 
Contoured Footbed for maximum stability. 
The Air Walker Leather from NIKE. When 
you walk on air, you get dawn-to-earth 
comfort. 
Air Walker Leather 
For Men & Women 
$49099 
OLYMPDA SPORT CENTER 
MAINE MALL NEWINGTON MALL 
So. Portland, ME (207) 773-8131 Newington Mall _ (603) 431-4304 
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 9:30 Sun. 12 • 5 Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9:30 Sunday 12 - 6 
• 
P. 0. Box 3399 Brewer, Maine 04412 Tel. (207) 947-2086 
I have always marveled at wheelchair 
athletes. Flying down a hill on one of 
those seemingly clumsy contraptions has 
never really turned me on, but Rockland's 
Paul Cole (and Portland's Steve Carlton) 
have challenged, again and again, the 
thrills of this sport. 
Also in this issue, Brewer resident Ed 
Rice tells us of fellow Mainer Pete 
Millard's need in Africa, and biker Carol 
Pierce of Hollis is conquering the cycling 
world, and read about how Channel 6 in 
Portland is going to cover the For Kids' 
Sake 4-miler on Oct. 4th live. Runner Bill 
Green will be doing most of the comment-
ating. 
Also George Towle (high school girls) 
and Alex Hammer (college) begin their 
monthly columns on cross country. 
This month I also received my first let 
letter from a reader. I welcome all comments 
I would like to apologize to all the 
MR&O readers. I am now in this operation 
alone and the delays I have had in getting 
this magazine out to you are being ironed 
out. Please bare with this adjustment 
period.· 
One Note: In last month's PACESETTER 
column, it may have been understood that 
• Wendy Delan has an unorganized training 
schedule. That is not correct. Her training 
is specific and Coach Jerry Crommett does 
not have Wendy do those 880's the week of 
a race, but that wrokout was given as just 
an example of what Wendy might do as she 
prepares for the racing season. MR&O regrets 
the misunderstanding it may have created. 
Maine Running & Outing is published monthly 
in Bangor, Maine. Publisher/editor - Chuck 
Morris. MR&O, PO Box 3399, Brewer, ME 04412. 
(cover photo courtesy of Bangor Daily News) 
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FOR KIDS' SAKE. 4-miles at 11:11 a.m . with Kids' Kat 10:30. Starts at the Preble St . Extension 
parking lot. TELEVISION COVERAGE BEGINS AT 11:00. Contact ~!aine Track Club, PO Box 3008, 
Portland 04104. YOU :-nJST PREREGISTER. NO POST ENTRIES ACCEPTED. See flyer in September issue. 
NU}!ERICA'S FAf!ILY 5K . 10:00 a.m. from Numerica Savings Bank on 1155 Elm Street, ~!anchester, ~;H. 
$5.00 preregistration fee. For more information call 624-2424 between 8:30 - 5:00 (~1-f). 
2ND ANNUAL HO:!ECOHING HUSTLE. 5K at 1:00 p.m. Registration begins at noon. XO EXTRY FEE. 
Begins at Fryeburg Academy Gym. For more information call Bob Pavne (655-6006). 
2ND ANNUAL FIRE PREVENTION WEEK. 9.11 Kat 9:00 a.m. from the Bramhall Fire Station on Congress St . 
in Portland . $6.00 preentry fee with t-shirts to first 100 . 
LAKE WASSOOKEAG ROAD RACE. 7.2-miles at 10:00 a.m. around the shores of Lake Wassookeag in Dexter . 
Entry fee is $3.00. Mail your name, address, phone number and entry fee to : Parks and Rec . Dept ., 
Town of Dexter , Box 313, Main St. Dexter 04930. For more information call Ed Walker (924-i351). 
CASCO BAY MARATHON. 7:00 a.m. from Portland Expo. $7.00 entry fee. Registration ends Oct. 4. 
Contact Charlie Porter (839-6593) for more information. 
A FALL "FUN FOR FITNESS" RACE. 2-miles at 12-noon from Taylor Hospital on Stillwater Ave. in 
Bangor. $S.OO entry fee. 
DOWNEAST 4-MILE CLASSIC. 1:00 p.m. start at Sanford-Springvale YMCA . Contact Richard L'Heureux 
fo r more information (676-226S). $6.00 preregistration. See flyer in September issue. 
SEMPER FIVE. Five-mile cross country run at Topsham Marine Reserve Center. Contact 1st Sgt. Bechard, 
Marine Corps Reserve Training Center, Topsham 04086 or 921-2337/2360. See flyer in this issue. 
TARA PUTNAM SCHOLARSHIP RUN. The third annual SK at 2:00 p.m . from the Medway Middle School on 
Rte. 1S7. Recreational walkers are welcome. For more information call Tom Tetu (746-3608) or see flyer. 
2ND ANNUAL DIER MEMORIAL SK . Begins at 10:00 a .m. from Winslow High School. The race is in honor 
of Roland Dyer . For more information contact the Central Maine Striders, PO Box 1177, Waterville 
04901 or call Jerry Saint Amand (873-67S3). 
WALDO COUNTY CHALLENGE TRIATHLON. Register at Belfast High School. It will have a morning start, 
but the exact time has not been determined yet. It will be a S-mile run, S-mile canoe and 17.l-
mile bike. Call 333-4S93 for more information. 
BENJAMIN'S lOK RAOD RACE. 12- noon at school on Forest Ave. in Bangor. Contact Benjamin's Tavern 
for more information (942-7492). PREREGISTRATION ONLY . NO POST ENTRIES. $8.00 before Oct. l. 
Pre-race packet pickup at Goldsmith's on Saturday or John Bapst Memorial High race morning . 
See flyer. 
2ND ANNUAL WHITE MOUNTAIN MILERS' HALF-MARATHON. 10:00 a.m. from North Conway Community Center 
in the village of Nurth Conway, NH. $8.00 entry fee before Oct. lS. See flyer. 
lOTII ANNUAL GREAT PUMPKIN RACE. lOK at 11:00 a.m. with l.S-mile fun run at 10:00. Entry fee for 
lOK is SS . 00 and $3.00 for fun run (before Oct. 30. $2,SOO WORTH OF PRIZE MO!IEY TO BE AWARDED. 
Contact Steve Mooney, S37 Buxton Rd., Saco 04072 for more information. 
lOTH ANNUAL CONCORD SAVINGS BANK FRED J. HACKETT AUTUMN RUN. lOK certified course at 12-noon 
from the Beaver Meadow Golf Course Club House off Rte. 3 in West Concord, NH. Send SASE for 
entry form to: Concord Savings Bank Autumn Run, PO Box 739, Concord, NH 03301 or call Bob 
Teschek at (603) 063-2S37. 
VETERANS MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. 4 . S-miles from Wiscasset High School's track. Starts at 1:00 p.m. 
Entry fee is $S. 00 (.$4 . 00 for Wiscasset residents. For more information call 882-7 S33 or see flyer. 
ALSO October 4 . Berlin Marathon. Dial Berlin in the USA (l-800-237-S469) and ask for Sarah Jackson. She can reserve 






1987 STATE OF MAINE CANOE RACE SCHEDULE by Adrian Humphreys 
Paddling Key: WW = whitewater race OC open canoe 
FW = flatwater race K kayak 
SL slalom race SK sea kayak 
TRI = triathlon (run,bike, canoe) 
SOUTH SOLON OPTOMISTS CLUB CANOE RACE. (FW , OC, KO. 10-miles on Kennebec River. Solon/Anson. 
Call 474-8048 for more information. 
RACE OF TRUTH . (FW-Ocean, K, SK, ROW). NO OPEN CANOES. Contact James Chute for more information 
(86S-4341). 
WALDO COUNTY CHALLENGE TRIATHLON. Contact Dale Cross (338-4598) or see information above in 
road race calendar. 
ANDROSCOGGIN BOAT CLUB REGATTA. (HI, )C). 10-miles on Androscoggin River, Brunswick. Contact 
Eric McNett at 72-9-3697 for more information. 
TOUR DI VERONA . (FW , K) On Penobscot River in Verona. Contact Earl Baldwin for more information 
(0 ZS-4439) 
No cycling schedule has been made available to ~!R&O for October, but the skiing season is fast approaching. 
• 
Dear Chuck, Runner's forum 
Sorry to have to write this letter, but it had to be done. I started to write it to 
the Letters to the Editor column of the Bangor Daily News·, but decided perhaps we should 
not wash our dirty linen in public . 
I am also sending a copy of this letter to Bob Booker in E. Holden as I do not wish to 
do anything behind his back and I realize it puts you in an uncomfortable position. 
Though from out of state I spend 5 to 6 months a year in Maine and running races is my 
favorite past time. I am 57, no spring chicken, and have run a number of races over the 
past few years. I believe I know where of I speak and I have also discussed my thoughts 
with other runners who heartily agree with me. 
Yesterday I ran in the Bangor Labor Day 5 mile race. It is an insult to all the race 
directors in all the large and small towns in Maine that this race receives the turnout 
it did when so many of them do outstanding jobs in putting on their races in their towns. 
Yesterday's race was the worst organized race I have ever attended anywhere in Maine at 
any time and should not go unrecognized as such. 
Specifically I wish to point out the following items. 
I) Registration was a zoo. Nothing was gained by preregistration. The organizers had no 
way of knowing who in fact had preregistered and who had not. 
2) Excuses were made for the starting gun before it was fired. Makes me wonder if there 
were shells in the gun. If it was known to be a defective gun/shells then correct it 
before the race.· As it was a very ragged, confused start. 
3) There were no mile markers after the I mile split. Those of us not familiar with Bangor 
are not aided by telling us at the starting line where the miles are. We do not know 
the landmarks. 
4)~There was meager water available at the finish, and this was a hot day. One youngster 
was trying to fill paper cups one by one with a hose; he was overwhelmed by the number 
of finishers. 
5) There were no refreshments of any sort at the finish other than that from the hose. 
6) I do not know what the awards were for the winners but I have the uncomfortable feeling 
they may have been gift certificates to a fast food restaurant. I may be wrong on this item. 
7) Never before in my life have I ever been to a race where there were NO results given 
at the end of the race. I enquired about this and was told they would be in the newspaper 
today - they were. 
8) Small point - the bib numbers looked as if they were ordered at the last moment -
numbers but no label. Many of us like to tack these bib numbers up somewhere. Nice to have 
the label. 
9) Medium point - the one size fits all caps were a poor substitute for T shirts, shorts, 
towels, decent hats or some other commemorative item. 
This was the 25th annual Bangor race. The facilities and course are more than adequate. 
The police department did a fine job in traffic control. I know a lot of race organizers 
who would like to have access to these facilities, this history, and this number of runners. 
This race was an insult to their hard work. 
You can print this in MR&O if you will. I believe it will be well received by the vast 
majority of your readers. Your magazine is great. It is indispensable to those of us who 
enjoy the sport here in Maine. It is our forum. 
Thanks for letting me sound off. 
Rebuna1 Walter DeVault, Jr. 
Dear MR. Devault: 
I was awfully upset to read your recent letter about how poorly we put 
on the Bangor Labor Day Road Race. I guess we can stop patting ourselves 
on the back now. I thought the sixteen youngsters from John Bapst Memorial 
High School did a super job out on the cou~se and at the finish line. I 
heard a lot of good comments about what an outstanding job the Bangor PD 
did with course control. In fact, I think this was the best organized 
and best run the race has ever been! 
I'm sorry you object to the Rainbow System of numbers. I've stood in 
a lot of lines before waiting to get registered and I find the few minutes 
spend in filling out the pull tab at the bottom of the number a lot less 
frustrating than waiting in line. Sure there was motion and noise and 
a little bit of confusion at the registration table, but I can assure 
you that the two freshman young ladies and I who registered 120 people 
in less than one hour were not confused and it came off without a hitch. 
I resent your inference that I did not load the starting pistol 
I have rarely been to a race of less than marathon distance in the 
State of Maine (or elsewhere for that matter) where splits have been 
given other than the one mile mark. I agree with you when you infer 
that race directors in Maine do a super job, but come on, how many five 
mile races have you been in that had splits at every mile? After years 
of racing one should have a pretty good feeling for pace after one mile. 
If you knew you were going to run the race in around 35 minutes and hit 
the one mile split in six-thirty you were out fast·; in seven-thirty you 
were out slow. It's simple! (Sorry about the gross misspelling of your 
name in the BDN, I couldn't read your printing on the pull tab very well) 
The young girl filling cups at the.finish line had over 150 cups filled 
before the first finisher came in. We normally have three hoses at the 
finish, but the addapter was lost at the last moment. Sorry. 
We couldn't budget any more refreshments for you Walt. This race was 
run on a budget of $680. The nice keychain awards (three deep in 6 categories), 
the running numbers, which were not imprinted at extra expense, the winners 
plaques, the Chronomix rental and the $100 gift to the John Bapst Memorial 
High School Cross Country team for the valued assistance more than ate up 
all the loot. How many races do you attend each year that loose money? 
Ours has always been run in the red. I love i t when guys like Harry Trask 
come up to me after the race and say, "Thanks Bob for keeping the cost down." 
I'm sorry you were disappointed that the unofficial results were not made 
available to you immediately, but how many races do you run in that have 
the complete results made available within 24 hours through the local 
newspaper? Not many, I'm sure. 
P.S. Yes, Miller's Restaurant gave us two $25 gift certificates for the 
over-all winners, Wendy's (who provided the 2~ mile water stop) provided 
us with gift certificates as did McDonald ' s. The runners appreciated the 
thought along with the engraved keyring awards. 
Bob Booker 
Race Director - Retired 
T ·Shirts To Africa 
by Ed Rice (special to MR&O) 
All right, so big deal ... you've collected umpteen hundred road race t-shirts and all 
you've really got to show for it is a warped drawer in your bureau, or an overhead shelf 
in the closet which is about to collapse from the weight of your rainbow display of jerseys. 
And yes, you've long forgotten about the idea of taking the logos from each and having 
someone weave you an ornate quilt or wall tapestry. In truth, some of those shirts just 
give you a pain -- remembrances of bad races, broken dreams and, worst of all, actual pain 
or injuries suffered (I know all three of these factors for me lead to instant banishment 
for a shirt) . 
Do yourself a favor. Send them away. As far away as you can ... like Africa ... and help 
yourself feel good about it all in the process. 
I'm sure many of you either know or remenber Dr. Peter Millard from Orono, a high school 
standout at Cheverus who is a two-time winner of the Sugarloaf Marathon and was a partici-
pant in the men's 1980 Olympic Trials Marathon. Well, you haven't seen Peter winning any 
road races lately (actually for two years now) because he has a .greater concern for the 
human race ... much greater. Peter and his equally strong-willed and vivacious wife Emily 
have put their activist spirits right on the line, serving through a Christian missionary 
service to provide their medical skills at a hospital in Zimbabwe. 
Peter is one of six physicians attempting to care for almost one-half million Africans. 
Emily, an R.N., is regularly working· in obstetrics, making trips to a clinic across the 
nearby border to politically-hostile Mozambique. Conditions at Peter's hospital at Mt. 
Selinda are abysmal compared to what we are accustomed to here in America. People regularly 
die of things they shouldn't and contract diseases Peter can't quite get a handle on how to 
pronounce, let alone diagnose and treat. He sees <leath almost daily, deals with the most 
grotesque tumors imagi~able, and copes with frustrating medical supply shortages that have 
included, for most of the time he has been there, access to clean, running water. 
Yet,· I can almost feel Peter's bristling at the thought of my melodramatic description. 
For both Peter and Emily epitomize the idea of "positive" people, the kind of folks who 
don't want to hear or talk about how bad things are, but want to work to make things better . 
You can't get either of them to dwell very long on the difficulties -- for they will tell 
you of the spectacular beauty of the region, their African friends,_ their garden, of how 
happy they are to live in a society where TV is nowehre to be found. Their children, Cameron 
and Maria, have joined their parents in learning a little of the native language and as 
much as possible about African culture. 
Recently Peter, Emily and the kids were back in Maine for a short visit. And almost 
before I could recover from the shock of the telephone call I was out doing a short run 
with this most-treasured friend. Since nothing Peter does comes as any great surprise to 
me, it din't seem a bit unusual to find an African youth lacing up some running shoes and 
joining us ... It seems Peter and Emily have brought Angson, who frequently helps them out 
at their home, back to the States to help him continue his education. Peter will be spon-
soring him at Orono High School. 
The visit, of course, was all too brief. The journalist in me only got to ask about one-
tenth the questions I had, but the caring friend found the important essentials: Peter 
looked a bit gaunt, a bit tired, but he joked, teased and cajoled as always and, even better, 
talked ,-of dreams to be -- a return from Africa after his third and final year to seek a 
residency in pediatric infectious disease. 
However, before the visit ended, Emily asked if it might be possible to prevail upon some 
runners to relinquish some unwanted road race jerseys. Clothing, it seems, is at a real 
premium in theregion. She'd like to be able to provide shirts and other artciles of clothing 
to the most unfortunate ones through the hospital .•. and so I'm turning that request over 
to as many of you as would like to help. 
I'm planning to put together a box, or boxes (hopefully) if response demands it, which 
will be mailed by ship and marked specially for a much lower postal charge - for donated 
goods going to a missionary church. I'd like to send this out by the end of October. If you 
have some jerseys or other clothing articles that you'd be willing to part with, and would 
like these to join mine, please forward them to, drop them off or "run" them by this address: 
124 Parker Street, Brewer, Maine 04412 •.. in care of Ed Rice. 
If you'd like to mail them yourself, the address is: Peter Millard & Emily Wesson , 
Willis Pierce Hospital, PB9, Mt. Selinda, Zimbabwe. Mark on the parcel: "Used clothes 
for distribution by mission hospital. No resale value." You should set the value of the 
parcel at around $10 if you've got a good batch of them in there. 
And just think, your Kingfield or Snow Run or Casco Bay t-shirt might wind up on the 
back of the next Kip Keino or Said Ouita. _Well, let;s just leave it at the idea of how 
good you're going to feel about helping an outstanding Maine couple make a very positive 
impression of all of us upon their African acquaintances . 
Club Shorts 
I know there are more clubs out there. What about the bikers, the skiers, the paddlers? 
This column is for your club and for your benefit. Where are those Musterds? The clubs 
I have heard from have plenty of information and news. THE CENTRAL MAINE STRIDERS put 
on a very exciting and enjoyable race in Waterville on September 13th, but the news on 
the Sentinel lOK will be in the next issue. CMS'er Chris Bovie has recently signed as 
an agent for a major shoe company. Strider President Jerry Saint Amand said the official 
word is not out yet, but "it's probably for Buster Browns." Bovie has become one of 
the best bikers in the state and he recorded the fastest time at the Haine Event Triathlon 
in July . THE MAINE TRACK CLUB set up a booth at the Healthshare Health Fair at the 
Portland Public Library on September 11th and 12th. The MTC exhibit , one of t he 47 , 
promoted the benefits of running to good health. Member Cheryl Bascomb was in charge 
of the booth and she gave tutorials on stretching. THE PENBAY PACERS have decided to 
become a more down-sized organization. They will remain active as a club, but they 
have concluded that most of the work is done by the "hard core" runners. One of the 
reasons for this decision was to limit fund-raising acti vit ies . Let 's give the Pacers 
our support. They have helped many young athletes in their quest for success at the 
J unior Olympics , running camps, etc . In their most recent newsletter, t he Pacers included 
an article from Outside magazine about ultramarathoner Chuck Jones . It is very i nteresting. 
Pick up the September copy. THE AROOSTOOK JOGGERNAUTS have purchased two VCR tapes on 
running-related topics. They are available to members for $2.00 each. The topics include 
"beginning running" and "marathon running." If you are interested contact club President 
Neal Genz or write to "Joggernauts, Cote Road, Limestone 04750. The club is also trying 
to get the Fleet Feet Five Mile Race certif i ed . Honorary member of the SUB 5 TRACK CLUB, 
Ed Rice, t he founder of Bangor ' s Terry Fox SK Road Race, has wri tten a story for th~ 
issue of MR&O about fellow Hainer Peter Millard who is in Afri ca on a miss i onary pro j ect. 
Peter had recently returned to Maine for a quick visit and brought a friend back to the 
States. Angson, a 21-year-old, is attending Orono High School and Sub 5 member O.J. Logue 
has been giving the African a tour of Maine. For more, read Rice's story. 
News 
PANAM GAMES - Maine's Bruce Bickford, now residing in Wellesley, Mass . , covered the 24-plus 
lap 10,000-meter event in a meet record at the PanAm Games held in Indianapolis, Ind. in 
the middle of August. Bickford's 28:20.37 broke 1972 Olympic Marathon Champion Frank 
Shorter's previous mark, set i n 1971, by more than 30 seconds. In 1985 Bickford was ranked 
number one in the world in this event. 
RUNNER'S WORLD ANNOUNCES HIGH SCHOOL CHAMPIONS - Distance runners Matt Crook of Readf i eld 
and West Buxton ' s Wendy Delan were declared the state winners of the 1987 Gatorade Circle 
of Champions H. S. Player of the Year Award. Both runners and their respective schools 
received plaques honoring the achievement. Both are 1987 graduates. In the outdoor track 
State Championships they swept first-place in the distance events. In Class C Crook won 
the 800 (1:58.3), the 1,600 (4:27.4) and the 3,200 (9:52) for Maranacook High . Delan , mean-
while defended her three titles that she also won in 1986 for Bonny Eagle. This spring her 
2:20.6, 5:02.1 and 11:20.9 left the competition in her wake . She competed in Class A. 
KAYAK NEWS - Perception, Inc. announced in August that it is recalling all Kayaker Throw-
bags and Pro Throwbags shipped from the kayak company after July 10, 1987 because the rope 
used in manufacturing the safety throwlines may not float. If the bag you purchased is 
part of this shipment, please call Perception immediately at (803) 859-7518 for instructions 
on how to return the bag for replacement. 
MTC TREATS USS KENNEDY CREW - The USS John F. Kennedy, a Navy aircraft carrier, was in the 
Portland port in early September. Four of the Kennedy crew who run on the three-lap-to-the-
mile flightdeck, were greeted by five members of the Maine Track Club. The seamen, Lt. 
Commander Bruce McKeown, Captain Doug Carrow, 1st Class Petty Officer Roland Parsons and 
Chief Warrant Officer Louis Gerecz, gave the MTC members a tour of the ship in exchange 
for a run over the hills of Portland. MTC members Jean Thomas, Bob Payne, Jim Toulouse, 
Nancy Stedman and Thurman Reynolds greeted the seamen. 
SCARBOROUGH WOMAN EARNS SHOT AT IRONMAN - Dr. Rosalyn Randall placed 2nd in her age divis-
ion (35-39) at the Green Mountain Steelman competition in Brattleboro, Vt. in the middle 
of August to earn a berth to the Big One - the Ironman Triathlon World Championships on 
the island of Hawaii in October. The 37-year-old Randall needed to place first or second 
among the eight women in her category to qualify for the 2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike and 
26.2-mile run. The Green Mountain Triathlon is half of these distances and Randall's 5:34:44 
was a PR for her. She was only 65 seconds behind winner Jane Bank of Vermont. 
MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL - Galen Sayward, originally of Farmington, now resides in Park City, 
Utah as he was elected President of the United States Ski Coaches Association (USSCA) in 
early May. Galen was the Executive Director of the MNC, but his departure is left in fine 
hands - Mike Sayward, manager of Troll Valley Ski Touring Center. In Utah Galen will be 
responsible for developing and implementing all nordic program activities for the Assoc-
iation and generating on-going educational programs and materials for the coaches of cross 
country, jumping and nordic. Galen is once again teaming with Tim LaVallee, the Alpine 
Technical Director of the USSCA. They worked together in Maine and co-authored the rule 
book used in all interscholastic skiing activities in Maine. 
and Sonia Stewart of 
MATTANAWCOOK TRIATHLON - This first 
annual triathlon in Lincoln, a 6.2-
mile run, 6.5-mile canoe and a 21.7-
mile bike, was fun for all on Aug. 2. 
Director Paul Smith said he has hopes 
to make this the best in the state. 
"Anyone can compete and have fun," 
he said . "There were 13 teams and 35 
competitors. Everyone who competed, 
placed. They liked everything from 
the awards to the T-shirts to the 
course." Ironman Andy Weik has reason 
to like the course as he was the first 
individual (7th overall) with an over-
all time of 2:59:28. He was the fourth for the canoe leg. (photo courtesy of Brend~_j>!,Ilith) 
runner to enter the second stage by 
Mendonca was the first to finish the run (35:31) and his team 
and Roger Barnes) led the rest of the way to win by almost 
event was sponsored by Coldstream Jaycees and Norstar Bank. 
his 37:27 performance. Mike 
(also Francis Cyr, Jim Park 
three minutes, 2:38;40. The 
DIXVILLE NOTCH RACE - Director Rick Tillotson holds a series of races in New Hamsphire 
and on Aug. 9th Maine Track Club member Jennifer Rood set a women's course record of 1:17:59 
in the 12-mile (The Balsam's to Colebrook) individual run over Dixville Notch. She was the 
only Maine participant in any of the events which included a marathon (Errol to Colebrook) 
and a 12-mile relay race. Rood finished 4th in the field of 20. (Thanks to Don Penta and 
the MTC for this information.) 
Special to "Maine Running & Outing" 
1987 "Sugarloaf Marathon" report -
How important are running clubs in the r6ad racing world? Just 
ask race director Chip Carey of Kingfield, Maine. His 5th Annual 
"Sugarloaf Marathon" and 2nd Annual "Sugarloaf 15-K", held on a perfect 
Sunday morning, August 30th, showed everyone just how big a part they 
play and how their role is growing even larger. 
With strong teams from Massachusetts, Rhoade Island and Canada 
on hand to challenge for the "team trophy" in the marathon, it was 
up to the two powerful Maine clubs, the Maine Track Club of Portland 
and the Central Maine Striders, to uphold the Pine Tree State ' s edge, 
and they did just that. 
Led by the sensational Bruce Ellis, the Maine Track Club just did 
edge the Striders for the 1st place team, with the other clubs far back 
for 3rd to 5th place. The MTC took 1st, 5th & 6th places, while the 
CMS had 2nd, 7th & 11th, and if you removed the club runners from this 
race, Chip Carey would've had little to rave about. 
Ellis was strong a l l the way and picked up steadily after the 
halfway mark. The surprise was the Strider ' s leading marathoner , 22 
yr old Todd McGraw of Farmington, who stayed with Bruce through the 
tough 10 mile first section, then held on to set a PR and post his 1st 
2! hr effort, finishing behind Bruce's- 2:22:21. 
Wi th one of those "out-of-staters", 39 yr old Ray Nelson of Rhode 
Island takin g 3r d place, Maine runners filled in the rest of the top 
ten spots with one notable exception we ' ll get to in a bit. ·The always 
strong Lance Guliani of Brunswick was his usual flawless self with a 
solid 4th place finish, while Steve McGrath repeated his 1986 5th place 
finish this year! Barry Fifield took time off from triathelon workouts 
to nail down 6th place and thus the team victory for his club. The ever 
amazing 49 yr old Al Sproul III of Round Pond came through for the Striders 
and was joined l ater by h i s lovely wife, Carlene, who turned in a sub-
3! hr performanc e herself . Al's 2:46 and change was very impressive as 
he has been strong all year and never slowed his pace in this one. 
Winslow's Jerry Allanach and Jay's Mike Simoneau gave the Striders 
11th and 12th places of the club's impressive 17 members who finished 
this 26.2 mile excellent event. 
What a story in the women's race! 23 yr old Yoli Casas who finally 
got to the starting line after getting lost in Maine, was running in her 
1st mar athon and heaven help us if she keeps thi s up! She is originally 
from Cost a Rica, now lives in Jacksonville, Florida and just flew through 
the course , finished smiling and had a g r eat t ime. The always strong 
Kirn Goff o f Rhode Island ran a nice, steady race to take 2nd behind Yoli's 
2 : 50:19 with her own 2 :55:05, and Maine was shut out of the top three when 
Nanci Carlson of New Jersey held on for 3rd place in 2~58 : 44 . The p r e-race 
favorite, Anne-Marie Davee of Orono, spent as much t ime off t he course as 
she did on i t! To ·say she had i ntestinal trouble wou ld be putting it 
mildly, but she gamely kept going despite over a dozen stops a nd came in 
with a 4th place 3:03:59. Mayby now she'll change her diet!!! 
With 122 of the 130 starters finishing, perfect weather, accurate and 
prompt results handled by the Striders officials, Chip Carey is already 
preparing for next year's event. 
" 
BOWDOIN_ AND BACK - Dan Dearin of Topsham and 33-year-old Jeff Sanb.orn, who returned to his 
alma mater in hopes of victory, dueled back and forth for eight of the 10-miles in this 
Run to the Coast on Aug. 16th. Dearing led the trio (including wheelchair athlete Paul 
Cole) through the first mile (5:04). Sanborn then pulled along side the 25-year-old UMO 
graduate. Sanborn then took over the pacing duties at two-miles. They passed five in 
25:50 and lost Cole on the turn-around. At 8-miles Dearing surged and broke Sanborn to 
win in 52:55, 11 seconds ahead of Sanborn. Cole's place and time was not available. "I 
followed on his shoulder until 7 miles," Dearing said. "At 8 I put in a surge and that 
was it. He didn't challenge." He wasn't just Dearing, however, that had a well-run race. 
Dearing said the organizers, the race was sponsored by. SportsEast, did a "fine job." He 
said there was plenty of water on this hot day and traffic was not a problem. He also 
mentioned finishing on the track with an announcer and spectators watching was exciting. 
23-year-old Kelly Bennett won the women's crown (66:28). 
BANGOR LABOR DAY - September 7, 1987 was the 25th time runners have gathered in Bangor 
to celebrate Labor Day. Overall winners Bruce Br idgham of Jonesboro and Cindy Lynch of 
Millinocket, added to the speciality of the ocass i on. The 27-year-old Bridgham pulled 
away from Fort Fairfield's Bob Everett betweent the mi l e and two-mile mark and then with-
stood challenges from two others to win in 25:11.6, only 11.6 seconds off the course 
record set by Gerry Clapper in 1985. For his effort he won the Bob Hillgrove Trophy 
honoring the 7-time champion. Roy Morris (25:36) and Dan Dearing (25:43) were second and 
third in the field of 169. Lynch, meanwhile, dethroned defending champ and 13-time winner 
Robin Emery Rappa with her course record 29:43 . 0. Rappa held the previous mark of 30:12 . l 
set in 1985 and she finished third this year (30:40 . 2) also behind Diane Lounder(30:33.9) . 
With her opening 5:31 mile Lynch was separated from therest of the women's field the 
entire way. 
TAC STATE TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS - The sun was high, but the weather was not the 
only thing that was hot at Bowdoin College's pink track on Aug. 1st. The men's and women's 
teams from the Sub 5 Track Club sizzled the 400-meter oval to take both titles. The men 
won the battle with their women teammates as they tallied 194 points. Bath Iron works was 
second (104) and were followed by Portland (50) and Scarborough (31). The women "only" 
scored 180 points, but they easily outdistanced their closest competitors, the Old Town 
Track Club, by 114. The women were led by sprinter/jumper Brenda Sheehan and Ironwoman 
Cindy Lynch. Sheehan won the MVP trophy for the second straight year by virtue of her 
meet record in the long jump (17-2) and the 4 x 100-meter relay (52. 9). Sheehan anchored 
the winning squad that also consisted of Barbie Dupuis, Neallie Hart and Karen Watkins. 
Sheehan also won the l 00 (12. 7) and the 200 (26. 8) . She was second in the triple jump (35- 7) 
behind Watkins' meet record 37-3. Lynch also competed in five events, but they were the 
f i ve longest: from the 400 to the 10;000. She started with a wi n in the !OK (37:38) and 
followed with seconds in the 1500 (5 : 04 ) and 400 (68.0). Later in the meet she won her 
final two events, the 800 (2 : 34) and the 3000 (10:46). The Sub 5 men were led by Mike 
Norman, a standout for the track team at the University of Maine. The Black Bear junior 
won the 100 (11.1), was second in the 400 (50.5) and third in the long jump (20-8). He 
also anchored the winning 1600-meter relay (3:39). 
What is the TAC anyway? Well, Justin Smith, who is in charge of 
publicity for the Maine Association of The Athletcis Congress, 
tells us more. 
TAC was set up by Congress in 1978. TAC is the US member of the 
International Amateur Athletic Federation (IMF is the world gov-
erning body for athletics) and a member of the US Olympic Commit-
tee. TAC members include clubs, Recreation Departments, schools, 
colleges and universities that are interested in track and field , 
long distance running and race walking. 
Is there TAC in Maine? Yes, there aremore than 35 clubs for boys and girls and men and women. 
What does TAC do in Maine? Through coaches, athletic directors and volunteers, TAC develops 
and maintains proficiency in many programs. It ~rovides training for children and young 
people at Junior and Senior High School levels, leading to Junior Olympic programs and 
National and International Junior competition. 
Who runs TAC in Maine? The Maine clubs run their own programs and are administered and 
run by local volunteers. The State TAC is administered by an Executive Committee made up 
of coaches, athletic directors and volunteers. National administration is in Indianapolis, 
Ind. and is a small elected body. 
Membership? Membership is open to civic, fraternal, track and running clubs and event 
committees. Dues are established by each TAC association. Benefits, aside from the priv-
iledge of sponsoring a meet, includes subscription to the "Athletics Record" and TAC's 
liability policy. 
For more information contact Mr. Smith at 1 Seaview Terrace, Belfast 04974. 
High School Updat_e 
____  _... . -- ... 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: George Towle coaches the women's cross country team at USM in Gorham and 
the Portland High track teams. With this month George will be writing a monthly column on 
high school girls cross country. The following article is an update on last month's (Sept-
ember) XC preview.) 
What follows is a look at the top Class A, B, and C teams over the past five years (Class 
D was abolished after the 1983 season). Teams were awarded JO-points for a state title, 
8-points for second, and so on. A betting man would be wise to look at recent history 
when making his 1987 picks . 
Westbrook has been the domin.ant Class A team of the 1980's. Coach John Myatt has a 
way of getting his runners ready for the meets that count (witness last year's duel titles 
and 1-2 Westbrook sweeps in both boys and girls races). Western Maine challengers should 
be South Portland and Windham. The strength of Eastern Maine appears to be traditional 
powers Mt. Blue, Cony and Gardiner. With 3 of the last 4 state meet titles in their trophy 
cases, Westbrook has 42 points. South Portland, with two runner-up years, have 26 and 
Mt. Blue has 22 behind their championship in '85 and runner-up slot last fall. Six of the 
top 10 finishers from last year's state meet return in 1987. Westbrook's Sherri McCarthy 
leads the way (2nd) and is followed by Windham's Andrea Elder (3rd), Lewiston's Erika 
Fennessey (6th), McAuley's Denise Harlow (7th), Oxford Hills' Sara Pickett (9th) and Kaela 
Curtis of Gardiner (10th). 
Greely will win it's thrid straight "B" title. No less than three Rangers are capable 
of winning individual honors. Perenial power Maranacook and Foxcroft will be two of the 
teams representing Eastern Maine at the States . . It is Maranacook, however, that has scored 
the most points the last five years. Their 42-tota l is two points ahead of Greely, but the 
Rangers' Jill Decker (4th) and Eliza Booth (5th) are the top two returnees. Amy Gorham 
of Hampden (7th) and Medomak Valley's Lorna Dever (9th) are the only top 10 finishers from 
'86 back in '87. (Correction - Hermon's Cathy York, 10th last fall, also returns . ) 
Jay has enough firepower to repeat as Class C Champs for the third year in a row. For 
motivation it need only look across the Androscoggin River where rival Livermore Falls will 
be even stronger than last year. Yarmouth is another Western team to consider. Foxcroft, 
runnerup to Jay the past two years, has been moved to Class B. This leaves Eastern Maine 
wide open. Jay with its two title has gathered 26 points, four behind Georges Valley and 
two ahead of '84 Champ Monmouth. 
The ent ire top 10 from '86 returns this fall, including champion Carla Lemieux of 
Piscataquis. Foxcroft ' s Sunshine Weinrich (6th), however, is now in Class B. Jay will rely on 
the St. Pierrre duo, Missy (3rd) and Mariette (4 th ). Searsport's Karen Fields (2nd) and 
Michelle Severence of Lee (5th) wi l l also battle for the top spot. 
MAINE HIGH SCHOOL XC TRIVIA: Only one team in recent memory, perhaps ever, has scored 15 
points in State competition. Who was the team and what was the year? 
RESULTS: Bob Sprague of Gray-New Gloucester, set a course record of 15:49 on Fryeburg's 
3.0-mile course in the middle of September. On September 12 at the Ellsworth Invitational, 
Searsport's Chris Catell outleaned GSA's Aran She tterly for the individual honor. Catell 
covered the 2.9-mile course in 15:32. The girls had just as exciting finish with Rachel 
Cleaves of Presque Isle holding off Hermon's Cathy York by one second in 19: 15. The Caribou 
boys and the Hampden girls won the team titles . 
The cone~e Report 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Alex Hammer, a student and runner at the University of Maine, will be 
writing a monthly column on the college scene.) 
Hello! Welcome to the first edition of "The College Report." I'll be writing a column 
each month on the college running programs located throughout the state. The college 
scene in the state Of Maine is packed with a multitude of talented runners and exciting 
races, and we'll be looking at these and much more on a regular basis. 
The September issue of MR&O provided a preview of the college cross country season. 
• Here we will focus on some of the teams that were not mentioned last month. 
Bates College - Head coach Walter Slovenski (men)and Carolyn Court (women). Key returnees 
for the men are co-captains Jim Huleat and Marc Desjardins. In 1986 the Bobcats were the 
State of Maine Champs and the New England Div. III Champs. The women had their best season 
ever in 1986 and have basically the same team returning. Co-captains Sue Pappalardo and 
Pam Oest will lead the team. 
The 1986 Maine State Champions on the women's side was Colby College. If the early 
season meets are any indication, the Mules will be hard-pressed to defend its title. Head 
Coach Debbie Aitken will look to co-captains Linda Roberts and Laurie Anderson for leader-
ship, but on September 19th the Mules lost to UMaine 25-47. The Black Bears were led by 
freshman Karen Salsbury (!st) and senior Brenda Mahnken (2nd) . The Bears top returnee, Tina 
Meserve, did not run and with Jennifer Allen (4th) and 1984 individual state champion 
Leslie Walls approaching her previous years' fitness, UM will battle Bates for the state 
meet title. 
The Colby men, coached by Jim Wescott, have Bill Derry and Rick Lanzi returning while 
Jim Ballinger's UM men will be led by Pat O'Malley. First-year coach Peter Slovenski will 
guide the Bowdoin squads. Marty Malatue and Todd Dillon will led the men. At the Sept. 19 
meet at UMaine Dillon was third and Malatue was sixth. The women also had its top two 
finishers grab the 3rd and 6th-place ribbons. Deanna Hodgkin and Marilyn Fredey are Bowdoin's 
best. 
University of Southern Main~'s Tim Swope defeated O'Malley for the men's individual honors 
and Swope is USM's best bet come State Meet time. Wendell Blood gives Coach Ray Riciputi 
a strong 1-2 punch. Saint Joseph's College, however, has much more than a 1-2 punch. Coach 
Brian Gillespie has his entire top 7 from 1986 returning. Last fall the St. Joe's squad 
finished 10th at the NCAA Div. III championships. Scott Roberts, George Bockus and Jody 
Norton will lead the way in 1987. 
Maine Maritime Academy are led by captain Dave McCarthy and UMaine at Augusta will rely 
on Keith Dolley. No information was available from UM-Presque Isle. 



















































competing in the.se 'meets 
Teams 
Colby, Bowdoin, USM, Bates 
Colby, Bowdoin, USM, UNH 











State Meet (most Maine teams 
New England Championships 
New England Championships 
except UM men) 
(One team that was not mentioned above is George Towle's USM women. 1986 was USM's best 
season ever and with a strong group returning, led by Erika Maddaleni of Cape Elizabeth~ 
~he~ could surprise the rest of the stste.) 
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Paul Cole Rises To The -lop 
You have seen him at races all over the state -
from Bangor to-Brunswick to Schoodic Point. Maybe 
you have wondered how Paul Cole handles sharp 
corners at the bottom of steep hills or how he has 
the strength to push his wheelchair and his entire 
body up a hill. Well, let's listen to what Paul Cole 
has to say about wheelchair racing and his role in 
this competition in Maine. 
"My name is Paul Cole. I'm 32-years old. My home 
town is Rockland. I weigh 155-pounds and post-polio 
since 1961 has left me nearly 90% paralyzed below 
the waist. I can get around with the aid of crutches 
(most of the time), but my favorite mode of trans-
portation is the wheelchair. 
"I've been interested in wheelchair racing since 
I first saw it done on television back in the early 
70's. Back then if you wanted to road race you had 
to make do with the equipment you had and "crash" 
the races. The first person I can remember racing 
any kind of chair was Bob Hall doing the Boston Mar-
athon in a "stock" chair. From then on I was hooked. 
"I didn't get into racing for nearly 10 years. The major problem was lack of funds and 
information. When I started subscribing to a magazine called "Sports & Spokes," I found 
the sport alive and well. 
"With a large amount of support from Sterling LeBlanc, the Pen Bay Pacers running club 
and the local community, I finally had my first racer. That was four years ago. Since then 
I've upgraded to a newer chair custom-built by none other than Bob Hall. 
"I try to get out every day to train. I used to be a real mileage freak. If I didn't 
put in at least fifty or sixty miles a week, I felt like I wasn't pushing hard enough. 
On top of this I was lifting weights at least three times a week. At that pace it wasn't 
long before I had a host of upper body ailments. Now I look for more quality in my train-
ing. Maybe a few less miles, a little less weight during running season, and more speed 
work and hills. Of course winter throws a 'monkey wrench into this. I try to lift more 
in the winter months and I have a stationary track that I can mount the chair to for 
rolling. 
"The whole idea of ''more brain for less pain" seems to be working for me this year. 
I've raced two sub-30 !OK's, a 48-minute 15K and I broke 55-minutes for 10-miles. It's 
this type of competitive racing that I really enjoy. To describe the sport, I think of 
it as a mold between foot racing and bike racing. I think and train much like a foot 
runner, but the aspects of my equipment and racing resemble that of biking. The chair 
is a marvel of high-tee. The frame is super thin, high strength crome steel. The wheels 
and tires are straight out of 10-speed racing:Phil Wood hubs, Aeso rims, stainless 
blade spokes and Cyclepro 150 tires. 
"The equipment is fun, but it's theracing that makes it all worth while. I don't think 
that I have to go into detail about what it feels like to get into your equipment, do 
some warmups, get to the starting line and hearing the "GO" command. I really don't feel 
any pain in my arms or chest when I race (.unless I've really messed up my training). Jus t 
experiencing the speed and the determination to stay out in front or to catch the person 
ahead of you. Though I will have to admit that due to the cramped sitting position in 
the chair, there are some parts that do ten to complain after a while. 
"Right now I'm aiming to qualify for Boston. That means that I'll have to do a 2:20 
marathon sometime this year. After that I hope to be able to pick up a sponsor to help 
wi th the cost of traveling to some of the out-of-state races - that's really where the 
competition is. Some of the people I've raced just in New England run 1:45 marathons and 
26-minute lOK's. 
"With that in mind, I can't even begin to see what the future holds for wheelchair 
racing. In Maine, however, the sport isn't quite as healthy as it should be. There are 
at present only two of us in the state racing - Steve Carlton in Portland, who is really 
do ing well this year, and me . That doesn't mean there aren't people out there who can race, 
but a reflection of the overall attitude of the health care community in Maine .• Either 
they don't know, don't care, or just aren't interested which is really a shame because 
if I'm any kind of indicator, wheelchair sports are a great rehabilitation tool. Before 
I started racing I used to weigh 225 and was on medication for high-blood pressure. If 
I can stay healthy, I plan to stick with it for as long as I can and would suggest it 
for any handicapped person." 
· PACl SlTTlR ·carol Pierce 
She still doesn't know why she did, but two years ago 41-year-old Carol Pierce of 
Hollis wandered into Ernies Cycle Shop in Westbrook and "bought a Schwinn World Sport 
complete with reflectors and safety brakes." Three weeks later she competed in the 
Sebago Classic sponsored by Frost and Flame Ski and Bike Shop in Windham, the store 
that now does all her "bike work and race counseling." Naivity, maybe, brought her 
into this world of intense competition, but she was wearing sneakers and cut-off sweat-
pants in this"world of lycra . Had I been 20 and self-conscious, I would have gone home. 
At 39 and old enough to be everyone's mother, I figured I could only come in last, but 
I finished and came away totally hooked." 
Quite the humble beginning for the wife and mother of one, especially with the level 
she competes at now. In 1986 she won the Joe Jones Cup on the White Mountain Circuit 
and the Maine State Novice Championship. This past winter she "spent doing the tour 
of the kitchen on my windtrainer," but the winter's worth of the windtraining, nautilus 
workouts and freezing bike rides have paid off. After getting her United States Cycling 
Federation liscense, she has moved up to the "big time." No longer peanut butter and 
jelly when you can have ham and cheese. 
In June Pierce, 5-6 and 124-pounds, won the Maine-New Hampshire District Championship 
(52-miles) in the Senior Women's division (18 and over). This qualified her for the 
National Road Racing Championships in Boulder, Colorado, but she was not able to 
attend due to travel distance and altitude training, or lack thereof. Instead on the 
July 4th weekend she visitied Canada to compete in the America's Cup, a 4-stage and 
3-day race for veterans. 
"It was the most grueling race I have done," she said. It consisted of a hill climb 
up Mt. Sutton, a lOK time trial (she PR' ed in 14: 33)., a 30-mile (SOK) criterium and a 
hilly 60-mile road race. She won every stage for women 35-44. "I'm especially proud 
of this win since it represented a successful training program (I'm self-coached), 
a timely peak and lots of hard work. Cycling is no.t a.n easy sport to just go out and "do" 
with any hope of instant success. I'm still getting fitter and faster and I've been 
working steadily at it for two years."The ha 
Why all this hard work for someone who at such an age could think about becoming a 
couch potatoe instead? "I do all this training and racing for the simple reason that 
I love cycling - fast. I get a real thrill out of riding in a fast4Iloving pack of skill-
ful riders or making quick decisions. 
"The whole race experience is one of dealing with one self within a group and of being 
able to figure out the changing relationships at 20-25 m.p.h. for 1 to 3 hours at a time. 
It's a mental challenge as well as a physical one. Sometimes, if you are ahead, or you 
get dropped, or if you are time trialing (individual versus the clock), the mental part 
has to dominate the physical. Solitude accentuates the negatives of pain and fatigue. 
It is this interplay in cycling that fascinates me and keeps me coming back for more." 
Pierce is so fascinated by the sport now that in 1988 she wants to attempt the Age-
Graded National Championships, but if it doesn't work out, she will not retire the Schwinn . 
"As important as all this is to me though, cycling is not my whole life," she said. 
"I do have a family and a barn full of animals to tend to. The bike is my 'other world', 
my 'living fantasy' and as such is pure pleasure. If I don't do well in a race or if I 
have a bad training day, I know it's not the end of everything. It doen't really matter. 
Tomorrow is another day. However, two bad training days ... " 
In a typical training week, Pierce will ride between 200-250 miles, which takes approx-
imately 12-hours. She stretches for 10-minutes after a ride, nver before. Her warmup is 
10-minutes of easy spinning into the ride. 11All of this schedule is variable," she admits. 
"My training philosophy is one of listening to body 'vibes' and following a standard 
hard/easy schedule. I rarely take a day off, preferring a very easy day instead." 
Runners stril'e {Stride?ffor-Lil'e TV tol'era~e 
RACE: 1st Annual For Kids' Sake DATE: Sunday, October 4 at 11:00 
(Kids' K at 10 :30) 
DISTANCE: 4 miles RACE CHAIRMAN: Rick Strout 
LOCATION: An out and back course on Baxter Boulevard in Portland. 
Assemble at the Preble St. Ext. parking lot. 
FEE: $6.00/ Kids' K = free. PREREGISTRATION ONLY . NO POST ENTRIES 
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SPONSORS: WCSH-TV Channel 6, Shaws, Burger King, Seltzer & Rydholm, Levinsky's, Harnden 
Realty and Osteopathic Hospital of Maine. 
COURSE: The race runs two miles down Baxter Boulevard with the start at the Preble St. 
Ext. parking lot. Then you run two miles back. It should be a fast race because as co-
ordinator Bill Green admits, "There are essentially no hills on the course." Baxter 
Boulevard is known to be windy and the road is crowned. 
HISTORY/FORMATION: This October marks the first running of this race that is promoting 
the For Kids' Sake campaign, a year-long event heightening the awareness of children's 
issues. "It includes everything from after-school specials hosted by Bryant Gumbel to 
the For Kids' Sake 4-miler in Portland," Green said. WCSH-TV will cover the broadcast 
live with Green, Bruce Glasier and Peggy Keyser doing the show. All proceeds from the 
race will go to children's charities. "We want to get people involved and we want to 
promote For Kids' Sake," Green continued. "Television is a visual medium . We wanted 
something colorful and action packed. Lew Colby (the station manager) chose a road 
race. When he said he'd televise it, I almost couldn't believe it." Maybe why Green almost 
couldn't believe it because it will be "an enormous project. Football is probably the 
best sport for TV. The field is 120-yards long and no one's going to sneak out of the 
stadium. Road racing is more complex. I chose 4 miles (out and bike on Baxter Boulevard) 
to shorten the distance we have to cover to 2 miles." Channel 6 will cover the first 
mile with equipment from a TV-18 wheeler and two live trucks will get the rest. They 
will be using 8000 feet of cable. "It's a great challenge and sometimes it scares me 
to death. We've been working on the TV side of it since the middle of June." What 
doesn't have Green worried is the registration, course control, etc. side-of-it. The 
Maine Track Club is organizing that part. "I'm confident the MTG will do their usual 
outstanding job," he said. "It's the TV side that has me concerned. As I say, this is 
an enormous project. One mistake I'm making is announcing the race. That means once 
the race begins I'm no longer in control. I felt this was necessary because I'm the 
only on-air oerson we have who is an active runner. So, at 10:30 race day I start working 
for the Producer (Bill Taylor). He's a good one, but if something goes wrong during the 
race, Bill has to make the call. For example, say we lose the micro wave out of the live 
truck at the other end of the Boulevard. Bill has to devise an alternative plan. I have 
to respond to what he does . I'll tell you one thing .• • it will either be my best perform-
ance or my worst because I'm going to be some pumped up.What excites me the most is the 
chance to put everybody on TV. With the live coverage, we can show everybody (almost). 
As a hacker/runner, that really excites me. I'm never going to be good enough to do 
any sport that gets television coverage - except this one. I can't tell you how great 
I think that is. I hope all the 10, 11 and 12-minute milers come out." What Green likes 
about the race is it's made for TV. "The 11:11 starting time was selected so we could 
open the broadcast, introduce the talent (Green, Glasier and Keyser), show the course, 
show highlights of the Kids' K, run a commercial break and then start the race. If 
we 're not out of the break we don't start the race. It's kind of like an NFL game when 
there 's a TV time out." Green hopes a lot of people will take a time out on October 4 
to run on Baxter Boulevard, for the kids' sake. 
OTHER INFORMATION: Water and replacement fluids available, a prize to each finisher, 
showers available at the University of Southern Maine, no head phones or radios, packets 
available until 10:45 a.m. race day, awards in 11 categories for men and women, and 
VCR tapes of the broadcast will be available for $35.00. 
The Doctor's ottice 
THE ANTITHETIC THRESHOLD (concluded) - by Dr Mike Sargent 
III. Some Psychological Aspects of Running 
In previ ous columns I discussed some of the ways running af f ects our minds, and 
various motivations for running. Often a fine line exists between the dedication 
necessary to train through atrocious weather, lapses in confidence or conflicts from 
the rest of one's life on the one hand, and the compulsion to run daily which can 
disregard harsh reality on the other hand. It has even been suggested that a "Type A" 
approach to running can cause as much harm as good . Usuaily this approach involves 
running the same distance every day at a punishing pace, which is invariably timed. 
Disruptive emotions such as anger, frustration or confusion are felt if either the run 
is not accomplished or the goal pace is not achieved, and these emotions are carried 
through the rest of the day. In aqdition, this type of "training" tends to result in 
poor race performance -=.. .and the development of . stress injuries, which are invariably 
ignored. Running becomes one more exp~ession of aggression, aimed at both onesself and 
the rest of the world, and the cardiovascular system probably doesn't like this any 
more than the ulcerated stomach or the depessed spirit. This of course doesn't mean 
that someone has a probl~m if he derives enjoyment from jogging the same distance regu-
larly at a non-competitive pace, and if he has the sense to stay inside during a 
·hailstorm or if he develops shin splints. 
In a celebrated article in Psychology Today entitled "The Mind of the Marathoner , " 
William P. Morgan describes the thought patterns experienced by various marathon runners. 
Some noteworthy examples: "One woman visualizes on the blac!<-top the f aces of two co-
workers whom she detests and proceeds to step on one face and then the. other .•.. Still 
another runner relives his entire educational career •.•• Another stares at his shadow 
and watches in fascination as his body leaves and enters the shadow from time to time 
and then returns to him.'' Morgan observes that elite runners tend to concentrate con-
tinually on how they feel, in order to obtain vital feedback. It is the recreational 
runner who "dissoci ates" by devising various mind games or plugging into a Walkman for 
di straction . Distraction from wha t? The curious implica tion i s that running is so un-
pleasant that one cannot tolerate awareness of it. While the elite runner senses dis-
comfort as an indicator of pace, the recreational runner calls it "pain", injecting 
notes of anxiety (fear of the irrational) into his experience, especially in anticipa-
tion of a race or hard workout . 
I would like to propose that anyone who claims to suffer pain while running has 
either a biomechan i cal problem or a psycQ.ol ogica l problem. If something i s painful, why 
do it? (Think back to the different motivations we've explored.) It has also been 
observed that while elite athletes concentrate intensely on running while they run, they 
focus on other things during the rest of the day. Conversely, the dissociators, who try 
to concentrate on anything else while they actually run, tend to think obsessively 
about running all day long. 
This br ings us to a f i nal consider a t i on , t hat of the person who l ets r unni ng t ake 
over his life . Beginning as a diversion from unhappiness, relationship problems, lack 
of fulfillment, it can eventually assume status as the only positive aspect of life, 
on a secular level, or as a surrogate religion when the meaning of life has not 
instantly revealed itself from other seductive fountains of inspiration. In these 
instances, when sport becomes perceived as reality, it is not surprising that injuries 
are overlooked -to the point of bizarre rationalization, that running can become 
destructive to body and mind. 
The search for the runner's high can become the ultimate dissociation: an attempt 
to transcend the physical reality of running in the hope of achieving a more exalted 
state. To explain such a state merely by invoking hormones such as endorphins is as 
simplistie as explaining performance solely by invoking v02max· Among the complexities 
involved undoubtedly is simply the need for the search; liRe the quest for the Holy 
Grail, there is no guarantee of success other than faith, but this motivation can 
nonetheless be quite powerfulo 
Before you dismiss me as a totally cynical iconoclast, I want to assert that I 
iritend to run indefinitely through atrocious weather, lapses in confidence and conflicts 
from the rest of my life. Perhaps the best way to sum up this discussion is t o consider 
the perspective of Bill Rodgers: ''Running is a simple activity," he has written, and 
we tend ~o get into trouble qnly when we try to make it into more than it can be. By 
keeping it simple, we can give running a reasonable r ole in our lives and thus be most 
likely to derive the immense potential benefits it can offer us. 
Mon • .. Fri. 
11 a.me .. 10 p.m. 
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Sports Nutrilion 
"VEG-OUT" - by Anne-Marie Davee 
Mother was right -- You should eat your vegetables because they are good for you. They 
are truly Nutrition Dynamo's, the storehouses of vitamins, minerals, fiber and carbohyrates, 
without the fat and they supply a minimal number of calories. The vegetable food group 
scores high ·when it comes to "nutrient density," meaning top nutrition for your calorie 
dollar. This is the dieter's dream, a food that fills you up without making you fat . 
When our forefathers lived on or near farms, vegetable consumption was naturally higher . 
Today, vegetables of all sorts are readily available in all parts of the country and 
Americans are eating more than they have in the last thirty years. Vegetarians are no 
longer looked at as "freaks," "granola heads" or "back to nature buffs'' because researchers 
have shown that they may be healthier. Health experts now recommend a diet high in carbo-
hydrates and low in fat. Vegetables meet both of these standards. 
Vegetables have been reported to play a role in the prevention of three major diseases: 
heart disease, cancer and obesity. They provide two types of fiber, each with a different 
effect in the body. The water soluble type found in lesgumes (lentiles, dried beans and 
split peas) appears to help low~r blood cholesterol levels consequently reducing the risk 
of heart disease. The insoluble fiber found in the skins . and outer coverings of most 
vegetables keeps your internals running smoothly and may have a protective effect against 
colon cancer. 
Two major categories of vegetables appear to provide a protective bonus against certain 
types of cancers. Carotene, found in dark, leafy green and deep yellow vegetables, may 
delay unwanted changes in the skin and lining tissues within the body. Indoles, found in 
the cabbage family (cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower and brussel sprouts) , may act as cancer 
blocking agents, thereby preventing damage to the body's cells. Study results are still 
in preliminary stages. 
Vegetables are loaded with vitamins and minerals. Vitamin C, which promotes tissue heal-
ing and battles infection, is found in sweet peppers, tomatoes, brussel sprouts, cauli-
flower, broccoli and dark, leafy· greens. Vitamin A is essential for healthy skin and good 
eyesight and it can be found in carrots, beets, broccoli, winter squash and dark, leafy 
greens . These dark, leafy greens are also high in calcium, potassium and iron. The deep 
yello~ vegetables and the potato are also excellent sources of potassium, a mineral often 
depleted in active individuals. 
So, turn over a "New Leaf" with these health wise suggestions : 
1. Choose at least one serving daily from the dark, leafy green or deep yellow vege-
tables. (Spinach, collards, kale, beet greens, winter squash, carrots, beets or 
broccoli - 1/2 cup cooked = 1 serving.) 
2. Incorporate the cruciferous or cabbage family vegetables into your menus regularly, 
both cooked and raw. (Cabbage, cole slaw, brussel sprouts, marinated broccoli or 
cauliflower in salads.) 
3. For variety, combine vegetables and fruits; carrot and raisin salad, spinach and 
mandarin oranges, cabbage and pineapple · salad or cook winter squash with apples.) 
4. To boost your carbohydrate intake, go for the starchy vegetables like peas, corn, 
potatoes and winter squash for super muscle fuel. 
5 . Add lentils, dried beans or split peas to soups for a heart-healthy dish. 
Here's how you can maximize your "PRODUCE POWER:" 
1. Wash thoroughly and drain all fresh vegetables to avoid prolonged soaking which may 
leech out the nutrients. 
2. Refrigerate your produce immediately to keep them fresh and crisp. 
3. Wait until the last minute to cut up your veggies. When you do prepare them 
in advance, seal them tightly in a container. 
4. When cooking, use the least amount of water and the shortest cooking time. Cook 
just until tender, but still crisp, with your favorite herbs and spices and they 
will taste great. (Microwaving is best . ) 
Didn't you ever wonder why Popeye was always eating his spinach? 
Anne-Marie Davee, R.D. 
Nutrition Specialist 
166 Main St. 
Orono,.ME 04473 (207) 866-5605 
Heel i Toe 
WALKING FOR WEIGHT CONTROL - by Moshe Myerowitz 
In addition to cardiovascular benefits, the 
"most natural" exercise (walking) rates high 
in other fitness areas, including weight con-
trol . In an experiment at the University of 
California at Irvine several years ago, Dr. 
Grant Gwinup advised a group of obese women 
"don' t try to diet. Just take a c;laily walk, 
gradually increasing time and distance." When 
the women were able to walk upto a half-hour 
a day, they began losing weight . Over the 
next year , they lost an average of 22 pounds 
each . And they kept it off as long as they 
continued to walk. 
Since then, scientists have learned why 
walking can control weight. Regular exercise 
not only burns off calories, but it raises 
the body's metabolic rate, causing more cal-
ories to be burned faster, even when resting. 
Dr. David Levitsky of Cornell Unviersity ex-
plained •.. "walking bui lds muscle mass and 
has a higher metabolic rate . A s~mple life-
time walking habit could pr operly prevent 
much of the weight gain people see as they 
get older ." 
Walking has also proven effective in re-
lieving psychological problems. These include 
stress and type A behavior patterns which 
have been linked to heart attacks. 
Dr. Herbert A deVires of the Exercise 
Research Laboratory, University of Southern 
California, concluded after an extensive 
study, that moderate walking is more effec t -
ive than any tranquilizer in relieving mus-
cular tension and anxiety. Dr. James 
Blumenthal of Duke University, found that an 
exercise program including thirty to forty -
f ive minutes of brisk walking three times a 
week , r elaxed the type A behavior pattern 
(overly rushed , aggressive and competitive) 
as well as reduced the particpants' weights, 
blood pressure and blood fats. 
Harder to prove scientifically, but also 
significant, is the reported effect of walk-
ing on peopl e ' s thinking processes. Dr . 
George Sheehan, well-known spor ts enthusias t , 
recently commented . .. "You read of this 
phenomenon again and again in the journals 
of the great thinkers, writers and a r tists. 
They were all great walkers. They found tha t 
not only can one train the body while one 
is using the mind, but the mind actually 
works better when the body is in motion." 
Henry David Thoreau, American author-
philosopher, put it this way . .. "The moment 
my legs begin to move, my thoughts begin 
to flow.' ' 
The members of the 
Sub 5 Track Club 
that won both the 
men ' s and women's 
TAC State Mee t at 
Bowdoin College on 
Aug. 1 . For related 
story see page 9 . 
(photo courtesy of 
Glendon Rand) 
Book Re\'iew 
NOW'S THE TIME TO TRAIN FOR CROSS COUNTRY SKIING - by Dick Mansfield 
(Excerpted from11Skating On Skis" which is available for $10.95 ppd 
from Acorn Publishing, Box 7067-ST, Syracuse, NY 13261 or at most 
Maine bookstores or ski shops. 
• 
As the days begin to shorten and the air is crisp in the evening, cross country skiers need 
need to get serious about their training. With more and more skiers learning to skate 
on skis, pre-season.conditioning becomes even more important. Skating, with its long 
ski poles and lateral leg push, uses more muscles that we don't normally strengthen. 
A good training program, even for a recreational skier, should involve some strength 
work to go with endurance training. This might be simple as cutting and splitting firewoo 
firewood or digging and hoeing a graden or, it could be more formal. The object is 
to get in shape so as to be able to go out and skate as soon as there is snow and not 
be gasping for breath or hobbling around the next day. Whether we call it "getting in 
shape" or "building up the cardiovascular system," such a program starts with the 
building or maintenance of your aerobic base and the off-season is the time to get 
it done. There are a variety of exercise activities, none of them new, that fall into 
the general category of aerobic training. 
Aerobic training goes by many names: base training, endurance training, or distance 
training. This is exercise thatraiser your heart rate up into the aerobic zone. If 
you train below this level, you aren't developing your cardiovascular system enough 
while if you exceed it, you develop more lactic acid in your system that can be assim-
ilated and can lower your aerobic fitness. Some of the very successful Scandinavian 
ski programs stress the importance of easy aeroibc workouts to build up a good aerobic 
base. To find your aerobic zone, first estimate your maximum heart rate. One way is to 
subtract your age from 220 (226 for women), so for a 46-year-old man, the approximate 
maximum heart rate would be 175. The aeroibic zone is about 60% to 80% of this or · 
105 to 140. Many coaches aim at 70% as a good training level. 
It is not easy to stay at ·the aerobic zone while training; we are tempted to p~sh 
just a bit .harder, to beat the last training run time by a few seconds. We need to 
learn to pace ourselves. One way is to notice the breathing pattern that corresponds 
to a given heart rate. Runner's call it the "talk test" -- being able to hold a 
conversation while running. 
Another monitoring method is to take your pulse during and after a workout. Hold 
your fingers up against the carotid arttery on your neck, count the pulse for ten 
seconds and then :multiply by six. You'll find that it is not always easy to do, 
especially once you are skiing. Heart rate monitors are a more accurate way to help 
gauge your training intensity. See if you can borrow one for a workout, they are 
light and unobtrusive. 
So, what we want to do is to train aerobically, to tailor a personal workout 
program to our schedule and, as the season nears, weave in some ski-related activities. 
Let's review some training equipment and routines that can be used to get ready for 
cro~s country skating. 
RUNNING 
Running has been one of the best aerobic training tools for skiers for years. 
Most recreational skiers do some running and for some, it is the only type of exercise 
they bother with. I like to run trails, even some of the trails I ski on. The softer 
ground is easier on the legs while the rolling terrain provides a nice variety of 
exercise, similar to the climbs and recoveries in skiing. 
During the aerobic phase of training, thetrick is keep most of your runs easy, 
to stay within your aerobic zone. Rest between tougher workouts and in~egrate other 
activities, such as bicycling, into the schedule. Serious skiers who run to build up 
an aerobic base over the summer, usually add a program of more specific running workouts 
as the season nears. They take their ski poles along and run up hills (sometimes called 
"bounding") in a skating motion. they also add some strength training to their 'Workout 
program. 
STRENGTH TRAINING 
A Scandinavian definition of strength isto be able to use the muscles, in the same 
range of motion, many times. In other words, strength for endurance, not nec~ssarily 
strength to lift the front end of a Volvo. 
ARM STRENGTHENERS 
Sweden's ace skier, Gunde Svan, reportedly logs a lot of "TV time" and it all 
counts toward training. While watching the tube, he pulls, in a poling motion, on 
some surgical tubing attached to the ceiling. Just think of how much upper body 
strength some of us could build this way. 
This type of resistive exercise is not new. Long before hi-tech exercise devices 
were touted in glossy mail-order catalogs and inflight magazines, nordic skiers were 
nailing old bicycle tubes to trees or posts and, standing as they would on skis, 
training by yanking away . (Coach John Caldwell and his crew of national ski team members 
from southern Vermont pioneered the use of the inexpensive training aids in the late 
1960s. In the lore of· cross country skiing, these tubes are known as "Putney arm 
bands.") While bike tubes or elastic bands certainly still work to simulate poling motion, 
there are other devices available that are lightweight and portable. Brand names include 
Exer-Genie, the SPORT Fit Kit, and the Lifeline Gym. 
Look for opportunities to work on your upper body. Dr. Jolin Ayer, a 68-year-old 
skier, uses his commuting time creatively. He does isometric exercises against the 
steering wheel and has developed other workouts, which in the interest of traffic 
safety, will not be detailed. The point is, he is always looking for a chance to 
exercise -- and he's an accident-free driver to boot. 
NEXT MONTH: We will again look at Mansfield's book "Skating On Skis." 
TAC Certified Courses in Maine 
Active Rnce5 
Usual Certification 
D1stence Town Nome of Race Course Race Dote Code Measured by: 
Skm Augusta Veterans Dav Veterans Dav ME-85017-GN Greci Nelson 
Brewer Eoste1ns 5 N:2s Aor11 ME-85024-GN B 111 Drummev 
York York Dav ? ME-85014-JMC Rusty Cof rin 
4 miles Auburn-Lewiston Solstice Strut June ME-86003-GN Rick Krause 
Brid:Jton Four on the Fourth Julv4 ME-85019-GN Steve Collins 
Ellsworth Union Trust June ME-87001-GN Greg Nelson 
K1tterv Allee Patev Auaust ME-86010-GN Bob Teschek 
York Four on the Fourth Julv 4 ME-84009-AS Hooe Saltmarsh 
SmHes Banrnr Labor Dav Labor Dav ME-85014-GN Grea Nelson 
Gardiner Gardiner Common Julv ME-85004-GN area Nelson 
Hallowell Old Hallowell Davs Julv ME-85023-GN Rick Krause 
Northeast Harbor Northeast Harbor Auoust ME-86011-GN area Nelson 
Yarmouth Pat's Pizza Julv ME-86009-GN John Gale 
10km Augusta :Gasoina Gobbler Thanksoivina ME-85012-GN Greg Nelson 
Banrnr Ben1am1n's October ME-86014-GN area Nelson 
Belarode Countrv Fair Julv ME-86001-GN Gree Nelson 
Boothbav RockvCoast Mav ME-85002-GN Grea Nelson 
Br1ooton Brtctiton H1ahlands ? ME-86016-GN Steve Co111ns 
Brunswick Brodies Labor Dav ME-85008-GN Kathv T rf!LN 
Damariscotta Ovster Festival Julv ME-86008-GN Rick Krause 
Falmouth Falmouth Lions November ME-85010-GN Bob Joi icoeur 
Freeoort LL Bean Julv 4 ME-86005-GN Greg Nelson 
Gardiner MAINE EVENT Triathlon Julv ME-85003-GN Grea Nelson 
" Maine Women's Classic Auaust .. .. .. Groo Nelson 
Kingfield Kinafield Seotember ME-86015-GN ChioCarev 
Lewiston-Auburn Andrmcrmin Challenm Triathlon June ME-86002-GN Rick Krause 
Monroe Marsh Stream Stamoede Mav ME-87003-GN Bill Doohaide 
Rockland Maine Lobster Festival Au oust ME-84001-GN Grea Nelson 
~ Great Pumokin October ME-86013-GN Rick Krause 
Waterville Sentinel 1 OK Classic Seotember ME-86007-GN Rick Krause 
Wilton B lueberrv festival Auaust ME-87002-GN W1111am Yates 
York The Run Awf!N June ME-86006-GN Bob Teschek 
7.06 miles Perrv-Eastoort Perrv to Eastoort Julv 4 ME-86004-GN Rick Krause 
15 km Gardiner Raloh Thomas November ME-85020-GN Rick Krause 
Winter Harbor Scho00ic Auaust ME- 85013-GN Al Groh 
Winthroo Winthroo Lions - Auoust ME-85.007-GN Grea Nelson 
Half-Mar. Augusta Veterans Dav Veterans Dav ME-85018-GN area Nelson .. 
Banoor MAINEii:cs March ME-85022-GN area Nelson 
So. Portland Gaoe Challenrn I SP.ntember ME-85006-GN Barb Cough Jin 
Marathon Eustis-Kinafield Suaarloaf Auaust ME-83003-TC Chip Carev 
Portland Casco Bev October ME-85015-GN Broo Nelson 
50 m11es Brunswick RowdY Ultimate Seotember ME-85011-GN Kathv Trocv 
RACE DIRECTORS: Use the Certification Gem on vour flvers and corresJondence. 
It is your oroof of TAC Certification . 
. - .. 
-
9TH ANNUAL CASCO COUNTRY RUN - 4 mi. 91. Peter Marto 42 32:20 
Casco Village July 25th 92. Jean Thomas 51 32 : 22* 
------------------------------------ 93 . Jamie Arsenault 21 32:25 
94 . Matt Hancock 20 32:25 
I. Terry Drost 29 22 :41 95 . Ben Grace 14 32:27 
2 . Kevin Way 18 22 : 56 96. Cheryl Ahonen 23 32 :41* 
3. Mark Snow 20 23 : 07 97 . James Tees 31 32 : $2 
4. Richard Perry 18 23:37 98. Dan Roth 13 32 :45 
111 u:r 5. Dick Rafferty 35 23:52 99 . John Lanham 26 32 :47 6 . Ben Endres 16 24: 14 100 . Wayne Burke 32 32 : 50 
OLD HALLOWELL DAY 5-MILER 7. George Clark 
42 24: 21 IO 1. Bob Salmon 58 32:53 
Hallowell July 18th 
8. Bob Payne 49 24 : 24 102 . Rebecca Kadish 13 32:55* 
--------------------------------- 9 . John Clark 17 
24:48 103 . Tony Brown 19 32 : 58 
IO . Roger Clement 23 24 :53 104 . David Collier 21 32 : 58 
! . Ken Gehrt 32 29:35 
11. Rick Ockerman 17 24 :58 105. Anne Bentounis 18 33:03* 
2. J . Geishardt 32 29:35 
12 . Mark Megeles 20 25: 14 106 . Helen Mantgiaris 27 33 : 21* 
3. Ray Johnson 39 29 :48 
13 . Mike Megeles 20 25: 14 107 . Mark Chagg 34 33:25 
4 . R.J . Harper 40 30 : 28 14 . Nat Mason 
38 25:26 108 . Gary Chagg 35 33:25 
5. Joe Meeham 40 30 :48 15 . Michae 1 Lalley 
32 25 : 34 109 . John Milton 38 33 : 32 
6. Jeff Mahoney 16 31 :09 16 . Philip Pierce 
45 25 :42 110 . Scott Lerner 14 33 : 37 
7. Linda Larue-Keniston 31 : 54* 17. Davis Van Winkle 
46 25:53 111. Jeane Salmon 56 33 :43* 
8. Franics Preshong 45 32:04 18 . Gary Howard 
44 25 :58 112 . Steven Cushing 11 33 :47 
9 . Bruce Bell 48 32: 16 19 . Dick Witham 
42 26 :03 113. M.C. Hothem 50 33 :49 
10 . Brian Drisko 17 32:20 20. Bob McCormack 
26 :09 114 . Luis Massiani IO 33 : 53 
11. Lee Rosignol 32 32:28 21. Charles Hutchinson 
17 26: 16 115. Roger Ginn 44 33:55 
12 . Gerry Mirabell 27 32:30 22. Bob Jolicoeur 
50 26 : 23 116 . Brooks Axelson 27 34 : 01* 
13. Syd Sewall 38 32: 34 23 . John Cross 36 
26:30 117 . Matt Randall 14 34:02 
14 . Raebel Veilleux 19 32:37• 24 . Yoshi Yomada 
45 26:33 118. Charlie Strauss 13 34:03 
15 . Byron Cook 40 32:38 25. Kevin Johnson 
25 26 : 35 119. unknown 
16. Larry Fortin 38 32:43 26. Kevin Ahonen 
20 26 :42 120. Eric Rosenberg 14 34 : 16 
17 . Skip Rove 39 33:08 27 . Tim Carter 
51 26 :45 12 1. Jason Kadish 14 34 : 26 
18 . Tim Weems II 32:38 28 . James Murphy 26 
26 :46 122. Kristin Hammond 16 34 : 27* 
19 . Jane Rsu 37 33:54* 
29 . John Dov 17 26 : %3 123. Evan Hughes I I 34 : 28 
20 . Stephen Smith 18 34 : 14 30. trent Mutcber 32 
27:01 124 . Shirley Brooks 35 34 :36* 
21. Noel Mount 46 34: 15 
31. Joe Zelinsky 45 27 :04 125 . Laurie Bernier 31 34 : 39* 
22 . Jamie Morrill 39 34 : 24 32 . Glenn Amrien 
17 27 : IO 126 . Sam Krakow 12 35 :01 
23 . Taylor Harmon 42 34 : 32 33 . Mike Anderson 
27 27 : 18 127 . Aaron Needle 28 35:02 
24 . John Joseph 42 34 : 35 34 . Bill Day 
16 27:24 128 . Carmine Mrelli 25 35 : 02 
25 . Sarah Gehrt 24 35:23* 35 . Harold Stevens 36 
27:30 129 . Jeff Connell 14 35 : 12 
26 . Dara Jones 30 35 : 51* 36 . Robert Murray 
16 27:32 130. Ted Wandishin 2.1 35 : 17 
27 . Cliff Olson 44 35 : 52 37 . Dick Littlefield 
38 27:33 131. Alison Miller 14 35 : 24* 
28 . Carlton Mendell 65 36 : 18 38 . Hanley Denning 
17 27 :#4* 132. Jamie Hobbs 12 35 : 31 
29 . Suzanne Olsen 40 36 : 21* 39. Archie Douglas 
30 27 :44 133 . Arthur Bradford 17 35 :43 
30 . Dan Labbe 38 36 : 32 40 . Peter McDonald 
27 28 :01 134 . Muffie Dunn 14 35 : 47• 
31 . Walter Devault, Jr. 36:58 41 . John Thomas 
50 28 :04 135 . David Klimer IO 36 :01 
32 . Gard Rsnd 50 37 : 15 42 . Jim Joslyn 
27 28 : 25 136. Allan Laurie 12 36 : 02 
33 . Julie Ballard 23 37 : 30* 43 . Chris Axelson 
28 28 : 27 137 . Ken Barrett 35 36 : 03 
34 . Don LeClerc 39 37 : $1 44. Jennifer Allen 
17 28:28* 138 . Kevin Roux 12 36 : 04 
35 . Mary James 30 37 :47* 45 . Peter Golding 32 
28:32 139 . Eric Hall 24 36 : 20 
36 . Ed Atlee 47 38:07 46. Deb Hewson 
31 28 : 34* 140. Debbie Adams IO 36 : 20* 
37 . Ralph Lathe 49 38:27 47 . Josh Brown 
16 28:50 141 . Jeff Hall 24 36 : 58 
38. Steve Chick 36 38:50 48 ; Fred Stone 
51 28 : 51 142 . Becca Goodson 22 36 : 59* 
39 . Ke i th Sherwood 34 40: IO 49 . Andy Kluge 
16 28 :52 143 . Cate Goodson 22 36 : 59• 
40 . Dick Knotts 44 40:27 so. Keith Clark 59 28 :%9 144 . James Howard 35 37 :06 
41. Gerald Mahoney 45 40:55 51 . Gregg Harriman 35 
29 : %1 145 . Elizabeth Liston 17 37: 21* 
42 . Don Osborne 65 41 : 18 52 . Charles Davis 
21 29:52 146 . Kitty Howard 19 37: 25* 
43 . John Clark 56 42:42 53 . C.J . Smith 22 
29 :52 147 . O. Hammond 62 37 : 29 
44 . Mel Coffin 41 43 : 03 54 . Don Rose 23 
30:20 148. Caroline Mi chelson 15 37 :46* 
45 . Sharon Beaudion 30 43:20• 55 . Bob wyman 50 
30:2 1 149 . Ellis Stone II 37 :47 
46 . Betsy Berry 41 45 : 14• 56 . David Salerno IO 
30: 29 150. Rebecca Chagrasulis 33 37 :48* 
47 . Nancy Mirabile 29 46 : 30* 57 . Marilyn Salerno 38 
30:40* 151. Maureen Howard 38 37 : 59* 
48 . Jan Selser 40 47 :45* 58 . Bruce Wood 
40 30:42 152. King wi l k i nson 49 38 :02 
49 . Joyce Mirabile 30 58 : 01* 59 . Dick Manthorne 
45 30 :43 153 . Joan Clark 42 38 : 03• 
60 . Ben Etheridge 25 30:47 154 . Pam Gibsin 37 38 : 04* 
FUN RUN 1. 5 miles 6 I. Mark Cbag, Jr. 
17 30:48 155 . Peter Hart 46 38 :09 
----------------------- 62 . Mike O'Byrne 36 30:49 156 . Mimi Wetzel 56 38 : 17* 63 . Mike Farnham 32 30: 53 157 . Peter Cross 39 38 : 28 
I . Dan Vashon 15 12:57 64 . Chris Stevens 18 30:54 . 158 . Caroline Cragg 23 38 : 33* 
2. Cody Rau 9 13 :42 65 . Lucy White 20 
31 :01* 159 . Gary Symonds 47 38 : 37 
3. Angie Clark IO 15 : 30* 66. Jamil Madati 14 31:04 160. Matthew Perkins 9 38:40 
4 . Pai ne Wi ngate 9 15: 39 67 . Russ Bradley 63 31 :08 161 . Andy Levasseur II 38:42 
5. Mike Clark 7 16 : IO 68 . Bi ll Li bby 28 31 : IO 162. Callie Zelinsky 45 38 :49* 
6. Charlie Washuk 7 17 : 35 69 . Oscar Cloutier 53 31: 12 163 . Julio Ayer be II 38:52 
7 . Ni chol as Smith 6 18 : @7 70. Chris Knutsen 13 31: 17 164 . Doug Goldbla tt 13 39 : 32 
8. Eddie Washuk IO 19: 26 71 . David Spenci ner 18 31 : 19 165 . Beuy._ Symonds 24 39 : 32• 
9 . Michael Gray 8 19:48 72 . Don Penta 41 31 :20 166 . t'iz Austin 25 39 : 32* 
IO. Rebecca Smith 8 19: 55* 73 . Dave Kurzman 13 31 : @4 167 . Linda Macleod 36 39 :4 1* 
11. Carolyn Gray 9 20 : 50* 74 . Juan Rendon IO .31 :27 168 . Michael Cai n 23 39 : 53 
12 . Jess i a Vashon 4 21 : 23* 75 . Kristin Erb 17 31 : 27* 169 . Jessica Shi vik 14 40 : 12* 
13 . Lilly Meeham 5 21 : 15* 76. Stan Blaine 41 31 :31 170 . Jennie Mussett 20 40 : 14* 
14 . Jessica Selser IO 21 : 43* 77. Don Walkwitz 41 31 : 33 171 . Nicolo Fr ortini 15 40 : 20 
15 . Ben Gray 5 23 : 58 78 . Norman Rutt 28 31 : 35 172 . Dave Lockwood 14 40 : 20 
16 . Becky Gray 3 23:%8* 79 . Seth Daley 15 31 : 36 173 . T.H. Alah i n 30 40:30 
80. Bob Connell 43 31 : 38 174 . Ross Stanger 13 40 : 54 
Results cour tesy of Fred Wingate 81 . Dan Tilton 22 31 :48 175 . Brett Swartz 12 40:57 
Race Director 82 . Tina Marzul 24 31 : %2* 176 . Kimberly Gerrish 12 4 1 :04* 
83 . bob Marzul 26 31 : 53 177. Chris Chagg 14 41: 12 
********************************* 84 . Larry Strout 30 31 :54 178. Evan Hof frichter 14 4 1: 15 85 . John Fontaine 15 31 :%6 179. Mary Troy 22 4 1: 28* 
86. Emily Higgins 22 31 :57* 180. Josh Howley 12 4 1 :34 
87 . Fred Roedi ger II 31 :58 181. Jeff Orlow 13 4 1 :39 
88. Walter Shivik 31 :59 182 . ·Linda Fe i nson 19 4 1 :47* 
89 . Ti na Wilson 30 32: 11* Mai da Shi v i k 12 42 :26* 
90 . Sean Clark 13 32: 15 184 . genevive Le Friane 18 42: 26* 
185 . Jenny Phipps 23 
186 . Sylvia Williams 24 
187 . Rocky Marciano 19 
188 . T.C. Johnson 14 
189 . Gerald Davis 51 
190. George Miaoulis 43 
191. Andy Bell 13 
192 . Owen Davies I I 
193. Abigsil Wechser 16 
194 . Martha Bellemare 26 
195. Lori Johnson 12 
196. unknown 
197. Chris Durgin 9 
198. Craig Friedman 18 
199 . Pam Birmingham 34 
200 . Leah Katsekas II 
201 . James Katsekas 39 
202. Sibye Fenwick 9 
203 . Barbara Hay 38 
204 . Charles McGee 8 
205. Susan Katsekas 37 
206 . Christian Peterson 9 
207 . Debbie Archer 14 
208 . Marshon Smith 9 
209 . Nancy Murphy 14 
210 .. Catlin Henning 10 
211. Pat Johnson 34 
212 . David Kitts 14 
213. Julia Stanat II 
214 . Sarah Warren 12 
215 . Shanta Si111DOns II 
216 . Katie Piel 10 

































• Results courtesy of Don Penta 
Race Director - Robert Farthing 
*********************************** 
10th Annual HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC 
Hancock 10.2 mi. July 25th 
I . Alex Hammer 
2 . Larry Deans 
3. David Renault 
4 . Cliff Rogers 
5 . Allan Alt kin 
6 . Charles Nichols 
7 . Bill Pinkham 
8. Dick Miles 
9 . Diane Lounder 
10 . Lisa Burnett 
I I . George Eaton 
12 . Craig Boyd 
13. Brian McCrea 
14 . Dwight Brown 
IS . Larry Bridges 
16 . David Benn 
17. Lori Stratton 
18. Felice Worcester 
19. Vicky Vendrell 
20 . Kelli Stratton 
21 . Mike Hutchins 
22. Tom Kirby 
23. Tom O'Connor 
24. Jeffrey Nichols 
25 . Robert Goulet 
26. Sam Brown 
27. Sam Auerbach 
28 . Wayne Smith 
29 . Ellen Spring 
30. Howard Gavin 
3 I. Barry Hammer 
32. Kathy Brieger 
33 . Don Osborne 
34. Lorilee Ross 
35 . Leona Clapper 
36 . Charles Clapper 
37 . David Zaslau 
I :00:38 
I :02: 19 
I :02:57 
I :03: 19 
1:04: 18 
I :07: 13 
I :08:45 
I: 10:50 
I: II : 12* 
I: 11 :46* 
I: 12:33 
I : 13: 19 
I: 14:25 
I: 14:33 
I : 14:$7 
I: 15: II 
I: 15: !7* 
I: 15:49* 
I: 16:23* 
I: 17 : 18* 
I : 18 : 33 
I : 18 : 35 
I : 19:25 




I : 24:56 
I : 25:36* 
I :26:53 
I : 30:00 






Results courtesy of Steve Coffin 
Race Director 
*********************************** 
MOONLIGHT MADNESS 3- MILE ROAD RACE 
Farmington 
I . Todd McGraw 
2 . Steve Malloy 
3 . Dennis Croteau 
4 . Richard Aishton 
5. Gordon Hartwell 
July 31st 
22 14:27 
23 15 :50 
37 16:02 
37 16:11 
29 16 : !3 
6. Dick Hoisington 
7. Richard Smith 
8. Randy Easter 
9. Steve Russell 
10. Russell Chretian 
I I . Dale Riordan 
12. Jeff Brown 
13. Warren Dean 
14. Mike Simoneau 
IS. Duane Blomerth 
16 . Michael Greenleaf 
17 . Bob Wight 
18 . Byron Cook 
19. William Watson 
20. James Flagg 
21 . Bruce Theriault 
22 . John Bean 
23. Dennis Kamholtz 
24 . Leslie Harding 
25 . David McManus 
26. Dave Grant 
27 . Ken Ellingwood 
28 . Ron Kovner 
29. Ralph McArthur 
30 . Philip Jackson 
31 . Jason Moore 
32 . Mike Spiotta 
33 . Patty Murray 
34 • Don Lee lerc 
35 . Joyce Sheridan 
36 . Jim Adau 
37 . Erin Minear 
38 . Ival Kovner 
39. Kristen Cook 
40 . Leah Yates 
41. Bill Yates 
42 . Chris Ladd 
43 . Scott Read 
44 . Jason Greenleaf 
45 . Jason Estes 
46. Marie Wade 
47. Jeff Burton 
48 . Brian Cassidy 
49 . Brian Young 
50. Joanne Kamboltz 
5 I • Jamie Parker 
52. Terra Pearson 
53 . Dyane Prevost 
S4 . Adam Masterman 
SS . Peter Wade 
S6 . Beverly Eller 
57. Tony Amburg 
58 . Rusty Learned 
59. Cindy Ellingwood 
60 . Diane Dowait 
6 I . Bruce Parker 
62 . Mary Pline 
63 . Heather Thompson 
64. Sarah Paul 
65. Jack Paul 
66 . Katie Seamon 
67. Mary Jane Yahn 
68 . Darcy Winn 
69 . Ahmen Belanger 
70. Sherrie Rawlins 
32 16: 17 
29 16: 18 
31 16: 19 
31 16:37 
21 16:41 
29 16 :48 
37 16:49 
51 16: 56 
39 17: 14 
17 17: 28 
34 17: 52 
30 17 : 55 
40 17 : 57 
20 18:07 
15 18: 14 
32 18 : 21 
29 18:34 
40 18 : 51 
36 18 : 57 
29 19 : 01 
29 19: 13 
31 19 : 37 
40 19:38 
21 20: 10 
14 20:29 
13 20:30 
36 20 :44 
32 20:48* 




35 21 :52* 








29 23: 24 
12 23:30 
12 23:39 
40 23 :40* 
13 24:07* 



















Results courtesy of Mark Simpson 
Race Director 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PASSADUMllAG HOME COMING DAYS SK 
PassadUlllteag Aug. 3rd 
I. Alex Hammer 
2. Brian Bell 
3 . Gene Kasper 
4 . Rick Davee 
5 . Sam Wilbur 
6 . Richard Miles 
7 . William Comeau 
8 . Newe 11 Lewey 
9 . Anne- Marie Davie 
10 . Steve Jones 
11. Dara Jones 
12. Barry HaDDDer 
13. Larry Diglio 
14 . Kerry Priest 
15. Tim Gaudreau 
16. Joe Severance 
17. Howard Clements 
18 . Dale Violette 
19. Harry Trask 








31 18: 14* 
29 19: 19 




17 2 1 : 20 
31 21 : 23 
47 22 :04 
31 23:44 
70 25: 12 
Results courtesy of Howard Clements 
. Race Director 
************************************ 
MAINE LOBSTER I OK ROAD RACE 
Rockland Aug. 2nd 
I. Paul Cole 
2. Robert Hillgrove 
3. Patrick Higgins 
4. David O'Connell 
S. Rock Green 
6. David Maurice 
7 . Glen Holyoke 
8. Mike Keefe 
9. Scott Ellis 
10. Mark Hardison 
II. Gary Cochrane 
12 . Al Sproul 
13. Steven Peterson 
14. Bob Coughlin 
15 . R.J. Harper 
16 . Patrick Douma 
17 . Bob Stuart 
18 . Doug Ludewig 
19. Wayne Clark 
20 . Robert Marquis 
2 I . Don Harden 
22 . Mike Simoneau 
23 . Jarry Graves 
24 . Varn Dennons 
25 . J .C. Connolly 
26 . John Klein 
27 . Tom Boothby 
28. Joseph Meehan 
29. Summer Weeks, Jr. 
30. Greg Widell 
3 I . David Green 
32. Bruce Jon Bell 
33 . Doaald Bruce 
34. Francis Preshong 
3S. Mike Violette 
36 . Bob Jdicoeur 
37 . Fred Merriam 
38 . Doug Beauparlan 
39 . Tod Kaufman 
40. Terry Clark 
41. Bill Paulisko 
42 . Gary Grady 
43. Byron Cook 
44. Dick Cummings 
45 . Peter Worley 
46 . Larry Taylor 
47. Ed Nogue 
48. Prank Fogg, Jr. 
49 . Jeff Pellicani 
SO . Carol Weeks 
SI. Keith Reude 
S2. Mike Novaria 
53. Phil Irwin 
54 . Kathy-Jo Wilson 
SS. Bill Kennedy 
S6 . Harry Schmitke 
57 . Robert Rosenberg 
S8 . Louise Dunlap 
S9 . Jane Rau 
60 . Ed Doucette 
61 . Mark Taylor 
62. Philip Berger 
63 . Janet Sullivan 
64. Scott Croteau 
65 . Bill Green 
66. Steve Hanscom 
67 . Taylor Harmon 
68 . Edward Cochrane 
69. Steve Bliss 
70 . Al Rickey 
71. Jeff Lang 
72. Anne WArner 
73 . Michael Bowe 
74. Frank O' Hara , Jr. 
75 . Michael Isham 
76 . Carlton Mende l l 
77. Bob Alex 
78. Dan Callahan 
79 . Cherley MacMahon 
80 . Dale Rines 
81. John Schwerdel 
82 . Greg Gordon 
83 . Richard State 
84 . Ri chard Corriveau 
85. Joan Merriam 
32 31:28(WC) 
19 32:53 
21 33 : 32 
20 34: 21 
33 34 : 24 
18 35:38 
25 35:55 
40 36: 03 
24 36: 09 
32 36 : II 
45 36 : 12 
49 36:20 
35 36: 29 
48 36:32 
40 36 :4S 
14 37: 13 
32 37: 18 
47 37: 19 
40 37: 24 
49 37 : 30 
37 37 : 37 
39 37 :46 
32 37 : 50 
41 37 : 54 
22 37 : 59 
38 38: 16 




29 38: 38 
48 38:51 
27 39: 14 
45 39 : 1S 




34 40 : 04 
43 40:08 







26 4 I :06 
21 41 :08 
38 41: 16* 
30 41 : 2 1 
17 4 1 : 24 
29 4 I : 28 
21 4 I : 38* 
36 4 I :44 
49 41:S2 
46 4 I: S3 
46 41:S7* 
37 42: 10* 
31 42: 10 
31 42 : 12 
17 42 : 12 
34 42:14* 
18 42 : 17 
33 42:34 
38 42 : 37 





32 42 :48* 
3S 42 : S7 
26 42 :58 
38 42: 59 
65 43 : 05 
20 43: 09 
44 43:17 







86 . Walter Davault 
87. !d Turgaa • 
88. Doaald Saabora 
89. J ... s Boffuaa 
90 . Laurie Aadarsoa 
91 . Richard Biggias 
92 . Wyatt Aadarsoa 
93 . Linwood thorndika 
94 . Walter Smith 
95 . Dava Gugaa 
96 . Allan Aldrich 
97 . Deaais Ripley 
98 . Stephea Coadoa 
99 . Susaa Quigley 
100 . Richard Rooney 
10 I . Tom. Ritter 
102 . Martha Cederstrom 
103 . Neil Workmaa 
104 . Susan Luadquist 
105 . Bob Crowley 
106 . David llucy 
107 . Barry Jtaplaa 
I 08 . llobert Wymaa 
109 . Janet Daalquist 
110. Mary J-• 
I I I • Car lane Sproul 
112 . Ji.a Pavariai 
113 . Mark Bechtaa 
I 14 . Dave Maaay 
115 . Jia Boane 
116 . Mark Alas 
117. Steven Driscoll 
118. Tia lfeaaH 
119. Dan llovaria 
120. JOG Shea 
121 . Jeff Whitakar 
122. Walter ltaba 
123. Jia Castla 
124 . Cbastar Cra-r 
125 . Jia Morton 
126 . Hanley Daaaiag 
127 . Paul Haigh 
128. Donna !Cal• 
129 . Bill Gaycoa 
130. llobart Caapball 




36 44: 19 
20 44:23* 






31 44 :48 
37 44:49 
25 44:58* 
52 45 : 00 











38 46: 05 
40 46: 11 
49 46:24 
22 46:31 
27 46: 39 
37 46:54 
43 47 :06 





58 48: 10 
58 48: 14 
17 48: 17* 
41 48: 18 
28 48:31* 
47 47 : 33 
38 49:04 
34 49: 10* 
132. Williaa Doaovaa 45 49:28 
133. Paul Jarvi• 40 49:43 
134. Robare Scaia 35 49:46 
135. Tim Bargar 25 49:48 
136. !ugaaa Laporta 38 50:01 
137 . Jamas Lovaasteia 21 SO: 15 
138 . Darrell O'Leary 49 50:28 
139 . Eric Shaw 30 50:30 
140. Dao Lourie 50 50:31 
14 I . Kevin Lourie 26 50 : 32 
142 . Scott Verrill 42 50:53 
143 . Denais Dallas 43 5 1:02 
144 . Bob Boyatoa 48 51 :09 
145 . Doreea O'Donnell 18 52 : 12* 
146 . Harold Joaes 59 52 : 14 
147 . Manuel Torres 56 52 : 16 
148 . Robare Sarmouski 15 52 :48 
149 . Stu Gannes 38 52:48 
150. Nancy Ludewig 48 53 : II* 
151. Jobn !atoa 35 53 : 23 
152. L. Dala Matbaw1 53 53 :@5 
153. Mada Socha 24 54:08* 
154 . Paul lfcfarlaad, Jr. 43 54 : 09 
155 . Al Chittick 41 54: 18 
156 . Juditb Lav1oa 45 55:03* 
157 . Williaa Toziar 59 55:08 
158. Many Laagbaa 27 55:36 
159 . ICoraaa riczaarald 47 55 :43 
160. Lorna Rills 40 55 :44* 
161 . I.aura Laporta 30 56:35* 
162. Christina Sbaalar 37 58 : 20* 
163. Carl Sbaaler 38 58:21 
164. Perry Barnard 46 59:23 
165. Paa Pavariai 36 59:23 
166 • Rarvay ll&aoa 53 60: 29 
167. Paul .Baajaaia 34 60: 52 
168. ICaith Lavie 34 61 : 0 I 
169 . Willy May 37 61 :40 
170. fraaca• Bradford 51 61:55* 
171 . ICaraa Taylor 36 62: 03* 
172. ltaraa Waak.a 24 65 : 14* 
173. !Cathy Ravia 40 65 :40* 
174 . Jodi• lvapis 18 68:57* 
175. Mary Chittick 40 68:58 
RISULTS COurrEST 01' 1!11 SYLV!STR 
*******"'"*******~************ 
LIR SPORTS SCBOODIC POINT 151 
Scboodic Point 
I. Paul Co le 32 
2. Bruce Ellis 35 
3. Michael Gaige 34 
4 . Tim Wakeland 22 
5. patrick O'Malley 20 
6. Larry Deans 3 I 
7. Alex Baumer 21 
8. Andrew Beardsely 23 
9. David Reanult 38 
10 . Bob Oberti 40 
II . Jay Jenkins 37 
12 . Barry Peabody 20 
13 . Rodney Martell 28 
14 . Jerry Allanach 37 
15 . Michael Bard 27 
16 . Bruce Bridgham 27 
17 . Alan Reilly 
18. Andrew Weik 23 
19. Gary Steinal 34 
20. Mark Hardison 32 
21 . Will Speck 37 
22. w.a. J ... vay 44 
23 . Alan Ait kaa 35 
24 . Ciady Lyncb 26 
25 . Cana !Caspar 40 
26 . Mattbav Dean 18 
27 . !lick Davaa 31 
28 . Gary Waklaland 48 
29. Anna-Mar ia Davaa 31 
30. Bob Stuart 32 
31 . lloaa Mor r i 1on- Pr ast 24 
32. Stapben lrichals 4 1 
33. Vara Da..,n1 41 
34 . Bill Piakhaa 44 
35 . Gary lloH 34 
36 . Brian Millikaa 34 
37 . Patrick Turnar 29 
38. Larry frank 31 
39. Paul Rillanga1 41 
40. llobart Jordon 27 
4 I . Barry Scbaitk• 49 
42. Alan Lockyar 36 
Aug . 8th 
47:02(WC) 
47 :2 1 
48 : 11 
48 :44 
49:26 
51 : 22 
51 : 28 
5 1: 58 
52 : 16 
52: 20 










55 : 13 
55:42 
55 : 54 
56:20 




57 : 10* 
57: 20 
57 :40* 
57 : $5 









59 : 18 
Let us design your own personalized 
I racing shirts for your 
next road race or ski tour ! 
We carry top quality 
& apparel and look forward 
to developing THE 
shirt for your next 
challenge . . e • 
8~.llJ ScreqpriJJters 
ORONO. ME. phone: 866·7997 
43. Peter Cuff 30 59:20 93. Mary Jenkins 
44. Robin Emery Rappa 40 59:25* 94 . Cole Sargent 
45. Perley Merrick 40 59 : 29 95 . Shallee Tyler Page 
46. Dick Miles 32 59 :43 96. John Ringo 
47. David Tomey 40 59:59 97 . Tom Armstrong 
48 . s . Thompson Balmer, Jr . I :00:23 98 : Paul Gralley 
49 . Oscar Feichtinger 53 J : 00:28 99 . J . Michael LaChance 
so . Dwight Brown 39 I : 00:50 100 . Maureen Goulson 
51. Neil Hannon 39 I : 00:58 IO I. Clifford Hall 
52. Jim Miccio 37 I : 0 I : 14 I02 . Barbara Greenstone 
53. Ando Anderson 35 I :0 I: 18 103. Jerry Bates 
54 . Brian Noyes I : 0 I : 29 J04 . Thomas Holliday 
55. Geoffrey Hill 40 J : 0 I : 41 105 . John Walls 
56 . Jim Izzard 42 I : 0 J : 49 J06 . Richard Davis, Sr . 
57 . William Shuttleworth I :0 I : 55 J07 . Douglas Trenkle 
58 . Jim Burnett 37 I : 02 : 00 JOB . Walt Noyes 
59. Robert Tadley 33 J : 02 : 13 J09 . Bruce Mitchell 
60 . Dale Peabody 25 I : 02 : 17 110 . Stephen Reddy 
61. Dirk roast J9 J : 02 : 34 J 11 . Josephine Cooper 
62 . Mark Beaton 33 J :02 : 46 112 . Rick Guyer 
63 . Nancy Ellis 34 J :02:50* J J3 . Gary Worthing 
64 . David Benn 42 J :03 : 09 114 . Debi Sterk 
65 . David Smith 46 J :03 : 2 I 115 . Susan Blaisdell 
66 . Walt Luro 54 J :03:24 116 . James Mroch 
67 . John Scheode 34 I :03:35 117. Mary Ratner 
68. Cliff Hatfield 54 J :03:35 118. Fred Schmidt 
69. Andy Luro 29 J :03:40 119 . Thomas Mapleton 
70. Robert Harrington I :03:51 J20. Howard Roth 
7 I. Stephen Brennen 40 I :03:54 J 2 I. Reggie Knowles 
72 . Peter Carr 39 I :04 : 15 J22. Fern Piper 
73 . Ron Paquette 46 I :04 : J6 J23. Harriet Seekins 
74. Sam Hamilton 56 I :04: 20 J24. Bruce Spaulding 
75. Richard Littlefield 38 J :04:27 J25. Marie Price 
76. Melissa Sandifer 25 J :04:3 J* J26. Jenny Turner 
77. Barry Hammer 29 J :04 : 32 J27. Richard Lepore 
78. Geoff Packard 39 J :04 : 33 J28. William Holden III 
79. Mark Taylor 3 J J: 04 : 55 J29. Alan Nauss 
80 . Donald Dufresne 39 J :05 : 09 130. Sam Auerbach 
8 I. Carol McRea 33 J :05 : JO* J 3 J. Ellen Spring 
82 . Felice Worchester 34 J : 05 : 30 I32. Winifred Wood 
83. Vicky Vend re ll 37 J :05 : 32* J33. Lindsay Tulloch 
84. Tom McKinney 34 J :05:36 I34. Paula Lepore 
85 . George Rolleston 34 J :05:39 135 . Mary Kay Meiman 
86. Donald Sanborn 42 J :05:40 J36 . Russel Metzler 
87 •. Douglas Knobloch 37 J :05 : 57 I37. Jack R,ichards 
88. Rachel Berg 25 J:06:04* J38. Richard Dole 
89. Rene Collins 45 J :06 : IO* J39. Barbara Withers 
90. John Dean 42 J :06: J9 140 . Don Osborne 
9 !. John DeHart 46 J :06:25 J4 !. Barry Dorn 





"An Interesting Place To Shop" 
34 High St., Ellsworth 





33 I: 06: 34* J43. Susan Milliken 33 I : 20 : 09* 
J :06 : 39 I44 . Georgi Hoserty 32 I : 20 : IO* 
I9 I : 06 : 49* I45 . Beth Gaige 25 I : 2 I : 06* 
43 I :06 : 55 J46 . Nancy Bussa 49 J :21 : 08* 
32 J :07 :09 J47 . Rory McCarthy J4 I : 22:30 
I : 07: 29 148 . Tara McCarthy 16 I: 22 : 31* 
34 I : 07 : 29 J49 . Ellyn Montgomery 28 J : 22 : 56* 
J : 07 : 47* ISO. Caterine Ward 30 I :23 : 01* 
52 I : 07 : 51 JS I. Donnajean Pohlman 36 J: 24 : 02* 
36 1: 07 : 55* J52 . Mark Eastman I : 24 : 05 
44 I :07 : 57 153. Charles Clapper 58 I : 24 : @1 
33 J : 08 : 25 J54 . Frank White 39 J: 25 : 04 
54 • J :08 : 28 J55 . Tom Baum 54 J : 26 : 3J 
45 J : 08 : 54 156 . Don Scherig 42 I : 28 : 27 
38 J : 08 : 55 I57 . Joan Leslie 4I 1: 28 :43* 
40 J : 09 : 23 J58 . Sandy Ball 5 J J: 3 I : 53* 
40 J : 09 : 24 J59 . Leona Clapper 57 J : 31 : 54* 
29 J : 09 : 33 J60 . Kristen Smith 20 I :32 : I3* 
35 J : 09 : 56* J6 J. David Zaslav 47 J : 4 J : 00 
36 I: JO : OJ J62 . Bunny Baum 57 J :51 : 15* 
36 J : JO: J2 
·27 J : I0 : 22* Results courtesy of Al Groh 
46 J : I0 : 29* Race Director 
44 I: I0 : 36 
40 I: I0:36* *************************************** 
40 J: II :04 
36 J: II: 37 JOHNSON'S TRUE VALUE INTERNATIONAL RACE 
57 J: II :4 J Calais 5 miles Aug . 8th 
45 J: II :49 ---------------------------------------
29 I: II: 52 
42 J: I2:25* J. Robert Ashby 27 :40 
40 J: J2:25 2 . Garn Pomery 27: 50 
I: J2 : 48* 3. Jeff Larson 28: 32 
25 I: I2 : %4* 4. Vern Cunningham 29 :42 
57 J: I3:07 5. Newell Lewey 29:46 
45 J : J3 : J2 6 . Steve McGinley 29 : 49 
49 J: J3 : !2 7. Michael Carter 30 : 23 
53 J: I3 : 32 8. Kevin Gordon 31 : 30 
34 J: J3:53* 9. David Hawthorne 3 J : 47 
33 J: I3:57 10. Elizabeth Steel 32 : 26* 
24 I: I4: J7 I J. Terry Goodlad 32 : 29 
39 J: !5 : 28* J2, William Adams 32 : 49 
23 J: 16 : 24* 13. Chuck Murphy 32 : 53 
J: J6 : 3 J J4 . Tom Parks 32 : 55 
6 J I: I6 : 33 IS. David Hunter 32 : 56 
55 I: !6 : 39 J6. Janet Hansen 33 : 09* 
48 I : J6:40* J 7. Michael Power 33:2I 
65 I : J6:47 J8. Dara Jones 33: 34* 
46 I: I7:26 J9 . Brian Thompson 33:42 
J7 J: I8:09* 20 . Brian Murphy 34 : 41 
HASKELL's 
OF BAR HARBOR 
43 Cottage St. Bar Harbor 
ATHLETIC AND CASUAL 
FOOTWEAR & CLOTHING 
Running - Walking - Shoes 








SA UCO NY 
OPEN 9 · 9 MON.· SAT. 
207-288-4532 
SUN.10-6 
21. Joel Stevens 
22. Ken Malloy 
23. Stacey Arsenault 
24. Bobby Davis 
25. Scott Brown 
26. Gregory Owen 
27. Rhonda Stevens 
28. Dave Preble 
29 . David Olsen 
30 . Lyn Brown 
3 I. Mark Tappan 
32. William Yardley 
33. unknown 
34 . Philip Wilson 
35. Amy Turner 
36. Kingsley Brown 
37. Beverly Buckley 
















4 I: 17 
4 I: 36* 
4 I: 54* 
************************************ 
BLUE HILL DAYS !OK 
Blue Hill 
I . Dale Leeper 
2 . Andy Beardsley 
3. Aran Shetterly 
4 . Edward Parrot 
5 . Cliff Rogers 
6. Rick Seeger 
7 . Joseph Ulrich 
8 . Robert Ruddy 
9 . Philip Dugas 
10 . Brian Newbegin 
II . Paul Tillotson 
12 . Donald Rockeforc 
13 . Micheal Archer 
14 . Daniel Penner 
15. Jim Burnett 
16 . Kevin Pottle 
17 . George Eaton 
18 . David Smith 
19 . Wilfred Nolan 
20 . Ronald Picard 
21 . Keith Pricchford 
22 . Tom Kirby 
23 . Robert McKay 








41 : 08 
41 : 15 
41 : 53 
42: 11 





43 : 50 
44 : 01 





45 : 15 
45 :49 
25. Robert Myers 
26. Susan Hawkins 
27. Brian Greenlaw 
28. Tony Beardsley 
29. John Scheide 
30. Jason Woycke 
31. Dennis Ripley 
32. Steve Sisson 
33. Tami Penner 
34. Walter Smith 
35. Joan Merriam 
36. Tim Heavrin 
37. Jan Lenferin 
38. Jim Gray 
39 . Jim Castle 
40 . Michael Sturgeon 
41. Jurgen Schwinzer 
42 . James Legere 
43 . Jonathan Sands 
44. Don Walkwitz 
45. Jeffrey Eaton 
46. F. Louis Rios 
47 . Kathleen Nicholson 
48 . Darius Mason 
49 . Louis Parrot 
50 . Basil · Bowden 
51 . Joyce Nolen 
52. Peter Career 
53 . l!d Walsh 
54 . John Henry 
55 . Lorilee Ross 
56 . Sam Krocinger 
57 . Sandra Schwinzer 
58 . Mark Breoscer 
59 . Beoj Thomas 
60. Rick Horn 
61 . Leslie Zillocson 
62 . Carolyn Eaton 
63 . Ann Bacon 
64 . Robert Walker 
BLUE HILL DAYS WALK 
I . Sandy Haas 
2. Paul Paulson 
3. Ruch Brown 
4 . Louis Rios 
5 . Heidi Atherton 






4 7 :08 
47: 23 
4 7: 33 
4 7 :42* 
4 7 :44 









51 : 21 
51: 51 
51 :59 
52 : 13* 
53: 16 
53:23 
54 : 18 
54:22* 
55 : 07 
55: 16 
55:30 
55 : 36* 
56 : 20 
56 : 21* 
57 : 11 
60 : 05 
60:07 




66 : 03* 
70 : 27 
71: 15* 
87 : 04 
87: 10* 
87: 12 
7 . Phoebe Damrosch-Williams I :4 I :49* 
I :4 I :49* 
I :4 I :49 
8 . Anne Williams 
9. Roz Lasker 
10 . Gaylor Gray 
I I . Alnia Gray 
12 . June Atherton 
13. Ruch Ann Grindle 
14 . John Lewandowski 
15 . Emily Lewandowski 
I :44 :09 
I :44 : 10* 
1:46:35* 
1:46:36* 
I: 58: 13 
I: 58 : 13* 
Results courtesy of Northern Bay A. C. 
************************************** 
MAC CROSS COUNTRY !OK 
Caribou 
I . Rusty Taylor 
2 . Rod Furr 
3. Frank Frost 
4. Bill LaRue 
5. Rob Weinman 
6. Steve Porter 
7. Irvin Smith 
8 . Darlene Higgins 
9 . Lendal Johnson 
10 . Eileen Jordan 
II . Connie McLellan 
12 . Allen rinehart 
13 . Cynthia Rinehart 
14 . Jessica Babin 
15 . Sam Jordan 
16 . Don Peters 
17 . Tina Michaud 
18 . Julie Freeman 
19 . Sue Nadeau 
20 . Francis McMahon 
21. Brian Sjoberg 
1/4-mile FUN RUN 
I . Jules Sc. Peter 
2. Amanda Doyle 
3 . Mark Berube 
4 . Melanie Berube 
5. John Anderson 
Aug . 15th 
35 :42 
36 : 39 
38 : 05 
38 : 06 
39 : 15 
40 : 56 
43 :4 7 
43 : 48* 
44 : 34 
46 :44* 
47 : 10* 
48 : 53 
48:54* 
50:33* 




55 : 11* 
66:09 






Shoes· for people who like to relax to, from and 
on the job. 
If you' re on your feet 
all day, New Balance walk-
,£4WIDTHl ing shoes should 
1-... ·--··r be, too. They' re SIZING specially desigi:ied 
to cushion and support all 
the walking around you do 
in the course of a day·s 
work. So instead of wear -
ing shoes that leave you 
dead on your feet, wear a 





Wight Sporting Goods 
589 Wilson St., Brewer_ Tel. 989-6677 
l /2-mile FUN RUN 26 . David Withers 
27 . Tom Carey 
I. Danny Benner 3: 12 28 . David Benn 
2. Bria~ Sjoberg 3: 22 29 . Ken Ellingwood 
3. Scott St• Peter 3: 37 30 . Faye Gagnon 
4 . Jamie Benner 3:43 31 . Leslie Harding 
s. Chris Mendonca 4: 14 32 . Clifford Hall 
6 . Shawn Michaud 4 : S9 33 . John Hennessey 
7. Angie Michaud S:34* 34 . Kate Fox 
8 . Sonya Michaud 6 : 03* 35 . Russell Allen 
36 . Ron Deane 
Results courtesy of Mike Mendonca 37 . Bill Wood 
Race Director 38 . Jack Paul 
39 . Jason Hathaway 
************************************ 40 . Joyce Sheridan 
4 I. Richard Robinson 
WILTON BLUEBERRY FESTIVAL IOK 42 . Hal Stone 
Wilton Aug . 15th 43 . John Cayford 
------------------------------------ 44 . Donald Aspear 
45 . Joe Aubin 
I. Bill Hine 37 36 : 39 46 . Eric Rogers 
2 . Dennis Croteau 37 37 : 28 47 . Doug las Allen 
3 . Bob Coughlin 48 37 :41 48 . Ray Charest 
4 . Doug Ludewig 47 37 :48 49 . David Duppler 
s. Mike Simoneau 39 38 : 20 50 . Alan Dean 
6 . Randy Easter 31 38 :44 SI . Susan Dean 
7. Warren Bishop 20 39 : 08 S2 . Kathy Yates 
8 . Debbie Jensen 28 39:35* 53. Amanda Russell 
9 . Greg Dugas 32 39:37 54 . Bill David 
IO. David Green 29 39:41 SS . Jim Bowse 
II . Bob Wight 30 40 : 52 56 . Beverley Tripp 
12 . Brian Kelly 29 41 : 05 S7. Lisa Rollins 
13 . Philip Dugas 33 41 : 26 S8 . Meg Gould 
14 . Michael Greenleaf 34 41 : 39 S9. Patty Jacobs 
IS. Alan Leathers 44 41 :46 60. Sue Eastler 
16 . David Wooley 43 41 : 48 61 . Bruce Parker 
17. Jack Wallace 34 42 : 11 62 . Joan Haeger 
18 . James Flagg 15 42 : 14 63 . Paul sheridan 
19 . Dana Bantly 20 42 : IS 64 . Ellery Borow 
20. Byron Cook 40 42 : 22 
2 I. Jim Mack 47 42 : 28 4K RACEWALK 
22 . Peter Gagnon 43 42 : 31 
23 . Bill Pavlisko 37 42 : 36 I . Moshe Myerowitz 
24 . Douglas Rogers S4 42 : 5S 2 . Gretchen Eastler 
25 . John Barr 30 43:29 3. Tom Eastler 
*FROST&FLAME 
. SKI & BIKE SHOP 
(The Bike Race Information Center) 
Bicycles by: 
Cannondale - Peugot - Vitus 
Sannino - Ross - Shogun D 
Lotus & Cil~ 
Clothing by: 
Nike - Sunbuster 
Cannondale - Look 
& Santini 
·Also custom triathlon wheels, Vitus carbon fiber 
bikes, disc wheels, Cateye Computers, 
Oakley Eyeshades 
(Time .trial~ every Wednesday night at 5:30 p.m. at store) 
892-3070 











































43 :49 4 . Philomena Baker- Myerowitz 27 : 00* 
44:09 5 . Rusty Learned 12 28:37 
44:27 6 . Linda Benn 39 29:06* 
44 :46 7 . Briah Carey 9 30:57* 
45 : 08* 8 . Gary Amburg 42 30 : 58 
4S : 22 9 . Paul Paulson 60 31 :02 
4S : 31 IO . Harry Hurlbert 39 31 : 13 
45:38 II . Martha & Zack Hinman 2S&2mo . 42 : 19 
4S : 50* 
46 : 29 ONE MIU RUN 
46 : 39 
4 7: 13 I. Irving Jewel 14 S: 29 
4 7: 2S 2 . Josh Gagnon 12 S: 4 I 
4 7:43 3. Tim Amburg 14 S: 43 
47 : 51* 4 . David Chamberlain II 6:0S 
48 : 32 5 . Andrew Lavasseur II 6: 12 
49 : 07 6 . Katherine Chabot 13 6: 13* 
49 : 23 7 . Lisa Bogue 13 6: 16* 
49:28 8 . Chris Probert 13 6: 28 
49 : 31 9 . Leah Yates II 6: 29* 
S0 : 23 IO . Robert Masterman II 6: 31 
57 : 01 II. Belinda Flagg 14 6: $2* 
51 : 08 12 . Jud Stone 12 6:43 
51 : 28 13 . John Black 12 6: 44 
SI :Ji 14 . Terra Pearson 13 6 :4S* 
S l :32* 15. Lenny Kennedy II 6:47 
52:31* 16 . Larry Hand 14 6:SO 
S3 : 06* 17 . Adam Masterman 9 6:53 
S4:23 18 . Jessica Trundy IO 7: 06* 
S4:37 19 . Mike Soucie 12 7 : 07 
SS: 18* 20 . Matthew Leathers II 7:09 
S5:42* 2 I. Devin Morrill 8 7 : 13 
S5 :42* 22 . Tony Amburg 9 7 : 13 
S9: 12* 23 . Greg Dalot IO 7: 16 
62: 13* 24 . Miehe lle Probert IO 7: 18* 
63 : 24 2S . William Brown 13 7:23 
63 : 29* 26 . Chad Churchi 11 14 7: 24 
66 : 28 26. Heather Thompson 8 7: 25* 
66:30 27 . Jesse Haeger IO 7:26 
28 . Tim Callahan 8 7:27 
29. Ben Hoisington 7 7: 29 
30 . Jaclyn Ouilette 8 7:30* 
23:00 31. Tiffany Parker 12 7: 32* 
24:06* 32. Robert Flottemesc~ 9 7:33 
24 :42 33. Seth Laudry IO 7 :43 
Brewer Track Comple·x 
Epstein's announces 
5 ACES ROAD RACE 
will be 














































Matthew Simoneau 7 7:46 79. Ben Corey 
Bobbie Jo Wheeler 8 7:47* 80 . Caleb Dionne 
Sara Withers 10 7:48* 8 !. Sarah Corey 
John Scribner II 7:49 82 . Jessica Vining 
Hannah Upham 12 7: 51* 83 . Amy Bergeron 
Scott Withers 8 7: 52 84. Carrie Black 
Michael Kennedy 8 7: 53 85 . Jodi Stone 
Leah Ouillette 7 7: 53* 86 . Jonathan Parker 
Leslie Bardo II 7: 54* 87 . Ethan Stevens 
Sarah Haeger 13 7 : 54* 88 . Billie Jo Hand 
Chr i s Brown 9 7: 55 89 . Mindy Am.burg 
Anna Yates 9 7: 56* 90 . Jenessa Bogue 
Just in Riley JO 8: 06 91 . Brooke Dionne 
Matthew Stevens 9 8: 09 92 . Marcus Corey 
Amy dodge 7 8·:·JO* 93 . Hannah Corey 
Sarah Paul 9 8: 12* 94 . George Hand 
Betsy Upham 8 8: 13* 95 . Martha Yates 
Sara hoisington 7 8: 15* 96 . Jenny Trask 
Ahmen Belanger JO 8 : 15* 97 . Melissa Moore 
Sarah Bleyle 8 8 : 16* 98 . Casey Philbrick 
Joshua Appleton 13 8 : 24 99 . Janet Parker 
Scott Bailey 6 8 : 26 100. Ryan Beisaw 
Justin Easter 6 8 : 27 IOI . Amy Hoisington 
Jennifer Messier 10 8 : 29* 102. Melissa Rollins 
Gregory Sawyer 6 8 : 31 103. James Moore 
Seth Carey 12 8 : 32 104. Deidre Bogue 
Jill Bleyle II 8: 34* 105. Rachel Deming 
James Black I I 8:41 106. Carol Soucie 
Dylan Oakley 7 8:42 107. Travis Vining 
Jenny Veilleux II 8:43* 108. Martha Hurlbert 
Dyan richard 6 8:44* 109 . Jenni Stone 
Mike Benson 7 8 :48 I 10 . Sarah Hand 
Brooks Landry 5 8:53 Ill . Molly Hoisington 
Molly Barker 10 9:03* 112 . Dennis Sills 
Gregory Pavliska 6 9:07 113 . Kaitlin Quinn Kelly 
Mandy Trundy II 9 : 08* 114 . Bradley Ragsdale 
Brooke Carey 7 9:09* I 15. Brandon Hobbs 
Ethan Masterman 6 9 : 12 I 16. Erin Crockett 
Jesse Morr i ll 7 9: 24 I 17. Rebekeah Corey 
Kirs t en Trundy 9 9:25* 118 . Krystal Stevens 
Sherrie Rawlins 10 9:45* 119 . Charles Moore 
Janey Miller 7 9: 29* 120. Hillary Easter 
Rachel Hurlbert 7 9 : 51* 121. Kayla Bogue 
Patrick Liddy 8 9: 53 122. Ellie Hurlbert 
Christopher King 6 9:56 123 . Joshua Vining 
DAWSON REALTORS 
947-3363 
Open 7 days a week 
• Commercial 
• Residential Sales 
• Appraisals 
•Insurance 
Jon F. Dawson, Broker 
417 MAIN ST. 
BANGOR 
II 10:06 
6 10 : 10 





6 11 :08 
7 11: 22 
12 11 : 24* 
7 11: 26* 
7 11: 30* 
9 11 : 36* 
5 11 : 43 
6 11 :44* 
II 11 : 53 
6 11 : 55* 
5 12:01* 
6 12 : 05* 
10 12:06* 
6 12 : 11* 
3 12:29 
4 12 :37* 
8 12 : 40* 
10 12:42 
5 12:44* 
5 12 : 45* 
10 12 :48* 
II 12 : % I 
12 12:52* 
7 12 : 58* 
4 13 : 10* 
4 13 : 18* 
3 13 : 56 
3 13 : 57* 
4 14 : 15 
5 14 : 21 
9 14 :39* 
3 14 :40* 
5 15:07* 
8 15 : 26 
3 17:23* 
4 18 : 57* 
9 19 :44* 
2 24 : 08 
124. Eric Deane 7 24 :09 
125 . Robert Demings 3 25 : 00 
Results courtesy of Bill Yates 
Race Director 
*************************************** 
OLD BRISTOL DAYS 4-MILE ROAD RACE 
Bristol Aug . 16th 
---------------------------------------
I . Bruce Ellis 20 : 09 
2 . James Cotsis 23 : 02 
3 . Anthony Anderson 23 : 12 
4 . Al Sproul Ill 23 : 17 
5 . Isaac Tapley 23 : 37 
6. Jim Orr 24 :03 
7 . Don Reimer 24 :24 
8 . Dick Or r 24 : 57 
9 . Jay Crooker 25 : 24 
10 . Lee Cunningham 25:26 
I !. Steven Gale 26 : 09 
12 . Nancy Ell i s 26:24* 
13 . Steve Reilly 26 : 56 
14. June Robinson 28:08* 
15. John Guislin 28: 13 
16 . Tom Abella 28 : 16 
17 . Paul Yates 28 : 17 
18 . Paul Donion 28:23 
19 . Prescott Cheney 28:28 
20 . Thomas Williams 28:44 
21 . Chris Bergey 28:48 
22. Chr is Leeman 28:50 
23. Mark Catalini 29: 13 
24. Carlene Sproul 29: 27* 
25 . Paul Masterdon 30:06 
26 . Amanda Russell 30:57* 
27 . Jerry Saint Am.and 30:57 
28 . Brooke Orr 32 : 09* 
29 . Peter Abella 32:26 
30 . Bob Watson 32:39 
3 !. Alex Dobrowolski 32:58 
32 . Brendan Reilly 33:00 




Corner of W. Broadway 
and Main St. 




Bangor, Maine 04401 
947-3333 
BY APPOINTMENT 
34 . Scott Little 34 :4 I BOllDOIN I 0-MILE TO THE COAST AND BACK 72 . 
3S . Bea Chase 3S : 13• Brunswick, Aug . 16th 73 . 
36 . Mary Newcomb 3S: S4• ------------------------------------- 74 . 
37 . Susan MacDougall 3 7: OS* 7S . 
38 . Bruce Kr esge 39:06 I . Dan Deering 2S 52 : 55 76 . 
2 . Jeff Sanborn 33 53 : 06 77 . 
Results courtesy of Central Maine 3 . Jerry Arguijo 25 54 : 11 78 . 
St riders 4 . Ken Bott"ling 26 55: S4 79 . 
5. Mark Desjardins 22 56 :2 1 80 . 
************************************* 6. Ron Newbury 37 57 : 08 81 . 
7. Ken Flanders 35 57 : 23 82 . 
PINE TREE TRIATHLON !OK 8. Paul Merrill 33 58 : 34 83 . 
Waterville Aug . 16th 9. David Weatherbie 19 58:42 84 . 
------------------------------------- 10 . go'rdon Hartwell 29 S8 : 55 8S . 
II . Mikt! St. Laurent 31 59 : 21 86 . 
I. Dennis Karamitros 33 : 28 12 . Paul Thompson 39 59 :29 87 . 
2 . Michael Gaige 34 : 30 13 . Jerry Allanach 37 59 : 39 88 . 
3 . Tim Wake land 34 :4 6 14 . Jeff Bengt sson 28 59 : S3 89 . 
4 . Robert Hillgrove 34 : 53 15 . Mike Daly 42 60:09 90 . 
s. Pat D'Malley 35 : 37 16 . Steve Ross 32 60 : 14 91. 
6 . Scot t Roberts 38 : 00 17 . Dan Barker 33 60 : 18 92 . 
7 . Ric:hard Lane 38 : 12 18 . Joe Bennett 40 60 : 22 93 . 
8 . Clint Noyes 38 : 21 19 . Harry Hunt 45 60 :30 94 . 
9 . Paul Ruopp 38: 22 20. John Eldridge 33 60 : 35 95 . 
10. Michae 1 Mendonca 38 : 43 21. Sean Keough 32 61 : 33 96 . 
II . Neil Miner 39 : 02 22 . Ronald Cedrone 38 62 : 22 97 . 
12 . Mike Bard 40 : 06 23. Ralph salamone 30 62:43 98 . 
13. Duane Diefenbach 40 :23 24 . Geoffrey Ed'!ards 26 62 : 57 99 . 
14. Greg Nelson 40:32 25 . Joseph Meehan 40 63 : 17 JOO . 
15 . David Barker 40:45 26 . George Johnson 33 63:21 10 I. 
16 . Mike Thompson 41 : 06 27 . Robert Marquis 49 63 :24 102 . 
17. Thomas Swan 41 :46 28 . David Downling 33 63:40 103 . 
18. Jeff Turnbal 43 : 03 29 . Michael Harris 17 63 : 49 104 . 
19 . Fred Karter 43 : 36 30 . Alburn Butler 33 63 : SI 105. 
20 . Steve Pinkham 43 : 55 31. Russ Connors 55 63 : 57 106. 
21. Alan Burke 45 : 20 32 . Bruce Bell 48 64 : 06 107. 
22. Randy Hastings 45 :25 3:!. Randy Wilson 34 64 : 16 108. 
23. Jane McMorrow 45 : 26* 34 . Mitch Lovering 33 64 : 43 109 . 
24. Mark McPheters 45 : 39 35 . Michael Reali 33 64 : 43 110 . 
25 . David Johnson 45 : 55 36 . Stan Sady 36 64 : 43 111 . 
26. David Gilbert 47 : 04 37 . James Madden 29 64 : 48 112. 
27. Gary Thornberg 4 7 : 24 38 . Will Hilger 44 64 :52 113 . 
28 . Stephen donahue 47 :45 39 . George Liming 36 64 : 56 114 . 
29. David Blair 48 : 08 40 . Bill Sylvester 39 65:30 115 . 
30 . Thad Dwyer 48 : 32 4 I. Bruce Hilger 46 65:32 116 . 
3 I. Richard Dubocq 48:38 42 . Francis Preshong 45 65:34 117 . 
32. Garth LaPointe 48 : 51 43 . Stewart Jordan 30 65:4 I 118 . 
33. Bob Dean 49:03 44 . John Edwards 34 66:01 119. 
34 . Jim Poulin 49 : 13 45 . Steven Robertson 28 66:02 120 . 
35 . Morgan Blanton 49 : 17 46 . Donald Stowell 32 66:09 121. 
36 . Mark Danyla 50 : 02 47 . Philip Vezina , Jr. 27 66:21 122. 
37 . Douglas Munsey 50 : 16 48 . Robert Croswell 36 66:26 123. 
38 . Philip Smith 50 : 35 49 . Phil Pierce 45 66:28 124. 
39 . Bill Lee 50 : 44 50 . Kelly Bennett 23 66: 28* 125. 
40. John Raymond 50 : 44 51. Sumner Weeks 38 66:37 126 . 
41 . Stan Pride 50 : 48 52 . Todd Lajeinuse 17 66:52 127. 
42 . Don Carter 50 : 54 53. Peter Carleton 29 67 : 20 128. 
43 . Donna Nale SI : 19* 54. Kevin Gile 29 67:21 129. 
44. Ann Ervin 51 :40* 55 . Dan Daily 22 67 : 33 130. 
4 s. Bryant Bourgoin 52 : 02 56 . John Gale 31 67 :49 131. 
46. John Sweney 52 : 12 57 . Arthur Tome 52 67:55 132. 
4 7 . Robbie Hatch 52 : 22 58 . Harrison Hensley 55 68 : 05 133. 
48 . Lorna Dever 53 : 02* 59 . Gary Grady 38 68 : 11 134. 
49 . Tony Brown 53 : 04 60 . Rob Jarrett 45 68 : 14 135 . 
50 . Tim Burrows 53:04 61 . Dave Birse 28 68 : 20 136 . 
51. Charles Lavery 53 : 24 62 . Don McGilvery 35 68 : 32 137. 
52. Mary Kim Lavery 56 : 00* 63 . Dan Brennock. 35 68 :40 138. 
53 . Tom Pare 57 : 50 64 . Herb Strom 57 68 :43 139. 
54 . Jim Thomas 60 :2 1 65 . Mimi Mattson 33 69 : 32* 140 . 
5S . Ka rynne Kleine 63:49* 66 . Geoffrey Hill 40 69 : 11 14 I. 
56 . Barry Lougee 64 : 44 67 . Richard Marino 39 69: 19 142 . 
57 . Gina Boudreau 68 : 41* 68 . Joan Lee 33 69: 32* 143 . 
58. Nancy Adams 69 : 25* 69 . Thomas Carl 43 69 : 33 144 . 
RESULTS COURTESY: CENTRAL MAINE STRIDERS 70 . Ron Paquett 46 69:37 145 . 
************************************** 7 I. David Benn 42 69:39 146. 
Yianni 's Pizza 
&Pub 
71 Center St . • Brewer 
989-7242 
Dick LaJoie 4 7 69 : SS 
Jay White 33 69:S6 
Robert Presay 40 69 : S9 
Michael Dupre y 34 70 : 12 
Mike Mosley 33 70 : 33 
Richard Littlefield 38 70 : 44 
Dick Cummings 50 70 : 55 
Gladys Dewick 33 70 : 59• 
Carleton Mendell 6S 7 I : 04 
Hadley Austin 28 7 I : 09 
Al Miller 49 7 I : 16 
Douglas Hidgkin 48 7 I : 30 
Ken Gaecklin 40 7 I :4 5 
Pete Galle 4 7 7 2: 12 
Bob Hazzard 55 7 2: 16 
Ron DePrez 43 72 : 30 
Lamont Boileau 33 7 2 :42 
Bernard Boisvert 26 7 2: 54 
Bruce Little 32 72:59 
Ken Newsome 38 73:00 
Joan Lavin 39 73 : 06• 
Al Mack 37 73 : 07 
Phil McGovern 32 73: 11 
John Schwerdel 41 73 : 14 
William Davenny 42 73: 15 
Rick Strout 48 7 3 : 24 
Reading Maley 16 7 3 : 29 
Craig Haggett 32 73:34 
Chris Salamone 27 73: 37 
Cheryl MacMahon 24 7 3 :40• 
Orlando Delogu 50 73:40 
Sheldon Be !main 46 73 :4 I 
Wayne Harlow 34 73:44 
Doug Wood 38 73 : 50 
Dave Gugan SI 74 : 04 
George Cooper 31 74: 24 
Bill Green 33 74:45 
Mike Lachance 34 74 :46 
Bruce Kingdon 46 74:48 
Russell Martin 37 74:53 
James harring'ton 34 75:00 
Roland Walker 31 75 : 03 
Ray Charest 30 75:04 
Teray Maley 4S 75: ID 
Walter Higgins 47 75 : 16 
James Pierce 32 75:42 
Wilfred Scott 37 75:46 
R. Lani gr a 4S 75 : 49 
Walter DeVault 57 75 : SI 
Sue martin 2S 7 5: 52* 
Arnold Green 36 75:S6 
Sandy Wyman 31 76 : 04* 
Bob Benoit 19 76 : 09 
John Peters 38 76:09 
Cindy Tifft 33 76: 13* 
David McManus 29 76 : 14 
Paul Koch 42 76 : 16 
J.P . Lavoie 31 76:25 
Robert Wyman so 76:37 
Roger Dutton 44 76:SS 
Warren Foye 39 77:07 
Jeri Lynn Schroeder 40 77: ID* 
Grant Peirron 26 77:22 
Gregg Stanley 32 77 : 23 
Robert Tifft 34 74 : 23 
David Trussell 44 77 :24 
Sandy Utterstrom 43 77 : 32• 
Betsy Barrett 38 77: 37* 
Lauren Glass 29 78:00* 
Deb Hewson 31 78: 19* 
Russe 11 Bradley 63 78 : 20 
Donaic Brewer 32 78 :4 9 
Robert Pines 32 78 : 52 
John DeHart 46 78:S3 
Richard Stott 42 79 : ID 
147 . Barbara Coughlin 44 79: 17* 
148 . Raymond Arbour 38 79 : 24 
149 . Norman Arbour 35 79 : 45 
150 . Eric Lagoise 28 79 :46 
151 . James Castle 42 79 : 47 
152 . Monica Malloy 20 80 : 06* 
153 . Mahtte Gistra 16 80 : 24 
I S4 . Doug Aiken 34 80 : 2S 
I SS . Richard Schwab 36 80 : 35 
I S6 . Heather Higbee 41 B0: '1 7* 
IS 7 . Richard Jewell 44 B0:39 
I SB . Steven Rahl 32 B0:42 
I S9 . Nancy Boileau 32 BO : 52* 
160 . Barba r a Footer 35 BI : 00* 
161 . Jean Thomas SI BI : 07* 
162 . Donna Jean .Pohlman 36 BI : 07* 
163 . Li nda Canaven 27 BI : 32* 
164 . Susan Davenny 3B BI : 40* 
165 . Charles Vandiken 46 82:01 
166 . Ellen Spring 34 82 : 0 I* 
167 . Brian Perkins 4 I B2 : 11 
16B . Cindy Hagan 27 B2 : 27• 
169 . Dave Novaria 42 82 :40 
170 . Yvette Knight 33 82 :41* 
17 I. John Woods 69 B3 : 00 
172 . Roddy Powers 44 B3 : 17 
173 . Cl int on Goodenow 4B B3 :49 
174 . Kim Tarnower 30 83 : 51* 
175 . Steven Evrard 32 B4 : IB 
176 . Jane Rasmussen 51 B4: 19* 
177 . John Rasmussen 50 B4 : 20 
17B . Peter Ladner 46 B4:21 
179 . John Mulrooney 42 B4 : 27 
IBO. John Eaton 35 B4 : 35 
IB I. Pamela Lajeunose 3B B4: 50* 
IB2. Marylin Wilcoff 42 B5 : 09* 
I B3. Cathy Jarratt 39 85 : 13* 
IB4. Craig Palmacci 3B BS : 25 
I BS . John Mc.Govern 37 B5 : 42 
IB6. Bob Cushman 49 85:43 
I B7 . Lana Ladd 29 85 : 45* 
IB8 . Bill Higbee 42 85 :49 
IB9. Stephen F i ller 39 B6 : 10 
190. Michael Stephenson 43 B6 : 19 
191. Stephen Dewick 47 B6 :49 
192 . Dennis Daros 43 87 : 05 
193 . Barry Lohnes 43 87 : 14 
194 . Harry Giddinge 54 B7 : 32 
195 . Alan Fink 40 B7 : 39 
196 . Melvin fine be r g 51 B7 : 49 
197 . Lorna Jewell 42 B8 : 00* 
19B . Lee Akerley 51 BB : OB 
199 . Harvey Fields 35 89 : 13 
200 . Thomas Daggett 40 90 : 10 
20 I . John Daggett 14 90 : 12 
202 . Irv France 4 I 90:24 
203. Paul McFarlan 43 90:26 
204. . St~nley Collins 43 90 : 30 
20S . G. Bechard 40 91: IB 
206 . William Morris 32 91: 19 
20 7 . Carol Plourde 30 91: 36* 
20B . William Donovan 45 91 :48 
209 . Susan Young 3B 92 :46* 
210 . Beverly Garber 40 95: 13* 
2 II . Dee Nicley 47 95: 13* 
212 . Barbara Tufts 43 95: 27* 
213 . Pat Beane 27 95 : 38 
214 . Jonathan Reitman 39 96:33 
215 . Don Atkinson 40 96 : 37 
216 . Marianne Gagne 46 99 : 33 
2 17 . Ruth He f fle finger SB 10 I : 14* 
2 IB. Lester Rhoads 71 102 : 40 
219. Brenda Cushman 46 103 :4 7* 
220 . Claire Edwards 31 103 :48* 
221. Debbie Edwards 28 104 : 55* 
222. Richard Guistra 47 104 : 56 12 . Peter Walsh 9 8: 13 
223 . Pamela Sullivan 28 107:50* 13 . Cory Leclerc 10 8 : 24 
14 . Mathew Brawn 7 8:32 
Results •ourtesy of Don Penta of the 15 . Mandy Trundy II 8 : 37* 
Maine Track Club 
ONE-HALF MILE 
**************************************** 
I . Michelle Mercier 14 2: 39 
9TH ANNUAL KENNEBEC 10 , 000 2 . Ethan Higbee B 2 :43 
Madison Aug . 19th 3 . Dawn Hall 13 2:46* 
---------------------------------------- 4 . Jeff Mercier 2 : SB 
5 . Christa Reindeau I I 2 : SB* 
I. David Nutt 21 34 :4 7 6 . Amy Defreitas II 3:00* 
2. Wade Chipman 17 36 : 13 7 . Bunky Johnson 9 3:04 
Henry Chipman 34 36: 13 B. Mandy Cloutier 9 3 : 10* 
4 . gordon Hartwell 29 36 : 15 9 . Aarron McMorrow 3 : 11 
s. Rick Davee 31 37 :49 10. Brandon Reynolds 3: 13 
6 . Ray Johnson 39 37 : 55 II . Jeremy Cox 3 : 14 
7 . Alan Aitken 37 3B : 20 12 . Peter Walsh 3 : 17 
B. Robert Salisbury 31 38 : 24 13 . Molly McMorrow 3 : 18* 
9 . J . C. Connolly 22 38 : 26 14 . Mike Guerliardi 3 : 20 
10 . Gene Roy 40 39 : 02 15 . Tiffany Walsh II 3 : 21* 
II . Anne-Marie Oavee 31 39 : 09* 16 . Meagen Walsh B 3 : S I* 
12 . Chris McGlocklin 26 39 : 32 17 . Briania Trundy 6 4 : 02* 
13 . Duane Blomerth 17 39 : 43 IB. Jeff Medlen B 4 : 04 
14. Joe Meehan 40 39 : 46 19 . Adam Cox 10 4 : 05 
15. Allan Freeze 30 40 : 26 20 . Brad Hauck B 4 :4 3 
16 . fred Karter 37 40: 36 
17 . Robert Clement 41 41 : IB Results courtesy of Rob Laskey 
18 . Geoff Hill 40 4 I :45 Co-Race Director 
19. David Benn 42 4 I : 52 
20 . Paul Corrigan 35 42 : 27 ************************************** 
2 I. Karen Rapallo 29 42:5B 
22 . Ed Cochrane 44 43 : 17 BATH ELKS FIVE MILE CLASSIC 
23. David McManus 29 44 : 35 Bath Aug. 29th 
24 . Dick Cummings 50 45 : 54 --------------------------------------
25. Judy Lewald 26 47 : 15* 
26 . Nancy Lagin 36 48 : 21* I. Danny Paul 2S : 14 
27 . Jerry Saint Amand 44 48:43 2 . Alan Reilly 27 : 56 
2B . Bruce Fowles 47 49 : 03 3. Bill Babcock 2B : 04 
29 . Maynard Caok 42 50 : 34 4. Peter Davis 29 : 04 
30 . Karen LaCasse 32 51 : 58* 5 . Bob Coughlin 29 : 06 
31. Donnajean Pohlman 36 52 : 5B* 6 . Richard Perry 29 : 58 
32 . Richard Sabol 49 52 : 5B 7. Ray Johnson 30 : 14 
33 . Walter Viles 51 54 : 27 B. Doug las Pride 30 : 25 
34 . Albert Giasson 68 56 : 02 9 . Lee Allen 30 : 36 
35. Verne Pinney 3B 56 : 56 10 . Robert Marquis 30 :42 
36 . Jim Garland 41 59: 12 11. Joseph Meehan 30 :42 
37. Marianne Steinhacker 46 60 : 00* 12. Bruce Pooler 31 : 10 
3B . Pat Beane 27 63 : 03 13 . Kevin Shute 32 :04 
39 . Harvey Mason 53 65:46 14 . Dick CUD111ings 32 : 06 
15 . Geo ff Rus lam 32 :09 
Results courtesy of : 16 . Mike Mosley 32 : @3 
Central Maine St riders 17 . Eric Ellis 32 : 33 
18 . Steve Jones 32 :40 
*************************************** 19. Victor Tedford 32:42 
20 . Carol Weeks 32 :43* 
!ST ANNUAL INVITATIONAL ONE-MILE AND 21. Sumner Weeks 32 :45 
I/ 2-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP ROAD RACE 22 . Jay White 32 : 50 
Topsham Aug. 22nd 23 . Harrison Hensley 32 : 57 
--------------------------------------- 24 . Dara Jones 33 :4 I* 
25 . Tom Anglim 33 :4 I 
ONE MILE 26 . Deb Hewson 34 : 03* 
27 . Ray Charest 34 : 31 
I. Chris Leclerc 14 5 : 47 28 . John Schwerde 1 34 : 37 
2 . Michelle Mercier 14 6 : 11* 29 . Doug Munsey 34 : 55 
3 . Ethan Higbee 8 6 : 22 30 . J.P. Lavoie 35 : 05 
4 . Marc Fuller 10 6 : 32 31. Sam Shartzer 35 : 37 
5. Jeff Mercier 7 6:54 32 . Don Brewer 35 :41 
6 . Jessica Trundy 10 7 : 07* 33 . Claire Irwin 35 : 51* 
7. Amy DeFre it as II 7:20 34. Craig Haggett 35 : 56 
8 . Chad Hildreth 10 7:21 35 . James Soule 36 : 30 
9. J . R. Reynolds 6 7:2B 36 . Howard Spence 36 : 37 
10 . Jeremy Cox B 7 : 35 37. Jane Dolley 36 : 50* 
II . Christa Riendeau II 7 :42 38. Tony Gomersall 36: S5 
Topsham Fair Mall 
Open 9-9 Mon - Sat 
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS 
Made especially tor serious runners. 
Newly designed NIKE Air-Sole"' 
cushioning for added comfort 
and protection 
from injury. 
39. Walter DeVault 37:05 II . Ric Lamoure\ll 39 52:59 105. Kevin Sullivan 15 I :23:49 
40. Paul Cook 37: 17 12 . Manuel Montoya 31 53:31 106. Michael Sullivan 48 I: 23 : 49 
41 . Nancy Lovetere 37: 27* 13. Michael Mendonca 31 53:39 107. Terri Morris 58 I :24: 13* 
42 . Mary Ellen Pecci 37 : 28* 14. Brian McCrea 27 53:47 108. Barbara Tufts 43 1:25:45* 
43 . Russ Bradley 37 : 34 15 . Charles Nichols 38 54: 15 109. Brenda Mercier 37 I :27 : 08* 
44. Roddy Powers 38:29 16 . Doug Ludewig 47 54:45 110 . Walter Mercier 49 I : 27 : 09 
45. Brendan Nichols 38:58 17 . Timothy Robinson 30 55:01 111. Lynne Bray 49 I :27:42* 
46 . Don Spear 39:02 18. Jeff Brown 37 55:05 112 . Fred Bray 49 I : 27:42 
47 . A. Dobrowski 39: 13 19. David Alley 37 55:32 113 . Ann Jackson 40 I :29:23* 
48 . William Donovan 39: 14 20 . Cynthia Lynch 27 55:41* 114. Leona Clapper 57 1: 30:53* 
49 . Tracy Sopchick 39: 28• 21 . Robert Salisbury, Jr . 31 55:49 115 . Charles Clapper 58 I : 30:54 
so . Ted Gaudreau 39 : 31 22 . Jay Reynolds 35 56:08 116. Harvey Mason 54 I : 32:21 
51. Perry Golden 40:08 23. Don Reimer 40 56:37 117. Margaret Sawyer 73 1: 49:27* 
52 . Donald Osborne 40:42 24 . Warren Dean 51 56:41 118. Sandra Barretto I : 51 : 58* 
53 . Harry Giddinge 41 :02 25. Michael Carter 37 56:49 119 . Janice ShiJlllllel 53 1:53 : 08* 
54 . Khara Nemitz 45 : 31• 26. Don Andrus 39 57:31 
27 . Thomas Boothby 33 57:37 Results courtesy of : 
TWO-MILE FUN RUN 28. Randy Pelkey 27 57:59 Central Maine Striders 
29 . Robert Wight 30 58:02 
I. Paul Arsenault 9:42 30 . Gerry Mirabile 27 58 : 03 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Josh Hanna 9:55 31 . Bill Pinlth- 44 58:04 
3 . Ray Johnson 10:38 32 . David Wheaton 34 S8 : JI STH ANNUAL SUGARLOAF MARATHON 
4 . James Cox, Jr. 11:00 3J . Byron Cook 40 58:56 Kingfield Aug. 30th 
s. Joseph Meehan 11:0 I 34 . Lawrence Quinlan JI 59:28 
6 . Sumner Weeks II : JS JS . Pbilip· dugas 3J S9 : 29 
7 . Rick Toothaker II : 46 J6. Joe To-selli 4J S9:J7 I . Bruce Ellis 3S 2:22:21 
8 . Harrison Hen1ley 12:01 J7 . Bill Yate- 46 S9:SO 2 . Todd McGraw 22 2:30: 17 
9 . Carol Weeks 12:0S* 38 . Geoff Hill 40 1:00:25 J. Ray Nelson 39 2:34:00 
10 . Bovard Spence 12 : J8 J9 . Willi- sa,...,ur 40 l:OO:J7 4. Lance Guliani 28 2 : J9:0S 
11 • Joy !lowland 12 : SO* 40 . Paula lneeland 26 I :00:47* s. Stave McGrath 32 2:4 l:OS 
12 . !lob Laskey 12:52 41 . Michael Greenleaf 34 1:00:59 6 . Barry. Fifield 30 2 : 4S : 14 
I J . Raney Lovet ere IJ:27* 42 . KW Mattson 33 1:01: 12* 7 . Al Sproul III 49 2:46 : 16 
14 . Cynth i e Saith IJ : J9* 4J . Raney Elli• 34 I :02:03* 8 . Gino Valeriani 34 2 : SO:l l 
IS . Dorothy Stoddard IJ : 42* 44 . Ed Worcester 2S 1:02:JO 9 . Yoli Caaaa 2J 2:SO : 19* 
16 . Kaya Davia 14 : 00* 45 . Tb~• Morton JS 1:02:32 10 . Paul LaChapell• 28 2 : 51 : 12 
17 . Miry Treb licock 14:05* 46 . JaMs Duval 54 1: 02:J5 I I • Jerry Allanach 37 2 : SJ : 20 
18 . Albert Morse 14 : 19 4 7 . Carol McCrea JJ I :02:45* 12 . Michael Sl1111neau 39 2:5S : OI 
19 . Patrick Hergrath 14:20 48 . Jane Rau J7 I :02:46* 13 . Kia Goff 26 2 : 55:0S• 
20 . Jeff llaltz 14 : 44 49. Andrea Batch 44 I :OJ:04* 14 . Michael Butcerfield 26 2:S5:29 
21 . Larry Barron 14:46 so. Irvin Miller 48 l:OJ:2J IS . Richard Sharp 32 2:55:J4 
22 . David Treblicock 14 : 54 SI . Sarah Andrus 32 I :OJ:48* 16 . Bruce Bell 48 2:S5 : 42 
23 . Jereay Cox 15 : 00 S2. Pater Saith 40 l:OJ:56 17. Ronald Senosk 42 2 : 56 : 03 
24 . Cheryl Gilbert IS:OO* SJ . Joan Lavin 39 1:04:00* 18 . Tony Pbillip1 40 2 : 56:SI 
25 . Guerin Anglia IS : 18 54 . Bill Green JJ I :04.02 19. Bill Bine 37 2 : 57:00 
26 . Albert Giasson IS:42 55 . Danile Molloy 27 1:04: 11 20. David Slater J6 2:S1: 11 
27 . Harvey Mason 16:08 S6 . Micah MacDonald 19 1:04:2S 21 . Jim Arnold 48 2:S7:3J 
28 . Debra Enevoldsen 16 : 24* S1. John DeBart 46 1:04:49 22 . David Levine 32 2:58:0J 
29 . Nancy Gunzelman 17:04• S8 . Mike LaChance 34 1:04:54 2J . T01a Crowe 43 2:58:09 
59 . Ed Cochrane 44 1:05: 14 24. Edvard Burke, Jr. 45 2:58 : 14 
Results courtesy of Russ Batch 60 . Dotty Leboeuf JS I : 05:24* 25 . Peter Cuff 30 2 : 58:39 
Race Director 61 . Bill Wood 3S l:OS:48 26 . Nanci Carlson 31 2:58:44* 
62 . Jo Comeau 4J I : OS:S9* 27 . Joseph Kaiser, Jr. 30 2 : S9 : 02 
************************************ 6J . Dave ·. COMau 42 l:OS : S9 28 . Ti• Driscoll 35 2 : S9 : 18 
64 . Connie McClellan 36 1:06: 18* 29 . Vin Dambra 38 2:59:28 
LOG DAYS IOK 65 . Michael Kay 37 1:06:SI JO . David Welch 29 2:59 : 36 
Skowhegan Aug . 29th 66 . Stan Pride SS 1: 07:J9 3 1. Francis Preshong 45 J : 03 : 0S 
67 . Richard Davis 42 1: 07:46 32 . Anne-Marie Davee 31 3 : 0J : 59* 
68 . Francois Jacque• 29 1:09: 12 JJ . Kichae l Daly 42 3 : 0S:J9 
I . Paul Briggs 38 : 27 69 . Ernie Henderson 44 1: 09:24 34 . Eclvard Lynch 42 J:OS : 54 
2 . Robert Clements 39 : 19 70 . J ... s Legere 54 I : 10:00 JS . John Jamison 39 J : 06 : 14 
3. Doris Dausman 39 : 4J• 71 . Gary Bovse 2J I: 10:2J 36 . Robert Vogt 45 3 : 07:42 
4 . John Chamberlain J9 : 49 72 . Joyce Sheridan 40 I: 10:46* 37 . Gary Larson 42 3 : 08 : 11 
s. Zane Clement 40:36 73. Ellery Borow 3J I: 10:46 38 . Timothy Bishop 49 3 : 08 : 27 
6. Charlie Wilkins 40:SI 74. Michael Farnham 33 I: II :26 39 . Bernard Rosman 3 : 08:37 
7 . Alan Dausman 41 : 42 75 . Clinton Goodenow 48 I: II :S8 40 . Stephen Pepe 30 3 : 09:23 
8 . Hugh McCabe 42 : 09 76 . Maynard Cook 45 I: 12 : 02 41 . Robert Poirer 32 3:09 : 25 
9 . Dudley Hendricks 4J : 52 77 . Yvette Knight 41 I: 12:J4* 42. Tom Mcguire 41 3 : 09:J7 
10 . John Halek 44: 10 78 . James Pierce 32 I: 13: !J 43 . Michael Denninger 41 3 : 09:57 
II . Jerry Saint Amand 4S:4 I 79 . Peter Golding 32 I : 13 : 14 44 . Thomas Cesarz 37 3 : 11:06 
12 . Kathy Holland 45 : S7• 80 . Karen Lacasse J2 I : 14: 19* 4S . Stephen Cox 33 3 : 11 : 07 
13 . Richard Sabol SO : JO 81. Donnajean Pohlman 3S I: 14: 19* 46 . Larry Scofield 39 J: 11 : 52 
14. Jim Garland 51:20 82. Sally Harwood 34 I: 14 : 19* 47 . David Goff 25 J: 12 : 2S 
IS . Drew Ketteret Sl : JJ 83 . Edvard Kolakowski S9 I : IS:JS 48 . Claude Coulombe so J : 12 : 34 
16 . Susan Sanborn 5J:SJ* 84 . Paul Maloney 14 I: 16 : 46 49 . Dele riordan 29 3 : IJ : 12 
85. Patty Jacoba 38 I : 17: 14* SO . David Delois 39 3: IJ:2S 
}Hults courtuy of: 86 . Robert Briaaette 36 I : 17: 19 SI . Kevin Mooney 24 J : 14 : 17 
Central Kaine Striders 87 . Georgianna Bogerty 32 I: 17 : 56* 52 . Carlton Mendell 6S 3: 14:JO 
88 . Donald Benson 46 I: 18: 14 SJ . David Wilson 43 J: IS:21 
************************************ 89 . Dennis Burne 11 34 I: 18:22 54 . Robert Brown 33 J: 16 : 18 
90 . Susan Kolakowski 30 I: 18 : J6* SS . David Dyer 38 3:16 : 25 
211D ANNUAL SUGARLOAF !Sit 91 . Lary Bourget 41 I: 19:08 56 . Kennedy Yeaton 40 3 : 17 : 11 
Kingfield Aug . 30th 92 . Robert Gilbert 42 I: 19:59 51 . Paul Davis 43 J: !7:39 ----------------------- - 93 . Susan Kastler 43 I :22 : 16* 58 . Michael Scott 32 3: 18 : 37 
94 . Lynne Cobb 40 1: 22:2J* 59 . Roy Rodgers 33 3: !9:46 
I . Peter Lessard 25 49 : 2J 95 . Nancy Ludewig 42 1: 22:23* 60 . Louisa Dunlap 46 3: 20:00* 
2 . Alex Hammer 22 SO : OJ 96 . James Bowse 40 I :22:47 61 . Daniel Bowse 32 3:20:2S 
3 . Jim Toulouse 39 50:41 97. Lois Kresien 36 I :22:47* 62 . Robert Bremener 28 3:20 : 28 
4 . Larry Deans 31 SO : SO 98. Norman Jackson 43 1:22:S8 6J . Robert McCarthy 24 3 : 21 : 07 
5 . Steve Malloy 23 SO:SS 99 . Verne Pinney 38 1:23:08 64 . Cliff Hatfield 54 J:21 : 16 
6 . Jeff Clarke 26 51:31 100. Scott Phaie 32 1: 2J:26 6S. Jorge Paz 48 3 : 21: 19 
7 . Harold Hatch 47 52 : 01 IOI. Thomas Wells 33 I :2J : 27 66 . Virginia Vendrell 37 3:21 : 29• 
8 . Robert Ashby 19 52 : 06 102 . Win Robinson 4S 1: 2J : 42 67 . Jerry O'Keefe 43 3:21 : J8 
9 . Mark Luebbers 28 52 : 14 103 . John Ritzo J8 1: 2J:4J 68·. Timothy slavic 35 3:22 : JO 
10 . Rusty Squire 29 S2:36 104. Warren Cook. 42 1:2J : 4J 69 . Danis Coulomb.e 45 3 : 22:j4 
70. Philip Kay 42 
71. Liz Lizewski 38 
72. Carlo Schweizer 42 
73 . Rene Collins 45 
74 . James Booth 42 
75. Daniel Woodward 29 
76. Barbara White 36 
77 . Kathrine Christie 42 
78. David Green 29 
79 . Henry Perrin 
SO . Carlene Sproul 48 
81 . Joe Wheller 51 
82 . Lawrence Rich 39 
83. Nancy Lagin 37 
84 . Ike Morgan 30 
85. Harry Nasse 53 
86 . Brian Gluer 50 
87 . Brian Mulcahy 34 
88 . Felice Worcester 29 
89 . Al Toth $6 
90 . Steve Grande 33 
91 . Ron Paquette 46 
92 . David Benn 42 
93. John Aegerter 42 
94 . Monica Mo lley 2 I 
95. J . II ill Baker 53 
96 . Sam Mitchell 33 
97 . Yves Morois 19 
98. Judy RomvH 36 
99 . Jean-Guy Poirier 36 
100 . Delphia Levia 53 
IOI . John Carter 42 
102 . Jaml!s E-rt 44 
103 . Gilles Jacques 44 
104 . Arthur Granholm, Jr. 4 7 
105 . Marilyn Mahaffy 23 
106 . Marietta Weyler 48 
107 . John Ingalls 55 
108 . John Norris 31 
109 . Robert Petrino 33 
110. Roger Mercier 35 
Ill. Randy Plaum 36 
112 . Harriet Seekins 42 
113 . Bruce Spaulding 40 
114 . Kathleen Kelly 21 
115 . Donald Carter 43 
116 . Robert ShiDDel 57 
117 . Sally Patterson 46 
118 . Jean goldfine 42 
119 . Betsy Berry 41 
120. Edgar Barreto 50 
121. Michael Lacroix 30 
122 . Kenneth Moro 32 
Results courtesy of: 



































3: 52: 17 
3:52:56* 
4 :02 : 17* 
4 :03:21 
4:04:41 




4 : 09:07 
4 : 12: 15* 
4 : 13: 10 
4 : 14 : 16 
4 : 15:20* 









Aug . 2nd 
6-mile 




2 . Kenneth Townsend 36:02 1: 00:52 
J .W. Libby 
Bradley Damon 












6 . Andrew Has lam 38 : 20 I :04 :47 
Steve Ross 
7 . Andy Weik 37 : 27 I: 14 :21 
8 . Jim Crowley 40:48 I : 06 :00 
BINGHAM IOK 
Bingham 
I. Steve Malloy 
2 . Gordon Hartwell 
3 . Mike Bard 
4 . Dale Riordan 
5 . Byron Cook 
6 . Philip Dugas 
7. Eric Prosienski 
37 :43 
8. Michael Greenleaf 
9 . Dave McManus 
10 . Bob Hagopian 
11. Rusty Beane 
12 . Ed Prosienski 
13. Walter DeVaulc 
14 . Judith Lewald 
15 . Dave Grant 
16 . Bruce Beane 
17 . Mike Dionne 
18 . Nacha Orr 
19 . Darryl Bensley 
20. Sharalyn Mason 
21. Susan Roberts 
22 . Al Walker 
23 . Diane Doumit 
24 . Verne Pinney 
25 . Norman Jackson 
26 . Ann Jackson 
27 . Barbara Hennig 
28 . Harvey Mason 
Results courte1y of : 







42 : 10 














57 : 32* 




63 : $5* 
64 : 14* 
69 :48 
************************************** 
HAINE TAC OUTDOOR TRACK ANO FIELD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
Bowdoin College Aug . 1st 
MEN: Sub 5 194, Bath Iron Works 104 , 
Portland 50, Scarborough 3 1, SOHO 16, 
CMS 5 , PTC 4 
WOMEN: Sub 5 180 , Old Town Track Club 
66 , Portland 30, Haine Track Club 16, 
FDI 10 
canoe 22-mi . bike TOTAL 
I :06:08 2:38:40 9 . John VanBuren 
IOK Run - Men: I. Stu 
-1-.-StuHogan 
2. Neal Chamberlain 
3. Doug DeAngelis 
Women: 
I . Cindy Lynch 












~.Meter Relay - Men : 
! . Portland 45 .4 (NR) 
4 7 . 2 2. BIW 
Women: 
1. Sub 
2. Old Town 
~ Hurdles - Men : 
1. Alan Baldwin 
2. Richard Jacobik 
3. Mark Snow 
4 . Patrick Connelly 
5 . Aaron Werener 
Women: 
I . Lara Littlefield 
2. Christina Strong 
3 . Heather Rooney 
4. Diane herrick 
100 Meter Dash - Men: 
T':"""H. Norma..,.---
2. K. Berube 
3. S. Droney 
4 . R. Dudley 
5. S . Segal 
6 . J . Sc. Pierre 
Women: 
I. Brenda Sheehan 
2. Juli Brasslach 
3. Theresa Smith 
4 . Neallie Bart 
5. Karna Johnson 
200 Heter Dash - Men: 
T':"""K. Beru~ 
2. L. Beaucage 
3. S. Segal 
4 . R. Dudley 
5. B. Hicse 
6 . J. Conner 
15 . 9 
16 . 6 
17 .s 
18 . I 
18.2 
17 .o 




52 . 9 (NR) 











11 . 4 Yankee 
11.4 Wb . L. 
11 . 9 unatt. 
12 . 0 Pore . 
17 . 2 Sub 5 
12. 7 Sub 5 
13 . 4 Q.T. 
13.4 O.T. 
13 . 5 Sub 5 
14 . I FOi 
23 . 6 Yan. 
24 . 0 BIW 
24 . 0 Port . 
24 . 5 N.A. 
24 . 7Tory Hill 
24.7 unacc. 
RUN CANOE BIKE TOTAL 
36:10 I :02:49 T:26:35 3:05:34 
John VanBuren, Jr. 
Tom VanBuren 
Pac Boss 
1: 04 :40 2: 41 :34 IQ .Lloyd Smith 42: 19 I: 14 : 27 I: 10: 22 3:07:08 
Tom Clow 
I I .Alan Stockley 45:26 I :20:39 I: 14:29 3:20:34 
1:05: 15 2:42 :40 Bernie Stockley 
Bonnie Lancaster 
12 . Donald Bliss 50:21 1:20: 19 I :42:29 3:53:09 
13.Carole McClure 54:37 1:35 : 21 1:25:34 3:55:32 
I :03 : 10 2:43 : 10 ltarynne Klein 
Results courtesy of Paul Smith - Race Director 
1: 06:44 2:47 : 19 ***************************************************** 
I : 09:58 2: 53 :05 
2: 59 : 28 ~ I :07:40 
I: 17 : 42 3:04 : 30 
400 Meter Da1h - Men: 
T:'"""s . Duga_n_ 
2 . M. Norma a 
3 . L. Beaucage 
4 . D. Lagasse 
5 . s. Moulton 
Women : 
I. B. Dupuis 
2. c. Lynch 
3 . D. Herrick 
400 Meter Hurdles - Men: 
-I .-Alan Ba~ 
2 . M. Snow 
3. R. Werener 
\/omen : 
I . C. Strong 
800 Meter Run - Man: 
1:-R:-Rll1U-
2 . M. Magelu 
3 . D. Braltevood 
4. M. Bard 
5 . R. Perry 
6 . B. Nevbegin 
\/omen : 
I . C. Lynch 
2 . B. Brewer 
1500 Meter Run - Men: 
T:"A. Palme-r -
2 . G. Rand 
3 . M. snov 
4 . S . Smith 
5 . R. Perry 
6 . J . Rathburn 
7 . unltnovn 
8 . unknown 
9 . J. Cr.,_tt 
Women : 
I . \/, Baney 
2 . C. Lynch 
3 . S . Picltett 
4 . c. Strong 
5 . R. Barltavey 
6 . H. Brewer 
\/omen's 30QO Meter Run: 
mynch ----
2 . D. Jenaen 
3. N. Loveure 
4 . B. Berry 
50 . 3 (NR) Port . 
50 . 5 Sub 5 
52 . 8 Biii 
55 . 2 Biii 
60.0 Port . 
67 . 8 Sub 5 
68 . 0 Sub 5 
70 . 2 Port. 
56.8 (NR) Port. 
61 . 2 Sub 5 
69 . 5 Scar . 
71 . 2 (llR) unatt . 
1:58 . 9 ooa st . 
2:Q2 . I Sub 5 
2 : Q2 . 9 unatt. 
2:Q3 . 9 Biii 
2:04.7 unatt . 
2:06 . 8 Sub 5 
2:34 . 9 Sub 5 
3:00.0Q Q.T. 
4 : Q2 . 7 N.B. 
4 : 15.8 Sub 5 
4: 18.0 Sub 5 
4: 19.9 Q!S 
4 : 25.4 unatt . 
4 : 29 . 0 
4 : 34 
4 : 43 
4 : 54.9 unatt . 
4:53 . 6 (1'1.) HTC 
5:04 Sub 5 
5: 19 . 4 QBBS 
5 : 19 . 9 unatt. 
5 : 35 . 4 MIC. 
5 : 52.8 Q.T. 
IQ:46 . 5 Sub 5 
IQ:46 . 8 unatt . 
13: 15 . 7 HTC 
14 :29 . 4 unatt. 
Men'• 300Q Meter Steeplecha1e : 






2 . M. Sargent IQ : 37 . 4 
3 . N. Chamberlain 11 : 15.8 
4 . B. Nevbegin 11 :45 
5 . a . Johnson 12: 44. 1 
6 . A. ·werener 15 : Q7 . 4 
Men's Baaer: 
T:'"Ru11ei'l 
2 . Ford 
3 • . Giroux 
4 . Lebrun 
5 . Manfredi 
6. Lo cite 
Ken ' s Pole Vault : 
T.'B. Johnso;;--
2 . D. Guterman 
3 . D. Goodrich 
4 . M. St . John 
Discus - Men : 
~Ford 
2 . B. Roth1child 
3 . J . St . Pierre 
4 . c. Laclte 
s. "· Ba1hian 6 . T . Dyer 
11 .... n: 
I. Johanaen 
2 . Berube 
3. Iller 
4 . Perry 
5. John1on 
6 . Sveeney 
Shot Put - Men: 
T.St-:-Pierre 
2. Roth1child 
3 . Boland 
4 . Locke 
S. Barri1on 
6. Drinkwater 
w .... n : 
I • Johan1on. 






190-2 Somerv . 
185-8 Sub 5 
169-1 Sub 5 
147-0 unatt. 
144-3 
126-0 unatt . 
13-10\ (KR) Sc. 
12-6 unatt. 
11-0 unatt . 
10-0 unatt. 
145-4 Sub 5 
129-0 tory Hill 
116-10 Sub 5 
1.15-5 unatt . 
109-10 unatt. 
108-2 unatt . 
103-2 unatt. 
97-5 Port. 
96-11 Sub 5 
87-3 Q. T. 
67-5 l"llI 
50-\ l"llI 
47-7 Sub 5 
44-9 Tory Bill 
40-11 
40-1 unatt. 







19-6 Q. T. 
19-4 FDI 
High Jump - Men: 
I. K . Sawyer 
2 . D. Johnson 
Women: 
I. B. Dupuis 
2. G. Perry 
3 . B. Dow 
~Jump - Men: 
I . Sawyer 
2. Johnson 
3 . Norman 
4. Droney 
5 . Abbot t 
6. Drinkwater 
\/omen : 
I . Sheehan 




Triple .:!!!!!!_- Men: 
I. Sawyer 
2 . John1on 
3 . Berube 




2 . Sheehan 
3. Bart 
4. Littlefield 
5 . Dov 
(1'1.) - Rev a.cord 
6-4 Biii 
6-0 Biii 
4-7 Sub 5 
4- 5 Q. T. 







17-2 3/4 (NR) 
Sub 5 
16-1 Ii Sub 5 










35-3 Sub 5 
33-10 Sub 5 
32-3 Sub 5 
28-2 unatt . 
********************************** 
Bicycles 
TREK • CANNONDALE • FUJI 
DIAMOND BACK• UNIVEGA • 
SPECIALIZED • PEUGEOT 
CINELLI•CENTURIAN 
-v.,_n..., 3000·Meter -Walk: -- ·-· -- -- -
maarer---- 17 : 24.7 (1'1.) unatt . 
WE BUILD cusroM WHEELS. SHOES. HELMETS. 
CLOTHING, COMPUTERS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES. 
26 MODELS OF MOUNTAIN BIKES. 
2 . P . Balter 2·1: 10.2 Sub 5 
Men's 50QO Meter \lallt: T.""T. Sprou_l __ --
2. o. DeAngeli1 
3 . M. Myerovitz 
4 . J . Cox 
s. s. Roll 
26:Q6.4 (NR) 
29:27 . 4 Sub 5 
32: 17 Sub 5 
32: 48 Biii 
33: IQ . 5 Scar . 
4 x 4QO Meter Relay - Men: 
l:"Tubs~ 3:40.9 
2. Biii 3 : 51.5 
3. Sub 5 "B" 4 : 07.8 
Women : 
I . Sub 4:33 . 8 (NR) 
Men's Javel in : 
-r:-5. REdmond 195- 11 Scar. 
2 . s. Pe lle t ier 175-2 Sub 5 
3 . T . Dyer 166-4 unatt. 
4 . J . St. Pierre 164-6 Sub 5 
5. D. Goodr i ch 159-7 unatt . 
6 . J . Chester ton 158- 1 unatt. 
7. R. Harr i son 136-1 Sub 5 
HONEST ADVICE ON ALL YOUR CYCLING NEEDS. 
SEE US AT OUR NEW ROUTE 1 LOCATION NORTH OF 
TiiE CARLTON BRIDGE IN WOOLWICH. 
Route 1, Woolwich 442-7002 
9-5:30 Mon.-Sat. Fri. 9-8:88 
1987 HAINE EVENT TR!ATHL(}I !OK 3 St•ph•n Flu•t 2111 0 : 49: 40 36 Jtff HtstrUf 2911 0:57:32 
HE-8S003-IJ'l July 26 Gardi nor Gary Browning 34H Tina H•struo 20F 
Runner Time 4 Scott 01 sen 
37 Dani• I Force 3911 0:57:47 
2911 0:50:17 Harg i • Force 40F ------------------------------------ Rob•rt Armstrong 37H 
I Tim Donovan 33H 31 : 19 38 John Van Bur•n 4:!1 0:58:01 
2 Tim Wakeland 22H 31 : 28 5 John-Dau id Ha th i eu 2911 0:52:02 John Van Bur•n 16H 
3 Sam Pellitier 2111 32:08 
4 Dennis Karami tros 28H 32:34 39 Robert Brainerd 24H 0:58:26 
5 GI en don Rand 2:!1 33:51 6 Phi I ip Soule 46H 0:52:13 
6 Hatt Crook !SH 34 :00 Robtr t Peters 44H 
7 Paul Pl i ssey 22H 34 : 02 40 Jay Dau is IBH 0:58:37 
8 Pat O'Halley 21H 34:05 7 Gerald Hoff 44H 0:52:30 Kirk Siegel 27H 
9 Jeff Meserve 2911 34:25 Raymond Chabot 40H 
10 Michael Sargent 36H 34:28 41 Lans Christensen 4:!1 0 :58:45 
11 Ralph Fletchtr 3611 34:40 8 Sttwart Rogors 37H 0: 52:45 
12 Lawson Noyes 4:i11 34 : 47 Donald Rogtrs 3911 
13 Hcwit Bun 31H 34 : 59 42 Cathy Cuml tr 29F O :58:49 
14 Tom Thibeau 2911 35:04 9 John Rttdtr 42H 0 :S2:49 Mimi Mattson 33F 
15 Ltn Hal 1 34H 35:09 Gtorg• Gtndron 3111 
16 Randy Hastings 331 35:29 43 Nah Doughty 14H I :00:26 
17 D•nis Mancine 30H 36 : 23 10 Howit Bun 31H 0 :S3:03 Chris Cobb l:iM 
18 Rick Lane 40H 36:31 J•nn i ftr Cal dwtl 1 29F 
19 Peter Hagerman 3611 36:33 44 Warrtn NfWton 1911 1:00:52 
20 Hi chae 1 Htndonca 30H 36:37 II Dick Storch SOH 0 :53:06 Robort Huld IBH 
21 Dau id Bark•r 34H 36:57 Sttutn Woodard 21H 
22 Al an Reil 1 y 34H 37:19 45 Donald P•ckham 4:!1 I :00: 55 
23 Pat Boss IBH 37:23 12 Jane HcHorrcw 40F 0 :53:22 John Butman 37H 
24 Robert Poirier 32H 37:25 John HacDona l d 3611 
25 Robert Cough l in 48H 37:26 46 T•rry Tracy 31F 1 :01 :08 
26 Ray Johns ton 3911 37 : 36 13 Francis Cyr 2911 0 :53:51 Lucit Boland ZIF 
27 Duane Di tfenbach 24H 37:40 Jamos Park 2:il1 
28 Bryant Bourgoin 36H 37:49 47 Bill Soule 21H 1:01:32 
29 Robert Brainerd 24H 37:54 14 Austin Conrad Jr 31H 0:53:56 
30 Sally Perkins 24F 38:12 Douglas Sn•ll 2911 
31 Anthony D' f'<ne 1 i o 3:il1 38:16 4B Stephtn Arthur 2911 I :01 :SB 
32 Ann-Marie Dauee 32F 38:44 15 Lon Hal 1 3411 0: 54:15 Cathtrint Fraztr 24F 
33 Stouon Pe tor son 3111 39:05 Chuck Landry 31H 
34 Br i an Gordon 31H 39 : 08 49 Hichul Burk• 32H I :02:04 
35 Stu Hogan 2611 39:31 16 Paul Slni th 3111 0:54:25 Richit HOWt 30H 
36 Hike Thompson 2911 39:34 Carl Stowart 4211 
37 Tom Swan 37H 39:38 SO Shut Philbrick 27H I :02:51 
38 John-Dau id Ha th i tu 2911 39:46 17 Rhttt Witland 32H 0:54:25 Shotn Day 21H 
39 Barr>< Dana 2111 40:05 Poppy Thachtr 32F 
40 Linda LaRuo-Ken is ton 33F 40:14 51 Barry Lougtt 5:11 I :03:23 
41 Scott 01 son 2911 40:27 18 Alan Ramsdtll 4611 0:54:36 
42 Steph•n Schuyl or 31H 40:37 Dana Turnor 4:11 
43 Joe Washburn 4211 40:47 19 Gtrald Fournitr 40!1 0:54:55 52 Andr.., HcCl urt 3511 1 :03:51 
44 John Slni th 3611 40:51 Ktoin Stlwood 2:11 Hichatl Darrts 36H 
45 Francis Pruhong 4:i11 40:54 
46 Dau id Gi lb•rt 17H 41 :OJ 20 David Barktr 3411 0 :541:56 53 Hichatl Hoyt 31H I :04:45 
47 Eric LaRut !SH 41 :OS Harsha Giglio 43F BarntY Dubsky 3211 
48 Jay Dauis IBH 41 :13 
49 Donna Dau is 2SF 41 :27 21 Runt 11 AndrtwS 34H 0:55:29 S4 K•n Tcwnstnd 44H 1 :04:53 
50 Tim Clunt 24H 41 :38 Jtrry Drouin 37H Brad! tY Damon 3911 
51 Al an Burke 2:11 41 :40 
55 ThOlll&S Ai:IUIS 3711 1 :05:3S 52 Dick Adams 3911 42:01 22 Robtrt Poiritr 32H 0 :5S:36 
53 Paul Han111ond 2SH 42:24 Hark HcPht ttrs 27H 
Eric Latimtr 24H 
54 Hark Dubt 31M 42:35 56 Hark Dube 31H I :05:50 
55 Ktuin Shute 3:!1 42:40. 23 Ti• Clunt 2411 0:55139 
56 David Ktnnoy 21H 42:S4 Ktvin Clunt 2611 
57 Junn i no Foru t 23F 43:39 57 Dana Htlv i lit 3:11 I :06141 
SB Tony Marplt 3911 44:27 24 Gtotg• Walsh 641 0:55:49 Alan Littltfitld 3511 
59 Karl Knight 29t1 44 : 28 Paul Brown M 
60 Bill Soult 21M 44:32 SS Paul Fi schtr 3411 I :06:50 
61 Michul Bugon 27H 44:38 25 Pat Rankin 39F 0 :55:50 Dtnn is Harnish 44H 
62 Faye Gagnon 42F 44:39 Jim Boan 2111 
63 Pat Rankin 39F 45:15 59 Doug Krtbs 4911 I :06:55 
64 Warrtn Newton 1911 45:38 26 Ed Mai 1 ltt 22H 0:56:11 
65 Lans Chr i shnsen 4:!1 45:39 Androw Li zottt 27H 
66 Paul Ruopp 3911 46:33 60 Douglas Hunsoy Jr. 38H 1:07:03 
67 Josoph Kus 32H 46:59 27 Richard O.rrah 42H O:S6:13 Michatl Siltuinac 3'111 
6B Robort Hatch l:iM 47:22 Eutrt tt Bachand 4'111 
69 Doug! as Mun soy Jr. 3111 47:39 61 Paul HllllllO!ld 2'1 I :07:44 
70 Stanley Pride 55M 47:54 28 John Sin i th 3611 0:56:17 Stovt Rand 30M 
71 I ues Harmon 42H 48:41 Rusty Dtwsnap 28H 
72 Jerry Doughty 37H 4B:50 62 Keu in Shute 3:!1 I :07:48 
73 Chris Schoonbeck 37H 49:23 29 Donis Beaudoin 41H 0:56:18 Ronald Rico 43H 
74 Doug Krebs 49H 50: 18 Hol 1 is Ttdford 36H 
75 Barney Grenier Jr !~1 52:00 63 Char 1 es Va 11 ey SOM I :07:54 
76 Thomas Pore 49H 54:59 30 Dau id Fi sch or 37H 0:56:29 Dau id Bernhardt 2711 
77 Gai 1 Hoyt 29F 55:50 Brian Man 1 ey 24H 
78 Barry Lougee 53H 57:03 64 Ray Johnston 3911 I: 07: 59 
79 Torry Rich 23F 57:15 31 Robor t Cough 1 in 48H 0:56:32 Joseph Hoehan 40H 
80 Vanossa Quimby 16F 65:49 Gordon Chambtr 1 a in 4911 
1987 HAINE EVENT Triathlon 65 Stanley Pride 5'1 I :08:59 
Gardintr 6 Hi le Canoe 32 Peter Gagnon 4:!1 0 :56:38 
Canoeist Time 66 Kirstie Chabot 16F I :09:22 ------------------------------------- 33 June Crawford 34F 0 :56: 43 Kristin Cook 16F Jay Noonkester 30H 
I Steue McAl 1 i ster 3:!1 0:46:14 67 Richard Doyon 4:!1 I : 09: 58 
Loe Hartin 3:!1 34 Pt tor Hagerman 3611 0:56:48 Paul Roy 42H John Van Sunrnorn 391 
2 Cindy Lynch 27F 0:4B:41 68 Di ck Adams 3911 I: 10:39 
Gr• g McMor r cw 4:!1 35 Barry Dana 2111 0 :57:02 
J 
69 ~re Fourn i tr 1611 I :11: 15 11 Dana Htluillt 33'1 1:14107 
Scott Guay 1:111 12 Sttut Goocaan 30H I :15106 
13 Bill Yoo 2211 1:15:17 
70 Chris Schoonbtck 3?!1 I: 11: I 8 14 Cl iH Buhr 23'1 1:15:27 
Hikt Latorro H I 5 Regor Park 3?!1 1:15:46 
16 Randal I Huth 30H 1:16:55 
71 Roi and Louosquo Jr 26111:11:42 17 Oun Rud 40H 1:17:00 
JoH Musich 2?!1 18 Sttuon Connors H 1 :17:01 
19 Mark Burkt 29H 1:18:01 
72 Gora Id Gr.:z i oso 4611 1 :12:57 20 Chuck Landry 31H 1 :18:06 
Richard Si r·acusa 42H 21 Hark O'~ur 32H 1: 18:07 
22 Harty Ktniston 3611 1:18:44 
73 Mi chu I Bugon 2?!1 1 :13:18 23 Robort Brainord 2<!11 I :18:44 
Patrick Quinn 2?!1 24 Hark HcPho ttrs 2?!1 1: 19:05 
25 Randy Hutchins 31M I :19:11 
74 l uos Harn1on 42H 1 :14:11 26 Jtnn i ftr C.1Golt11 29F 1:19:22 
27 Kirk Sitgtl 2?!1 I :20 :38 
28 Rusty Dtwsnap 21t1 1:20:44 
75 Carolt HcClurt 30F I :15:14 29 Larry L' Ital i tn 1611 I :21 :22 
Lisa OtSin1io 31F 30 Gordon Chlllbtr I a in 49H I :21126 
31 Ptttr Brockttt 2'1 1121139 
76 Ki rt Cont 2411 I: 15:25 32 Hark WuthtrbH 341 I 121147 
Dau id Er i tson 23'1 33 Dau id Gugu 51H I 122109 
34 Ti110thy Wright 2711 I 122: 16 
77 Dau id Ktnnty 21H I :15:37 3:5 G&rth Duff 3711 I :22125 
36 Dick AdlM 3911 I 123:03 
37 John-Oau id ~th i tu 2"11:23:13 
78 Patrick Collins 2?!1 I :16:31 38 Paul S.1 lfy 4:111 1 :23:21 
Bob Hol .. s 40H 39 Pt tor Gagnon 43'1 1 :23:25 
40 Ji11 S.\n 28'1 1:23:36 
79 Sally Ptrkins 24F 1 :17:46 41 Oanitl Ericson 2611 I :23:54 
Ka lhy Dunn• 32F 42 Ti11 Tracy 33'1 1:24110 
43 John Van s-rn 31t1 1 :24149 
BO· Josoph Kus 32H 1 :23:20 44 Tina Htsorut 20F 1:24:50 
19B7 MAINE EVENT Triathlon 45 Lans Chris ttnstn 43'1 1 :25:07 
Gordintr July 26 27.35 Hi It Biko 46 Ron C.rptn ti or 3211 1:25:16 
Biktr Ti111t 47 S !tut Rand 30!1 1 :25:54 
--------- 48 Josoph Htthan 40!1 I :25:57 
49 Su 11 y Hoooard 2'F 1:2?:16 
1 Christophor Bouit 3711 I :06:43 50 Dau id Ktnn.y 21H l 127122 
2 Dan Works 2611 I :07:02 51 Ronald Rict 43'1 l 127:50 
3 Mark Caron 20!1 1 :07:36 52 Harsha Giglio 43F I :29:12 
4 Shcor Fonhint 20H 1:08110 ; 53 ~rk Oubt 31H 1129116 
5 Rick Stuart 30!1 I 108:54 54 S.rnict Stocklty 22F 1129119 
6 Oauid HacNair 30H 1:11:19 ~ Chris Htnry 1:111 l 129137 
7 Kouin Clunt 2611 1: 11 :49 56 Patrick Quinn Z7l1 I :30100 
B Todd Richard 20H I: 12:08 ' 57 Kathy Ounnt 32F 1 :30:42 
9 Hithatl c-ron 41H 1 :13:07 58 St tut Hutro 1 lt 341 l 131103 
10 Scott HcNti I l?H 1 :13:32 59 Di ant Oubt 27F 1 :31 :25 
OF MONE'IR>RSCllOOL? 
MAINE l\R GUARt> EilUCmON &NEHlS 
C:~N Ki£P 10UR EDUC«floM "OK UM:K •AND 
YOU WOMtt ~~E TOGNEUP~·sou." ! 
COM'lUNm eou.5'& G; jMi. ~ 'FOe:5 CUt>tT fdZ ~ •ime:t 
i'PIMIMGa, ~St\1t8Cf ~ ~ ~·FoGN'£N5~s. 
AMO ~"m• ~ Allt~ir.t> U.&1U.! oK ~ CJTEalHlc.ll. 
'TtAININ~, ~~~~ 1t.\~, AA1> O!l.lfr: 
~'Ht~ !t 'f\Nt> M \~ ~ QOri~ To~ 
~--r1~ ~oe"r> ltl ~~a?.~-~t>! 
IJ.llRE NR GU~R . 
i:&i..~~ ••• 
9'11~0710 EXl'Wl OT71Z·ZS13 
8 
WE GUARD ~atlc~·s S"IE~! 
60 11.lrry Dana 28'11:31:46 
61 Cl audt Buucago 40H I :31 :46 
62 Robtr t Hta I d llt1 1:32:06 
63 Barry Lougtt 53'1 I :34:21 
64 Doug Krtbs 49H I :35:10 
65 Stanlty Pridt 5:111 1 :35:25 
66 Kartn Pa h1tr 26F 1 :35:51 
67 Rtnoo Roy 22F 1 :36:09 
68 William Buttio 1511 1:36:51 
69 Kiron Ma I I ory 22F I :39:49 
70 Jin1 Brunot! i 43'1 1 :40:17 
71 Hi k• Latorro H 1 :40:28 
72 Warn• Cl ark 40M 1 :45:29 
73 Bi 11 Soul• 21M 1 :51 :04 
74 Ion Hart00n 42H I :57:46 
7S Josoph Kus 32H 2:13:23 
Results courtesy of Greg Nelaon 
Race Director 
*************************************** 
25TB ARRUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE 
Bangor Sept . 7th 
I. Bruce Bridgham 27 25: 11 
2. Roy Morris 24 25:36 
3. Dan Dearing 25 25:43 
4. Rich Khorigan 26 26:02 
5. Bob Everett 27 26: 12 
6. Danny Paul 33 26: 18 
7. Glendon R.and 25 26:53 
8. Alex Rammer 22 27:03 
9. Jim Newett 29 27: 11 
10. George Towle 37 27:25 
II . Steve Carle 33 27:48 
12. Brent Leighton 18 27:51 
13. Gordon Rartwell 20 28:00 
14 . Rick Lane 40 28: °" 
IS.Robby Shea 14 28: 10 
16 . David Renault 39 28: 13 
17 . Chris Catell 17 28:34 
18. John Mills 25 28:35 
19. Brian McCrea 27 28:44 
20. Andrew Spaulding 16 28:57 
21. Steve Rolabraker 28 28:57 
GREATF::::~:T~c:::UN ft 
PART VI - lOk, ll:OO am ~ . 
Sunday, November l5, 1987 
A beautiful 6.2 mile course ,, .... 
beginning Wolf's Neck Park, ~ 
continuing down country roads 
TAC Cert:ification pending 
Age Groups - Male and Female 
14-18 19-29 30-39 40+ 
Entry Fees: $6 pre/$8 day of race 
Includes Long-sleeved T-sltirt to lst 
200 registered. Awards to lst, 2nd 
jn each category. Come ready to run! 
Water not available at park. 
Registration & Entry Form 
I enter this event at my own risk and 
will hold no one responsible for my 
personal jnjuries. T-Shiit Size S M L XL 
City _________ state __ Zip __ _ 
Signature (parent's, jf under 18 ) 
Mail entry and fee to Freeport Community 
Education, Holbrook St., Freeport, ME 
04032. For additional info call 865-6171. 
22. John Rinker 40 
23 . Kevin Bean 17 
24 . Stven Petercol 38 
25 . Mark Hardison 32 
26. Jud Esty-Kendall 38 
27 . Cindy Lynch 27 
28 . Tim Robinson 30 
29 . Warren Dean 51 
30. Calvin True 40 
31 . Doug Graves 32 
32. Dick Balentine 32 
33 . Gary Larson 42 
34. Newal Lewey 29 
35 . Robert Jordan 27 
36. Diane Lounder 25 
37. Robin Emery Rappa 40 
38. Dick Miles 32 
39 . Don Goodness 38 
40. Bill Pinkham 
4 I . David Wheat ran 34 
42. Danny Tibbens 15 
43. Doug Chappelle 18 
44. Steve Marquis 18 
45. Biff McGilpin 42 
46. Oskar Feichtinger 53 
4 7. David Torrey 40 
48. Frank Lawrence 31 
49. David Doore 16 
50. Perley Merrick 40 
51. Mike Doore 42 
52 . Justin Poland 40 
53. Kevin Mooney 24 
54. Jack Wallace 34 
55. Stephen Krichels 41 
56. Dwight Brown 39 
5 7. Craig Boyd 36 
58. William Shuttleworth 39 
59. Steven Jones 29 
60 . Walt Lura 52 
61. Scott Hinckley 29 
62. Larry Rich 39 
63. Don Ardine 45 
64 . Dick Cummings 50 
65. Jane Rau 37 
66 . Philip LeBreton 15 
67. Cliff Hatfield 54 
68. John Hodgkins 26 
69. Ed Worcester 25 
70 . Ryan Hastey 13 
71 . Rusty Beane 15 
72. Ed Rice 39 
73. Lee Fairweather 20 
74. Adam Sala 15 
75 . Eric Rosengren 27 
76. Myles Lemieux 46 
77. Dara Jones 30 
78. Ron Jones 17 
79 . Karl Brantner 32 
80. Dave McManus 29 
8 I . Ken Shea 44 
82 . Gary Smith 50 
83. Lloyd Smith 38 
84 . Michael Sturgeon 29 
85 . Joe Savage 50 
86. Joan Merriam 39 
87. Frank Campbell 16 
88. John DeHart 46 
89. Stephen Brennan 40 
90. Travis Corson 16 
91. Stan Pride 55 
92. Peter Mackintosh 28 
93. Walter Renault 57 
94. Bernard Lubetz 39 
95. Cole Sargent 35 
96. Josephine Cooper 35 
97. Sam Brown 14 
98. Jerry Bates 44 
99. David Atwood 35 
JOO . Annie Blumer 32 
101. John Trefethen 47 
102. Richard Davis 45 
103. Jeff Warrick 42 
104. Donald Smith 25 
105. Ernie Henderson 44 
106. Frank King 14 
107. Cathrine Henderson • 21 
108. Martin McCrea 29 
109. David Samuelisn 4 I 
110. Robert Welch 31 
I I\ . Joseph Bennett 30 
112. Stephen Deabay 32 
113. Rick Spearing 33 
114. Paul Dall 45 
115. Kim Thompson 39 
29 : 02 
29 : 12 







30 : 02 
30 : 22 
30 : 25 
30 : 26 
30 : 32 




30 : 50 
31 : 03 
31 : 11 
31 : 17 
31 : 17 
31 : 31 
31 : 33 




31 : 50 
31: 55 





32 : 54 
33 : 06 
33:09 
33: 10 
33 : 16 
33 : 07 
33 : 17 
33 : 23* 
33 : 31 
33:32 
33 : 33 
33 : 33 
33 : 33 
33 : 38 
33 : 39 
33 :48 
33:59 
34 : 09 
34: 10 
34 : 10* 
34 : 12 
34 : 15 
34 : 17 
34 : 27 
34 : 30 
34:38 
34 : 39 
34 :49 
34 : 53* 
34 : 56 
34 : 57 
35 : 17 
35:40 








36 : 22 




37 : 01 
31 ·:06 
37: 10 
37 : 19 




38 : 03 
38:07 
38 : 09 
38: 14 
116 . John Parcak 42 38 : 21 
117 . Kim Weiland 32 38 : 39* 
118 . Sam Auerbach 53 38 :41 
119 . Rae Fournier- Wren 31 38:46* 
120 . Ann O'Leary 16 38 : 50* 
12 1. Nancy Remsen 37 38 : 51* 
122 . Tony Cyrus 25 38 : 59 
123 . Michael Elliott 35 39 : 03 
124 . Cassandra Rinker 33 39: 15* 
125 . Joe Aubin 60 39:21 
126 . Samuel Lishness 15 39:25 
127 . Robert Johnson 34 39 : 29 
128 . Miguel Muniz 31 39 :44 
129 . JoshSilver 11 40 : 21 
130. Ted Silver 41 40 : 22 
131 . Bill Arata 44 40:35 
132 . Sheila Hodges 32 40:52* 
133 . Mike Picard 39 40:55 
134 . Dennis Gears 31 41:03 
135 . Scott Kull 19 41 : 12 
136 . Harriet Seekins 42 41: 16* 
137 . Don Roux 15 41:43 
138 . Stephen Lovell 29 41 : 57 
139 . Vernon Brown 50 42: 13 
140 . Jon Bates 14 42: 17 
141 . Cindy Rand 27 42:56* 
142 . Clyde MacDonald 57 42 : 59 
143. Jean Faller 24 43:01* 
144 . Richard Hey 43:09 
145. Dale Violette 31 43: 17 
146 . Jake Gilbert 49 43: 19 
147 . Erik Remesen 8 43 : 27 
148 . Grady Stevenson 46 44 : 20 
149 . Paul Comeau (walker) 32 44 : 28 
150 . Steven Hunt 22 44 : 34 
151. Lorna Rand 35 44 :48* 
152 Harry Trask 70 45 : 19 
153 . P. Lanson 29 45 : 25 
154 . Kathryn Roseberry 33 45:27 
155 . Penny Marsh 17 45 : 33 
156 . Sheila Lynch 42 47 : 08 
157 . David Kull 45 47 : 23 
158 . Kim Malcolm (walker) 20 47 : 29* 
159 . Daniel Gallant 30 47:38 
160 . Moshe Myerowitz (walker) 49 : 28 
161 . Jennifer Girard 17 50 : 19* 
162 . Aurele Quellett 59 51:30 
163 . Brenda Girard 17 51 :42* 
164 . Philomena Baker (walker) 55:08* 
165 . Paul Paulson (walker) 61 55 : 39 
166 . Brian Gilliss (walker)43 61 : 37 
167 . Christine Dexter 2mos65 : 01 
168. Steve Dexter 29 55:01 
169. Sam Ouellett 83 96:00 
Results courtesy of Bob Booker 
Race Director 
************************************ 
STHANNUAL LABOR DAY SK 
Norridgewock 
I. Jerry Allanach 
2. Duane Blomerth 
3 . Jeff Brown 
4 . Jim Derbyshire 
5. Bob Clement 
6 . Fred Karter 
7 . Scott McPherson 
8. Karen Rapallo 
9. Kent Viles 
10 . John Manzer 
I! . David Benn 
12 . Geoff Hill 
13 . Ron Paquette 
14 . Bruce Jardine 
15. Ed Cochrane 
16. Go ff French 
17 . Tony Flye 
18 . John Keister 
19. Ellery Baraw 
20 . John Malek 
21 . Paul Richardson 
22 . Brent Luce 
23 . Brad Farin 
24 . Chris Bean 
25. Jack Paul 
26. Jerry Saint Amand 
27. Alsion Vankeuren 
28 . Robert Wyman 
29 . Ed Prosienski 
30 . Doug alan 
Sept. 7th 




18 : 24 






19 : 29 
19 : 50 




20 : 39 
20 :41 
20 : 45 
20:54 
21 : 02 
21 : 12 
21 : 13 
21: 15 
2 I: 2 I 
21: 32* 
21 :45 
21 : 56 
21 :57 
31. Joyce Sheridan 
32. Nancy Karter 
33 . Bryn Doiron 
34 . Maynard Cook 
35 . Roger Staples 
36. Karen Lacasse 
37 . Ed Cochrane, Jr. 
38 . Judy Bjorn 
39. Donald Abrams 
40. Alan Swett 
41. Sally Harwood 
42 . Drew Ketterer 
43 . Mary McCann Baker 
44. Vern Pinney 
45. Susan Newkirk Sanborn 
46 . Walter Viles 
47 . Shelly Salem 
48 . John White 
49 . Craig Pinney 
50 . Bruce Parker 
5 I. Bob Hopkins 
52 . Kerry Pinney 
53. Lisa Castonguay 
54. Linda Benn 
55. Michael Mason 
56. Harvey Mason 
57. Helen Balgouyen (walker) 
22 : 04* 
22 : 07* 
22 : 22* 






23 : 27 
23 : 31• 
24 : 08 
24 : 18* 
24 : 35 
25: 07* 
25 : 10 
25 : 13* 
26 : 25 
28 : 01 
28 : 05 
29 : 24 
28 : 01 
20 : 39* 
30 : 16* 
34 : 04 
34:05 
39:25 
Results courtesy of: 
Central Maine Striders 
*********************************** 
SHRINE DAYS 5 MILER 
Windsor 
I . Geo •rge Dodge 
2 . David Barker 
3. Ray Johnson 
4. Doug Ludewig 
5. Greg Nelson 
6 . Joe Meehan 
7. David Sargent 
8 . Robert Marquis 
9. Ray Quimby 
10. Frank Fogg, Jr . 
II . Bob Jolicoeur 
12 . Dick Cummings 
13 . Deborah Potter 
14 . Ed Cochrane 
15. David Gugan 
16. John Schwerdel 
17. Roger Mills 
18. Dewey Barker 
19. Richard Abramson 
20. Norman Arbour 
2 I . Raymond Arbour 
22. Tim Smith 
23. Jerry saint Amand 
24 . Ralph Lathe 
25. Fred Wiand 
26 . Earle Pease 
27. Ellen Spring 
28. Mike Levey 
29. William donoban 
30. Nancy Ludewig 
31. Paul McFarland, Jr . 
32. William Tozier 
33. harvey Mason 
Results courtesy of: 
Central Maine Striders 
Sept. 5th 
28 :4 7 
29:03 
29 : 24 
29 : 26 
29 : 40 
30 : 03 
30 : 28 
30.:29 
31 : 15 
31 : 28 
31 : 35 
32 : 53 
33:54* 
34 : 25 
34 : 49 
34 : 57 
35: 19 
35 : 20 
35 : 42 
35 : 50 
35:50 
36 : 26 
37 : 05 
37 : 32 
37 : 56 
38 : 19 
38 : 21* 
38 : 58 
40 : 14 
42: 12* 
42 :47 
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 181AT 2:00 P.M. (NOTE: Recreational walkers are welcome 
to register and participate. Walkers will start the course at 1:30 p.m. 
followed by the runners at 2:00. 
SK BEGINS AND FINISHES AT THE MEDWAY MIDDLE SCHOOL ON ROUTE# 1S7. SCENI C 
RUN ON WILDERNESS DRIVE ON TO THE OUTSKIRTS OF EAST MILLINOCKET AND BACK 
DOWN ROUTE # 1S7 TO THE MIDDLE SCHOOL. THE LAST PART OF THE COURSE IS 
DOWNHILL OR FLAT PROVIDING FOR A FAST FINISH. SPLITS AT MILE, 2 MILE, 
AND SK. COURSE RECORDS: DAN BONDESON-15:Sl (198S) CARLA LEMIEUX-19:36 
(198S) "COMPLETE RESULTS IN MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE" 
FACILITIES: SHOWERS AND BATHROOM FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT THE SCHOOL. 
REGISTRATION: MAIL ENTRY FORM AND $S.00 CHECK TO TARA PUTNAM SCHOLARSHIP RUN, C/O 
TOM TETU, 12 MAPLE STREET, EAST MILLINOCKET, ME 04430. T-SHIRTS TO 
FIRST 7S WALKERS OR RUNNERS REGISTERED. REGISTER THE DAY OF THE RA C 
AT THE MIDDLE SCHOOL FROM 12:30 - l:lS. PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISED. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TOM TETU AT 746-3608. 
POST RACE: WATER AND JUICES AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY AT THE FINISH. ----
AWARDS: (RUNNERS ONLY) MEDALS TO BOTH MALE AND FEMALE WINNERS IN THE FOLLOWING 
CATEGORIES: FIRST OVERALL, 10-14, lS-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50 AND 
OVER. (ONE AWARD PER PERSON) 
PRIZES: EVERY WALKER'S AND RUNNER'S NAME WILL BE PLACED IN A BOX FOR NUMEROUS 
PRIZES AND GIFT CERTIFICATES TO BE DRAWN RANDOMLY. 
PROCEEDS: ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO THE TARA PUTNAM SCHOLARSHIP FUND. 
NAME: ADDRESS: 
ZIP CODE: -------
AGE: SEX: MALE FEMALE T-SHIRT SIZE: S M L XL ----
In consideration of your accepting this entry, I, intending to be legally bound, 
hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administators, waive and release any 
and all rights and claims or damages I may have against dny sponsor, their rep-
resentatives, successors, and assigns for any and all injuries suffered by me at 
said race or event. 
Your Signature Parents signature 
(For walkers or runners 
under 18) 
SEMPER FIVE 
5 MILE CROSS COUNTRY 
October 18, 1987 Topsham, Maine 
Full name-------------
Age (as of 8/16/87) Sex ___ _ 
Address-------------
City State ___ _ 
Two Generation entry (please check) D 
T-ShirtSize SO MD LO XLD 
Assumption of risk agreement and release. 
(Please read carefully) 
I agree to assume all responsibility for and all 
risk of damage or injury that may occur to me 
as a participant in this event. In consideration 
of being accepted as a participant in this event, 
I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors and 
administrators, release and discharge Marine 
Corps and all persons associated with this event 
from all claims, damages, causes of action, 
present or future, known or unknown, 
anticipated or unanticipated, which result from, 
arise out of, or are incident to my participation 
in this event. I hereby certify that I am 
physically fit and sufficiently trained for 
competition in this event. 
Signature ____________ _ 
Parent or Guardian __________ _ 
(if under 18) 
I I 
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Splits at mile, 5k and 1 Ok 
Post race refreshments 
Maine Square Mall 
Showers at John Bapst High Sehool, 
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Merchandise prizes ,., 
Team competition (top three cumulative) 
Race walkers welcome· 
Results in Maine Running & Outing Magazine 
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1
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For furttier information call ;! •· ' EX.-.~ESS' ..f!J : · 
Benjamin's 942-7.492 
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VETERANS 9th Annual 
EMORIAL 
OAD ACE 
Distance: 4.5 miles on both paved and gravel roads. Start on Wiscasset High School's 
all-weather track. Challenging. 
When: Sunday, November 8, 1987. (1:00 p.m. start) 
Where: Start and finish at Wiscasset High School, Gardiner Rd., Wiscasset. 
Register: At Wiscasset High School cafeteria starting at 11:30 a.m. Or mail entries 
to the Wiscasset Recreation Department, Muni. Bldg., Wiscasset, ME 04578. 
Te 1. 882- 7 533. 
Fee: Wiscasset residents ($4.00); Others ($5.00). 
Race ~-Shirts to the first 70 registrants. 
Make checks payable to: Wiscasset Recreation Department. 
Features: * Age group awards (male & female) 
* Awards to first Wiscasset resident finisher (male/female) 
~ Jack Winters Memorial Trophy (Oldest male finisher) 
* Changing, restroom & shower facilities 
~ Light refreshments following race 
~ Several. random drawings from local merchants. 





Veteran's Memorial Road Race 




In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, heirs, 
and assisgns hereby waive and release any and all rights and claims for per-
sonal damage I may have against the sponsors of this race. I attest and 
verify that I h a ve full knowl e dge of the risks involve d in this event, and 
I am physically fit and sufficiently trained to participate in this event. 
Signature Parent's Signature (if under 18) 
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING & 
OUTING MAGAZINE 
Do you want to reach a great many runners 
without a great deal of hassle? Why not put your 
race application in Maine Running & Outing Mag-
azine? Here's all you do: 
Send us your flyer by the 10th of the month 
prior to the issue in which you wish. your flyer to 
appear. The number varies depending on the time 
of year, but is usually between 900 and 1,200. The 
current rates are as fallows: 
$20. 00 for Si x 11 flyer with the words "Complete 
results in Maine Running & Outing Magazine . " 
$25.00 for Six II flyer without the above state-
ment. 
$20.00 for flyers folded to si· x II. 
$30.00 for multiple page and loose insert flyers. 
$40. 00 for flyers larger than Si x· 11 that are 
not folded. 
$60.00 for single side 8% x II flyer that we pr i nt 
for you on colored paper . 
$85.00 for front and back flyers. 
Add $15.00 extra if professional lay-out work i s 
desired. 
Best advertising deal around for your race ! 
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING & 
OUTING MAGAZINE . 
The advertising rates in Maine Running & Out-
ing Magazine are down-right incredible. 
A full page $65.00 a month 
Half page $37 .50 a month 
Quarter page $22.50 a month 
$650 per yenr 
$375.00 per year 
$225 per year 
There are special rates for 3 months; 6 months, 
and mixed packages as well. 
' 
WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF 
MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE? 
If anyone ever asks you where they too can get 
a copy of MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE, 
steer them to one of the following businesses: 
* OLYMPIA SPORT in South Portland, Windham 
* SPORTS EAST in Topsham 
* THE ATHLETIC ATTIC in the Bangor Mall, 
Auburn Mall 
* HASKELL'S in Bar Harbor 
* BATH CYCLE & SKI i n Woolwich 
* LIFE SPORTS OF MAINE in Ellsworth , 
Bar Harbor 
* GOLDSMITH 'S i n Bangor , Presque I sle , Auburn 
* WIGHT 'S in Brewer 
* FORT WESTERN SPORTS i n Augusta 
* GULLIVER' S i n Ell sworth 
* BRIDGTON PHARMACY i n Br i dgton 
* THE SHED in t he Tontirie Mal l i n Brunswick,- -
Port land 
~ __ :.:=.:..-~~.:;. :. ___ ._.,_ ______________ .-;~---------
Planning a large race? 200, 300 or more 
Then you need •.. 
C~hronomix 
The only way to handle large race fields. $50.00 
per race. Call 843-6262 to reserve the machine. 
-Ho"W"oolsusscRiseroM~NERUNNINaioUTINGMAGAZJNE?A~y~~~--------------
need to do' is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title page 
along with a check tor $17.50 and we'll send you the magazine for a year. 
ADDRESS: ______________________ __ 
MAINE RUNNING 
P.O. BOX 3399 
Brever, Me. 04412 
ZIP ______ _ 
Whether you run as part of an 
overall fitness program, or log your 
miles as a serious competitive run-
. ner, you always go that extra mile 
You can't afford to be injured either, 
because you'll lose everything 
you've trained for. Now's the time 
to step into AVIA running shoos. 
Biomechanically designed to 
protect against injuries to your 
feet, ankles and knees, AVIA 
running shoes will keep you 
going. All AVIA running shoes 
feature AVl/J\s patented concave 
cantilever sole that provides 
unequalled shock absorption 
and superior foot stability 
simultaneously. 
The unique cantilever sole flares 
out on impact, creating a superior 
cushioning effect and directing 
shock away from the Cantil<Mlf sale flares 
our on impact to 
foot rather than ?~=i~h~::,~~~ 
stmight up like most 
conventional shoes. 
AVIA running shoes. 
For those that go 
the extra mile• 
A,.. 
HIGH PERfORWNCE ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR 
BANGOR MALL 
(207) 94 7-6880 
AUBURN MALL 
(207) 786-2507 
.. 
